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At a meeting of the directors of the | |X>rt^ to have lost about 1.500 men.

Holland Sugar Co., this week

IDY BOOKKEEPING.

men with
seems that other forces of
| between two contracts tor growing Su»> are headed to ward the scene to
gar beets. One is the contract in which
If Cronj,i Md* out till rethe price of beets is put at $4 a ton for enforcemeuts arrive they may yet
12 per cent beets and .‘134cents more or teach the British another lesson. The
British have lost aUnit l.‘tt))00men so
j less, for every per cent of sugar, higher
tar.
Wednesday noon Cronje asked for
or lower, than 12. Besides this 75 cents
un
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of -4 hours fo bury the
a ton is paid additionalif the company
secures the bounty which was offered dead, but t!ie British refused his request. While the situation does cot
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The other contract offers the grow- seem, from the dispatches this morners $4.50 a ton for 12 per cent beets, ing, to be indeed hard press'.-d. The
with .TJi cents added for every percent j |10jjes>sympathies and prayers of all
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Detroit, Mich., Feb. 22— Articles of
incorporation for the

Grand Uapids,

Holland & Lake Michigan Rapid rail-

way, with a capital of $500,000 were
signed yesterday, the incorporators be-
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weeks, as the Doud murder ease and
in this vicinity.
the Bennett forgery ease are snnong
With the experiencegained in last those to be tried. Following is a list
year’s growing, there is no reason why of the eases and the cause of action:
Criminal.— The people vs Charles
farmers should not be able to raise su*
Doud, murder: vs. Erasmus Dennett,
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cure a much better crop.
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forgery: vs. Ed. Billings, breaking jail:
vs. George Slocum, resisting an officer:
vs. Lyman Ehle, violation of the liquor
law: \>. Edward Sbiflleu and Jesse
Barber, for sentence.
Civil jury.— Atta Mealck vs. John
Crispe. trespass;Wm. Harrison as administrator vs. H. D and E. L Lane,
assumpsit: Ai/.ina Batcheldervs. The
Central Telephone company, trespass:
John Heath vs. the Central Telephone
company, trespass. Fred. L. Brown va.
Ova L. Jackson, appeal, from justice

r. .C, A. gospel meeting
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and Frank C. Andrews, trustee. John Mary A. Gamwell vs. Kendrie and Luflert Hoffman of Overlaid was in town
ing in price from $300 to $800.
Winter is president, Ben S. Hanehett, ella Gam well, bill to set aside convey- on businessTuesday.
ance: Rachel V reeland vs. BertS. Blain,
Gerrit Ten Broeke of B /rculo was
Small payments down, balance jr., vice president: O. H. Lau, secy; hill to reform deed: Michael Loskoski
Frank C. Andrews, treasurer.The vs. James Ferry, bill to correct title: here on businessTuesday.
on long time.
Rev and Mrs. Harmeling of Alto,
route has been surveyed, and the nec- Edith vs. Edward W. Chapman, Edith
Wis , visited relatives and friends here
L.
vs.
Andrew
J.
Kent,
Jr.,
Zobediah
eseury rights and franchises nearly seM. vs. Edwin H. Thomas, Sarah t>. this week, before going to Chicago
cured. The line will be 23 miles long Simmons Wilbur, Julia M. vs. James where Mr. Harmeling lias accepted a
J.
connecting the cities of Grand Rapids C. Brown, Lydia vs. AlponsoC Davis, call to the First Reformed church.
Carl Nixon, of Grand Rapids, is visitand Holland, Ottatva Beach, Macatawa Joseph vs. Clara Giber, Emma J. vs.
Call at the Shoe Store.
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. H.
Orison
B
Coons,
Elia
M.
vs.
Harry
and Jenison {/arks, and passing through
Babbitt. Nettie vs. Charles Bishop, and Nixon on East 14th street.
the villages of Grandville,Jenison, Matilda R. vs. Joseph C. Routsaw,ail
Claude Van der Veen of Grand Haven,
Hudson vUle, Vriealand,Jamestown, divorce.— Allegan Gazette.
visited friends here yesterday.
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•f Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat a specialty.

Zeeland and Waverley. A junketing
PIANO SWINDLERS.
party of about 15 from along the proThe Benton Harbor News contains
posed route will go over the D., R , R.
the following which it will be worth
& L. O. railroad on Friday, this road while to heed: “A scheme of a piano
being owned by Messrs. Winter, Lau firm to sell the merchants of Michigan
and Andrews, similar construction and cities a piano, to be given away on coupons, is working this way and in a few
cars being intended for the- Grand days merchants will be asked to bite.

Rev. J. Smitter of Crisp lias accepted
a call to the Christian Reformed church
at Sioux Center, Iowa.

$1.10
The greatest Special Shoe
Sale that can be offered you

during the year 1900.
500 pairs Men’s and

men’s Shoes, in all

Wo-

styles,

every pair warranted to be
leather and worth $1.75.

Our special price, per pair,

$1.10

.

For Iteut.
Fine, large shed, on West Seventh
street. Good place for carpenter shop,
inquire at this olliee.

Let us

CapL and Mrs. A. Week ler are visit
ing Capt. and Mrs. Chas. Morton, at

Dowagiuc has just been captured and
the next move will be on Benton Harbor. What Bt-nton Harbor needs is an
organization of its business men to protect themselves from such fakes.”
There is but one way to advertise thoroughly and successfully. The local pa|>er furnishes this way and it is cheaper. better and much more successful.

Bert

Cor. Central Ave. and 13th

Wc

prices. Ask your doctor.

Con. DePree’s Drug Store.

Jerry Laepple and John Dinkeloo
were among thos«* who attended the
Sousa's band concert at Grand Rapids
Wednesday night.
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All fraudulentimitationsarc worthless. Bigastus
L. Kramer.
cf

pride ourselves on accuracy and cleanlinessin this

department and practice no substitutionor exorbitant

COR. KIGHTHST. and CENTRAL AVE.

The Ladie.* Household
Friend

.

Stovepipe
Shelf.
FUK

KAI.fr:II

Kerkhof
No.

Prescriptions;^;:,:;;:;11
ly, carefully and economically.

No

»J

W.

8th St.

&
Witvliet.

OFFICE

IN

First State Bank

Also Toilet Articles, Station-'

A.

rt-yrm

Block, r

HOURS, • • •

V to II A. M.,
4 V. M. Mild 7 to 9 I*. M.
Sundays • - - 2 to 4 1*. M.

*£

MARTIN
DRUGGIST.

L

- to

cry. School Books and Supplies.

S.

V

DR.P.C.MEENGSJ

waiting, no danger of error,

no extravagantprice*.

3
4

. .

Adams

4

St.

Your Prescriptions

and Family Recipes.

Mrs. E. R. Allen and daughtervisited friends in Grand Rapids Wednesday.

__

lowest.
Slagh.

Fill

Grand Haven.

Rev. J. Keizer of Fella. Iowa, has
L. S. Uignall is visiting his brother
been called to the Christian Reformed
at FowierviUe.
church at Niekerk, near this city.
Besides it aesists in keeping up a home
HoaU to In* ItuiinluK .March 1.
Rev. J. Kole of New Era, Mich , has institution, and the money spent with
St. Joseph, Mich., Feb. 19.- Weather
it is like bread thrown upon the waters.
declined a call to Leota, Minn.
permitting,navigationbetween this
It will return.
port and Chicago will open in a short
DEATHS IN OTTAWA COUNTY.
Contract For New ktcaiucr.
time President Graham, of the GraThe following deaths in Ottawa counChicago, III , Feb. 19.— The Graham ham & Morton Co . rays that it is the
ty were recorded with County Clerk A Morton Transportation company an- intention of the company to start the
Hoyt during the month of January:
nounced yesterday that a contract had steamer City of Louisvilleon the ruu
Holland— Baby Brink, Wm. Zeeh, been let for a twin screw steamer to ab «ut March 1. The boat has been retake the place of the ill-fated Chicora. ceiving numerous repairs since it was
Elsje Rosendabl, Helena Flatshorse,
She will cost $200,000 The new steam- laid up for the winter.
Lester J. Butterfield,Lars F. Burgh, er will be 21b feet over all, and will be
HEIR TO A LARGE ESTATE.
Baby Zantiog, Uerietta E. Cook, Chas. built of steel. All the upper works
T. J. Boggs residing on West 10th
S. Andrews, Wm. A. De Jonge, Hen- will be veneered in mahogany. The
1/oat will be guaranteedto t un twentystreet receivedword Tuesday from a
drik Wanting, Cornelia Cook.
one miles an hour. The steamer will
Georgetown— Ciau Van der Molen, be the fastest on the chain of great nephew in Californiathat he was in all
Lammert Holstege, Freddie Snay, lakes and will be a formidable rival of probability an heir to $40,000,000from
Sarah O. Chamberlain, Gertrude Wiers. the Columbus,the pride of Lake Michi- an estate of a brother of his great grandgan. The steamer will have a capacity father. The estate in question comPol kton— Eleanor Hosmer.
for 1**00 passengersand 980 tons of
Grand Haven City— Wm. Van der freight. This steamer will run at the prises 320 acres of land in the center of
Meiden, Fanny F. Burd, Benjamin opening of the season, in May, 1901.
Brooklyn and is valued at perhaps a
Bruno, Francis Crow.
billion dollars If Mr. Boggs can
FOK KALE OK TKADK.
Blendon— Robert G. Milne.
establish his relationship there will
A good farm, 70 acres with bouse and
Wright— John Tynen, Mary Hillard. barn, good orchard and plenty of water. be very littledoubt but that be can seCoopersville-MaryHanson.
Half of farm is black clay loam, other cure the millions. Mr. Boggs has a
Holland Town— Anthony Van der half is gravelly loam. Located 2 miles host of friends here who will be glad to
from city limits on the Zeeland road
Kolt, Johanna Van der Vusse.
hear of his good fortune.
near Scbolten's bridge. Will sell for a
i
Zeeland— Mrs. J. Veldorman, Griet- reasonable payment down and balance
Mrs. Benjamin Hoffman of Spring
je Wassenaar.
at five per cent, or will trade for desir- Lake, wife of the First Reformed S;
Spring Lake— Laura C. Lane, Benja- able city property. Also have a lot minister of that village,whp has been 4
and good new house and barn on East seriouslyill, is reported improving.
3
min Soule, Anna Shafer.
Fourteenthstreet and a vacant lot on
Rev.
W.
Van
der
Werp
of
the
First
Olive— Wietske Groenbof.
East Thirteenth street, good location.
ChristianReformed church lias been
Robinson— Chas. Buttrick, Eink
G. J. SCHUURMAN.
sick for several days. Prof. Boer of
Office opposite Walsh-De Roo Mills.
Kieft.
Grand Rapids preached in his stead
WANTED.
Mrs. J. K. Miller,Newton Hamilton, yesterday.— Grand Haven Tribune.
Ladies of Holland and vicinity
Fa., writes, ‘*1 think DeWitt’s Witch
O
Jk. .
examine my stock of wall paper. Prices! Hazel Salve the grandest salve made.”
Basra
/f ^ Kind You Hate Ataiys Bought I
the
! It cures piles and heals everything.

BustiinStore
HOLLAND.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Boone visited Mr.
and Mrs. John A. Pieters, at Penn vi lie
yesterday.

M. Nyssen, of Coldwater visited his
sister,Mrs. Johannes Dykema, tlris
Rapids railway.
It is a revised edition of the silverware week.
coupon scheme on a large scale. The
Mrs. W. J. Garrod. visited relatives
AMONG THE MINISTERS.
merchantsufOwoxso tried it and every- at Allegan a few days ago.
John Kooiker visited friendsin MusRev. A. Keizer of Graafsehaphas de- one who engaged in the plan is rich in
experience and out the cash expended. kegon Tuesday.
clined a call to the Christian Reformed

church at Chicago.

.solid

N. B.— 500 yards more of those Wide Torchon Laces for 5c a yard.

Calls promptly attendedday or

night. Residence 81 W.
'i ; 1 1

y

10th .St.

TTTTTt a

W
4
sririty* her hrt aai
looks for it is her parse, amt*t other impoMibte places, is very Uke the physjasa
who looks Is all sort of impossible places
far the cause of a disease. The heart be*
Shm to act irrefularly and straightway

-

M.

a. M

- I _
Times.

Holland Times-Feb.a w.

BUTTER TESTS.

'MCKINLEY ASSAILED

ANTING. Publisher.

> i.

D!ff*r«aei Mttwrrn Jersey Cr*mm
Mi That of Other Breeds.
Commenting on the tables of the butter testa at the London dairy show of
1800, Ma Ernest Mathews, in the
course of his report in The Journal of

HOLLANDERS AND OTHlk
THREATEN TO BOLT

PabllshadSvsry Friday, at Holland, Michigan.

PUBLICAN TICK

there’san examination' of the
heart to find what
is interferingwith
it. Tlie liver gives

-

kttawa County

the wombs who

r*Kt, WAVRRLY BLOCK, EIGHTH ST.
Brook No Alliance.— If
No Mov« for Mrdlatloa He

cermsof Subscription,II -M per year, or It »>er
year if paid in advance,
idvertlsingRales made known on Application

Itime!

the BritishDairy Farmers’ Association,
trrly Opposed -Kx-Coneal
points out that the churnings were
trouble, and is
Praised.- A ny PrivatoPaet
_
very closely in accord with the analdosed with drags
Kniered at ibe post ottlceat Holland,
Will, It la Hald, Aronae tb# 'Heplr.
and pounded with
yses, the difference between the two
for transmiasiou throughthe malls a1
Ntrong Mprcehra at a Pro-Bauv Meeting.
pills to bring .to
rcond-clae*matter.
methods being probably accountedfor
light the cause,
Chicago Inter Ocean, Feb. 1#,u£NB.
by *1111* amount of water necessarily
and all the time
“I voted for President
the cause vf the
iBley.” present in butter. In tills resiiect. he
FEB. 23. 1900.
trouble is in tlie
night says, they afford a contrast to the resaid the Rev. Dr. Moerdyka
stomach.
have sults of previous trials, where tlie milk
'/f, The intimate
ENGLISH
rtt 11 Pr0^'H,r meeting,
connectiem of the
criti* from the breeds with large ami regular
Editor Times.— According to public ";Ver approved of the needl
stomach with the
sized fat globules apparently churned
b«s
re*
heart and the other
priit England is now trying U) engage ci8m that 1,13 admloisUti"*
better than that containing small and
fl.iA if I Imoii trinaaft\A
vital organs, necceived.
Hut
if President Mdttoley in*
medium sized globules.
essarily results in the Kaffirs in Irer unholy war to subju*
t-nds to snub the Boers, and rf^lliltouid
the sympathy of gate the boors.
Mr. Mathews adds: “Iu the report of
these organs with
turn out to be true that he Mi formed 1808 I ventured to suggest that, whethThese
Kaffirs
are
a
barbarious
and
any derangement
u secret alliancewith Grci^j^itaio, I er sweet — i. e„ compressed-cream was
or disease of the blood thirsty people, and when
, ,
.
stomach and the wage war they doit in guerilla fashion, Mml a multitudeof people
iver tlie used or not. the results of churning
organs of digesand he these differentclasses of milk would
.ml
.laughUMdyfuncelt
„
women
BI1d
'»o<l
''"•‘Im
tion
uun anu
and nuuiuun.
nutrition. unu siaugnier uciuih-uu wwuivu
— t
In* the same. - I think on reflection that
this opinion requires modification.This
iu the side, backache, and numerous other |f Jr that? Who does not recall with "
‘‘
year I kept all the creams from the
broods other than Jerseys until the Jersey lots had been churuod. and. ns the
bImHlm»k. jAit,.,. |iving „|10 hasnut read about to rule over a free people.’ Btft Lthink atmospherewas warm, a thick fog preIuk
•• ---vailing outside until 10 a. in., the lots
ia,
thu t/jmble butuhurj of Gun. Buford's he will yet come to it.
many forms of disease is the l*st proof that
“It is a splendid thing that former of cream kept till the last evidently
these diseases originatein the stomach and ra.*n by the inhuman British cavalry
must be cured through the stomach.
Consul Macrum has come hOBM at this bad undergonea partial ripening. My
leader, Gen. Tarleton, win n he made
•• I hul Iktii n great sufferer for several years,
time to tell us how his diafatebes have experiencewitli Jersey cream has
and my family doctorraid I would not be a liv- his raid through the Carolina* during
ing roan in two vears, but. thank <»od. I am sti.l
been opened by British ,oaMOr« and always been the same— viz. that whethliving" writes Mr George W. Tnwtow.of I;it»s- the war of the Revolution. In the
er sweet or ripened then* Is no loss if
comb, Augusta Co..Va. “Dr. Pierces Golden war of 1812 they also showed their bru- how he has been betrayed bf bis own
the cream is churned at a sufficiently
Medical Iiisoven-is what saved my life. I had
government. God said, ‘L&fthere be
heart trouble so bad that I could not lie on my tality, that on one oeeasion when thu
low temperature. With cream from
left side without a great deal of pain. I was
light,' and the light it alriadf break- Shorthorns and other breeds of cattle
nrarlvpast work when I commenced your med- great Indian chief Tecumeeh saved a
ing on the South AfrlcfO war, on the It has not been so uniform, and inidne.'butI can do about as much work now as
prisoner from the brutality of the savany roan. I cannot say too much for the lienebt
I have received.”
ages, when he rebuked the British British character, and oo tbS adminis- variably some of the lots of buttermilk
have shown a certain amount of cream
The People’s Common Sense MedicalAd- Geu. Proctor for complaining that he trationat Washington.”
viser, the ’'Bibleof the body.” is sent free
The
meeting was held la the Holland mixed with caseous matter, which.
on receiptof 21 one-cent stamps to pay ex- could not restrainthe savages by sternwhen churned, yielded an Inferior butpense ot mailing only, for edition in paper ly exclaiming: “G'o put on petticoats Christian Reformed cbunbt Ko. 523
ter.
covers, or 31 stamps for cloth-boundediWest Fourteenth street. Tbd house
“Without, therefore,in any way givtion. Addreaa Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo* you are not lit to command”. During
was crowded with enthnrfaatto Dutch ing up tlie opinions I expressed in my
the war of the Rebellion did not EngN. Y.
people of all ages and both tises, and report on the butter test of 1808. I
land do all in her power to cut’thisnathe speakers denounced Gfmd Britain would supplementthem by adding that
tion in twain by giving all possible aid
and sang the Trans vaalaejkjlaikslled in milk containing large fat globules of
to the Confederacy. Now she is trying
uniform size there Is not the need of
until the roof rattled. /j
to form an alliancewith this country.
ripening that Is apparentlynecessary
Dutch FamiliesKcpfSSSaleri*
In former days when we were not powwhen using milk containing small or
Justice of
Peace. erful she would have spurned at any The Kuyrenhofens,the Via Sipmas, Irregularsized fat globules. In other
such an alliance, but now when we have the Van der Veldes, the Ffilaars, the words. It would appear that tlie cream

,

^

BARBARITY.

The winner b always ready to itoit oo “time." The
nuke selectionswhile the opportunityaffords ttseit.
If you have any furniture want whatever, let us advise you*

keeper is ever ready to
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When

mention this paper.

writing,

“The Best

WAGON

ZEELAND

has the reputation and is today the best wagon on the market. It
home- made and fully warranted.

is

Incidentally,we wish to remind you that we are still headquarters for

THE BEST^—Wagons, Buggies, Buggy Wheels and Axles, Drive-well Points,
Lift and Force Pumps, Single and Extension Ladders,
and many other things we would like to show you.

Men

We

The

do Geiirml HlNt-kamlthlngand

J. DE

HoncHhoelng.

KRUIF

ZEELAND,

All legal papers executed and

MICHIGAN.

....WE SELL-..-

-

were

20 Acres

is the Cheapest.
THE

(

become a powerful nation she tries to Van Huizens,the Hafteoljaaps,and from milk containingsmall and irform an alliance that we may stand the Kortelings were tberai iad it did regular sized fat globuleschurns letter
when it is ripened.If this Is the true
collections promptly attended to.
ready to intercede in her behalf when not take much stretchof tit Imaginareason. It would be well in all future
tion
to
pick
out
Oom
Paul
and
Joubert
necessary. American people beware of
trials to churn the creams from the
such an alliance. England has in days in the audience.
Jersey cattle first, and so give more
Everything was quite Pateb. The time In which to allow the other
gone by played us too many tricks, and
Office over P Mulder's Store,
she would do it again if she dared to. psalms were read, prayerafdr tbe Boers creams to ripen.”
ORJUFSCHAP,
MICHIGAN. I do notexagerateanyof my statements were offered, and old fatMoaod hymns
An F.niphntloOplnloa.
but they are plain historicaltruths to slow choral tunee were auug, until
and any student of history will tell you one could fancy he waa It Johannes- A correspondent of the London Live
quiet, Stock Journal of 40 years' experithe same. I do not want to east any burg. The people
sturdy,
clear-headed.
detefflUaed
kind ence declares that there Is no need durfalse insinuation on any Englishman
ing any season of the year to purchase
that
appear
to
he
figbtlaf
tbe
most
| living in this county nor in England.
either one thing or another beyond
as I know that there are hundreds of powerful naition in Europe.
what passes through the animal’s
good, upright, intelligentEnglishmen. Dr. Moerdyke said also: ‘*11 becomes stomach to produce the best quality of

.

wnifr row illustmatlu fatai.qcul

|

Gerrit
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Tlie Furniture Exposition is just over. Bright,new, elite samples, produced by
over one uuNDiir.n an:> tun ol America's best manufacturers,were jiurcliasea ny
us from 2o per cent, 30 per cent r.nd u»
pir cent otl of the regular wholesale
prices. Mate jour selectionsnow while the assortment is complete.Ihc designs
are new, the pricesare
\Vc guarantee a saving of 25 per cent and absolute satisfaction, cr you can
return the furniture to us.

,
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MONTH

___________
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The

BEST PREPARED

J|

PAINTS.

best Prepared Paint in

America,

our duty sometimes to stand alone when butter of a natural color. When I say
battlingfor the right. But it is pleas- natural. I mean not extremely blgh,
ant to know at tbe present time that but of such a color as will be looked
the Boers have the sympathy ff ninety upon as genuine and secure customers First — Because 25 per cent oil can be added.
all the year round. At tbe present
pecially the ’‘pig sticking”episode has out of every 100 people Ip
time from this dairy It is not a matter
Do yon .want 2Q acres of
Second — It covers more space.
States. The exceptions are Englisharoused my Indignation.
of selling the butter, but wito is favorJ. D. K
men, Canadians, and a very few Amerigood land?
ed by having It— in fact, it obtained the
It lasts longer.
cans who ought to be ashamed to live second prize, when there were 22 comA Night of Terror.
in a land of liberty.
It looks better
It will pay you to call on
petitors. at the agriculturalshow.
“Awful anxiety wasfeltfor the widow
“We
stand midway between tbe
The longer a cow is In milk after
of
the
brave
General
Burnham
of
Machme for particulars.
Because brighter than any other paint in the world.
ias, Me., when the doctors said she birthday of Washington and that of producing a calf the whiter the butter,
would die from Pneumonia before morn- Lincoln. Let us put with them Wil- and not only that, hut the quality Is
ing" writes Mrs. S. H. Lincoln, who
Tcarcely up to what it would be nearer
liam of Orange, and call them tbe three
attended her tnat fearful night, but she
the birth of the calf; consequently to
Floor Paint. Dries in one night. Posibegged for Dr. King’s New Discovery greatestmen that ever lived. Oom make good butter all the year round Ask for
which had more than once saved her Paul has taken William for his model It requires one, two or three to calve
tively the best.
life, and cured her of Consumption. hero, and he has hung on his walls as
each mouth, accordingto the extenCor. College Ave. and Fourteenth After taking, she slept all night. FurWhite Lead— -Whitest, Clearest, Most Durable.
his favoritemotto the words of Patrick siveness of the dairy; 110 butter can be “
ther use entirely cured her.” This
Street.
marvellousmedicine is guaranteedto Henry, ‘Give me liberty,or give me made, neithergood nor of a satisfactory
color, without it. and In the summer
core all Throat, Chest and Lung Di- death 5
months four or five pounds of cotton
seases. Only 50c and $1.00. Trial botI’raiHCfur Oom Fnul
tles 10c at lie her Walsh, Holland and
cake to each animal per day will still
“The world is learning now who Paul help tlie color, quantity and quality.
Van Bree 1Y Son, Zeeland.
Kruger is. Hitherto the English have After the cattle are brought Into the
DRUGGIST,
described him as lazy, dirty, and good- sheds, to keep up the color, beyond hay
The Orient furnishes us with melons,
for-nothing.
It grieved them that un- and mangels, linseed cake, maize meal
cucumbersand onions. Egg plants and
tomatoes were discovered in Peru. less his whiskers were pulled up, you and pea meal are the articlesthat 1
Quinces and pears in Europe, while could not see his necktie. The English have found to answer best. Swedes,
the most common of our vegetables— dudes did not like him. But he has turnips and straw, with oats, have the N. B. — A full line of Oils, Varnishes, Brushes and Painters’ Supplies.
celery, lettuce,cabbage and spinach, shown then that even if a man does not opposite effect; therefore try to avoid
If you are thinking of going into
them as much as possible for butter
were transplanted from the shores of
take a bath every day, he can teach them keeping a marketable color.
business or looking for a nice home, the Mediterranean.
something about the principles of liber*
No doubt the Jersey or Guernsey

For

Sale!

In only want to demonstrateto your
readers the doings of England as a war
waging nation and the atrocities which
are going on .n South Africa, and es-

AND THE CHEAPEST!

_

Third—

Fourth—

1. MiclMsIiuizen

“CREOL1TE”

RAILWAY”

DeKruif,

A..

Blom’s

Real Estate

ZEELAND, MICH.

Agency.

call

--- ALSO-

on

will produce the highest genuine color
The Boers, too, are coining to lie without artificial feeding of any ani- 165
Liberty, Ind., Jan. 10, 1898.
Pepsin Syrup Co.. Monticello,111. ,
JR.,
better understood.Those people are mal that ever came under my notice,
Gentlemen:— For about 10 years I
and many farmers In this district have
our brothers.They belong to our ReStyle
wh-j affected with Comtipnlion,Indione of these high colored butter proformed
church.
They
are
a
Bible
peo115 W. Twelfth St., Holland.
gf-tiim“nd Stomach and Bowel trouble.
ducers among a herd of dairy cattle,
I tri> d Dr. Caldwell’sSyrup Pepsin and ple. They love the word of God, and
rather than be suspectedof adding
soon found relief. After using one fifty1 have several nice Houses and cent bottle I am now well and can eat they love to pray. Like the soldiers of anything that was neither desirable
Cromwell,they go into tire battle with nor agreeable to their customers.—
Lots for sale and a few A 1 Busi- an\ thing that comes on the table without suffering pain and distress in my prayer, and come out with praise. As Couishead Grange, Diversion.
ness places on my list.
stomach and I can cheerfully recommend every battle is a victory, they always
Air ChnniM.
it to anyone that has any bowel or stomhold a thanksgivingservicewhen it is
It is cheaper to buy now than to
ach trouble.Jf you ore ufjlictid try it
Much
is being done at the present
over. But for this they could never
and you will be convinced.
rent next spring.
time to iuducc the small dairyman ei- Delivered at
thrash the English as they have done.
Very truly yours,
ther to buy or take the agency for some
- - C. K. Slonneger.
“This Boer war is 1770 over again. form of air churn or other similar - - Yours for bargains,
20
other
hinds
.......
$16.00
up
to
$50.00
England is puffed up and bursting with device, for which great tilings are
Every machine giiarantn-d ten years. The No 19
Many
a
man
will stand up and arC. BLOM, JR.
pride. Englishmen think they area claimed as to butter making capacity, New Hont£ lias a double feed; a scientifictreadle
gue polities for two hours who won’t
superior race, with a divine commis- says Professor Hayward iu The Na- motion that will not make your hack ache*,' steel
Bell Phone.
bcariri;:;automatic tension. Nothing like it; no
give up his seat iu a crowded car to a
sion to rule and regulate every other tional Stockman.
other kind just ;u good. Costs no more than an
woman.
old-fashionedmachine.It is the greatest wonder
The
writer
and
heads
of
dairy
depeople on earth. They are bloated
For Sap- or Kx<-Imiiik«.
of the age. See the No 18 New Home before you
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
partments in other Institutionshave boy any other. Bakgain List Fkeb.
with haughtiness.But Cod has chosen
100 acres of land, 20 acres of it in
received
frequent
letters
in
regard
to
Any person desiring any work done
standing timber— maple and beach, lo- such as repairingsewing machines, the smallest nation on earth to make these dairy wonders, and this occasion
cated in Holland settlement, two miles locks, guns, umbrellas, or small ma- them bite the dust. England is the
is taken to state a few facts concernfrom Holland church in Caldwell town- chinery of any kind, call at John F. most colossal liar of the present centuing them.
ship, Missaukee Co , Mich. Will also Zalsraanon River street, next to Meyers
ry, and 1 believe Cod intends to punish
The value of any churn is dependent
exchange for city property or for good music store, Holland.
43t
her for the slander she lias heaped upon its simplicityand durability,upfactory stock. For terms enquire at
upon the Boers.
on the completeness with which it does
this
tf
Ladle* Home Journal.
its work, upon the power required to
War Without Juxtiflcatiou.
Subscriptions for the Ladies’ Home
RIVER STRKKT,
“England has no justification for the operate It and upon the ease of cleanBaan the
KM You Have Always Bought Journal may be left at S. A. Martin’s. war on the Boers. As to the suffrage ing It after the butter has been reOffice of C. K. Slonneger.

kv

C. BLOM,

Your

BARGAINS
—IN—

Pianos,

Home

Organs

TRIAL, FREEI

AM) ALL

_________

MEYER

Mich.

office.

CASTOXIXA.

_

Signature
of

KITCHEN KNIVES.
If you want a good hand made Kitchen
Knife for every day use, cull on
Every knife warranted. Also
butcher knives made.

me

E. Fairbanks,
Near the old Harrington place just
south of the city.

Farm For Sale.
good farming land. Just
outside of city. Apple orchard and
some small fruit. House and burn and
plenty water. For particularscall on
owner,
A. W. Kleis,
Half mile south of City.
80 acres of

,

Musical Merchandise.

grievance, the Uitlanders only, wanted moved.
•‘After doctors failed to cure me of to make a present of the Transvaalto
Althoughthere have been, It Is claimpneumonia I used One Minute Cough Queen Victoria.If she has so much ed, more patents granted for churns
Cure and three bottles of it cures me. sympathy for the downtrodden, why than for any other single agricultural
It is also the best remedy on earth for docs she not liberate Ireland; and If
implement, with the possibleexception
whooping cough. It cured my grand- she must make war for the oppressed,
of farm gates, nevertheless It is a fact
children of the worst cases,” writes Jno. why did she stand by and witness the
Berry, Loganton, Pa. It is the only slaughterof the Armenians in Tur- that just its much and Just as good butter can he made with the old fashioned
harmless remedy that gives immediate key?”
______
results. Cures coughs, colds, croup
There were many other speakers who dash churn us with the most modern
and throat and lung troubles. It pre- ulujicu
mu bumu
uttered the
same duiiiihicihs
sentiments and re- churn known.
vents conaumption. Children always j cei ved- the same enthusiasticapplause
The principle of all churns is the
like it. Mothers endorse
| as Dr. Moerdyke. The Rev. F. Forfcuin same, whether they are dash churns or
L. Kramer. iof Kalamazoo,Mich., gave a long but the so called air churns, and It should
graphic history of the Boers. "The be remembered that no churn can get
St’hfto! Books and Supplies. 17- v. J. H. Hoekstm of Colic ndoorn,
more butter from a given amount of
I have a full line of school books aud’M’.ch., spoke
Righteousness!
milk or cream that It contains of buti.„„i ______ ______
......
'si, «„.i:ofthe Boer Canso:’’ the Rev
T,
Vim
Rev. L Van
school suppliesand customers will find
ter fat plus n reasonable amount of
Dellen spoke on “What Reasons Can
my prices right. S. A. Martin,
You Give to Pray Continually fur the water and caseous matter.
Cor. River and Eighth st.
Success of the Boer

_

it.
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Arms?”

•

and Hoop Poles Wanted.

Bolts

PRICE LIST OF THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF BOLTS:

“
“
33 “
“
40 “
“
e? “
JO “
“ —32
“

White Ash—

33 in. long— split for staves— per cord ..................$4.00
“ ...................2.75

Soft .Maple— 33

Elm, —33
Black Ash—

__

“

“

Basswood —
All

stock

m

u-t

i

(

NY,

i

iii

“ «
“ “

“ “

“

and barked —per cord ........ 3.00
per cord .............2.75
»*
j} 25

“
“ “ “ ......
“ »•
“
<i »i ii
“ “ “ “ •• “

for

heading— not split—

“

“

“

“

*<

215

............ jjoo
’ 2 50

every respect, to be deliveredat factory, cither by cursor team.

A.

VAN

PUT

TEN & CO.
HOLLAND, MICH.

I
!

i

HOLLAND.

1*. 8.—

White Ash not large enough to split for staves, same price as Black
bolts taken below 0 Inches in diameter.

Ash. No round

*

A Teat of Ita Ability to Urow Uid#r T*» Babcock Tent and Tho*e
Ordinary ri.Mil Coudltlona,
'•*'
Oppose II.
It will not be n great while until the

corn grower of the west ought to be
providing his stock of seed corn. There

asked her to slug for their pet charity.
"I will do ho upon one condition,"

wan the

TRUSTWORTHY SCIENCE.

SEED CORN.

Nn«. Lehmann'* Two WM*.
Tho Interestwhich .M me. LII1I lien*
& maun, the grand opera prlnm donun,
"hoa taken In Having the aong birds of
AuH'rica hnn given a aitcclnl Hlgnlficauce to her appearance In society.
Not long ago a committee of ladles
called upon her In New York and

DcslKacd to lie Snow. Itnln. Wind
and Nimrrow Proof.
When a man goes into his stable and
finds a bushel 01 two of snow under
the ventilatorshaft, he wonders if it
wouldn’t be fully us conducive to the
comfort of ids cows if in* had loss ventilation, and it is not essential that we
have snow to have ventilation, according to The Farmers’InstituteHulletln,
which says the plan here shown will
solve the difficulty. . A it are windows
hung on easy working hinges. It is an

reply.

"What Is that?”
"It Ih that you promise me never
again to wear song birds’ feathcra
upon your hats."
The promise was given and Mme.
Lehmann sang.
A member of one of the. companies
In which Mine. Lehmann traveled last
year says that the singer’s sentimentality for animals often caused the stage
hands much annoyance. She Is an ardent vegetarian and will partake of no
animal food. She does not believe In
stimulants,and at dinner always turns
down her glass. It Is customary for j iron rod, not too heavy, connecting the
refreshments of some sort to be passed I two windows and long enough so that
around behind the scenes before and w|,en oue jH closed the other will be
during an operatic performance.
ag 8l,own j„ the largo cut.
evening an bid stage hand asked
When thmi ls no wlfuli lll(. window*

One
Mme.

the

he.

chicken and this wine." said
|^hen the wind is h
the
“Indeed?,* replied Mme. Lehmann; pressure will close the window on that
“well. I sing Brunhilde on a plate of
rice and water."

•

..

plain by natural laws

the slow progress made in milk testing

In *0010 localities,says The Creamery
profess to he able to se- Jonrual. It is beyond all question that
lect seed corn so that "every grain will the Babcock test is the leading invengrow" without testing It, hut there are tion of the age in that line. It is sure
very few who can afford to rely upon thftt tt Is the only practicable method
selectionalone and omit a test. They known for easily and surely ascertainmay think they can, hut that Is only ing the value of the milk for butter
because they have never tried their miking. It is certain that unless we
ability under exact test conditions— know the fat content of each patron’s
that Is. they have never planted well milk It is Impossible to divide the montested seed by the side of that which ey filrly among the many patrons. It
had been selected merely and noted the Is certain that if we do not divide it
different results. In view of these fairly we are partiesto fraud and infacts the Iowa Homestead affirms that justice ami have no right to hold our
every corn grower should test, as well heads up among honest men. Why,
as select with care, the seed he pur- then, are there so many creameries
poses to use, and, as to the manner of where no attempt is made to pay each
patron his just dues?
the test, it advises its follows:
There seems to be no answer possible
There is a dispositionamong those
who test their seed corn to do it in the to this except the meanness of man.
easiest way— that is to say. between Nature is good and honest. Science is
wet cloths, under carefullychosen and trustworthy. The Babcock test is
exceptionallyfavorable conditions. But fonnded on nature and science. To use
what the corn planter desires to know It Is to make it possible to do right.
is not what per cent of the grains will To refuse *o use it is to make it imgerminate under the most favorable possibleto do right.
In the first place, some men arc susconditions, hut rather what per cent
will not only put forth vigorous roots, plclous. The ordinary creamerypatron
but a vigorous plant under field condi- Is not an angel, but a man with the intions. Testing between wet cloths in a horent feelings of mortality, lie is
pan will show a great many more sensitive when a neighborgets more
grains germinating than will ever for Ids milk than he does, and he is
make a plant that ought to lie allowed sometimes suspicious that the testing
to grow as a part of the field stand. was not impartially done. Suspicion
In testing,therefore,an effort should on the part of some patrons is one
lip made to give an approximationto cause for opposition to the use of the

are

A STABLE VENTILATOR.

It lf hard t

Who

men who

The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Vegetable PrcparationforAssimilatingthe Food and Regulating the

j

ness andRest.Contains neither
Mineral.

store, 50 cents.

Not Narcotic.
Jfavv afOUtHrS/WUELUKHER
JhmyJan Sml‘
jilx.Smn**
JitAtlh SJtt /butt Soil •

|

J It/* mutt -

The

JftOuiunakSoJa*
ftirmSitJflnnh/d Sugar .
llihtoyrwi fturer

i

tion,
;

Worms .Convulsions .feverishness and LOSS OF £LEEP.

You Have

|

lac Simile Signature of

lest.

Mways

NEW YORK.

Bought.

1

:

LXACT COPT OF

WRAPPER.

y

“I bad dyspepsia for years. No moda bsowpkoofvi"»t:i.atok.
icine was so effective as Kodol Dyspepsia side and open the oppositeone. Enough
Cure. It gave immediate relief. Two
wjji j,,, formed to draw all the box in a germinating temperature. The milk. So with a few who wish to
bottles produced marvelous results." j fouj ai,. f,.om below. The cover to the seed should come up In from live to ten cheat and a few who are envious of a
writes L. II Warren,
shaft will further prevent snow cotn- days, eight days being about the aver- neighbor who heats them in the qunlage if there be no forcing conditions!^0" niilk and gets paid accordingly
!l.?.!:.!;SlS VV lllt'y0U eUt IlTd Sm,,.'11 : io?-r i» and will keep sparrows from
to cure.
supplied. Before making up one’s mind! there is opposition to the test among
bothering.

<

Kind

ApcrfccfRemedy for ConstipaSour Stomach, Diarrhoea,

j

seed to lie tested. Put into it a couple lleve that they are in the minority, hut
of inches of soil, well pulvori/.ed. place j they can bo found, and tlioy arc* althe seed upon this sufiieieiitly thick, ways opposinganything which pre
taking care to count the seeds, and vents them from succeedingin their
then cover with, say, two inches more plans. They have thin milk, and they
of the soil. Keep the soil moist in the want as much for it as if it were better

!

of

Opmm,Morphinenor

Another cause is dishonesty.There
As a means to this end we would
suggest that a shallow box should be are patrons who wish to got the bettor
procured large enough to contain the of their neighbors. We are glad to lie-

cured. Doan’s Ointment, quick and
permanent in its results. At any drug

Bears the
Signature

|

field conditions.

Scald head is an eczema of the scald
— very severe sometimes, but it can bo

Stomachs and Bowels of

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful-

;

The busiestand mightiestjittle thjng
that ever was made is Dr. King’s New
Life Fills. Every pill •« a sugar-routed
globule of health, that changes weakness into stiength, listlessness into energy, brain-fag into mental power.
They’re wonderfulin building up the
health. Only 25c a box. At the drugstores of Heber Walsh. Holland, and
Van Bree & Son, Zeeland.

For Infants and Children.

uiiimimiiimnniiiuiiawuiiniuilllliiiinnnwilininininuiuuuii.

j

WOrklug Night tinl l»«.v.

CUSTOM!

iHHOUTOI

v» j

aw

J!

Wic CCHTAUrt covpan'v.new

Albany,

:

j The

best plan of cupola will provide

windows on .‘ill four sides, connected as shown. The shaft should be open
at the bottom, but provided with a
slide to close it in warm weather, and
an opening should he made near the
top of the stable, which may he opened
in warm weather when the lower oue
for

logs Wanted
AT

Is closed.

-

G.L«&
We

CO.’S.

IrrlKntloiiof RlncUhorrlo*.
Ono important point in the irrigation
, of blackberries established by the oxj perimentsof I’rofessorJordan at the
I New Jersey station is that the effect of

as to the vigor of the seed the plants i patrons.
Another reason is that the suspicion
should lie permitted to grow an inch *>r
two in height. By that time the ob- that the testing is nut skillfully, careserver can form a good opinion of the fully and honestly done is sometimes
percentage of the seed thsit will grow, well founded. There are rascals, sail
to say, behind the weigh can and in
and grow vigorously.
After these have been counted, if the the holy of holies of the creamery.
experimenterwill examine the seeds Lack of confidence in the accuracy of
yet in the ground he will find that a the test is occasionallydue to lack of
considerable number of then; have pntlI confidence in the tester rather than in
forth rootlets, but hick vigor sufficient the machine.
to make plants. In an ordinarywot
cloth test in a pan these grains would
be counted good when, in fact, for the
conditions in which the seed corn is Intended to grow they sire not good at
all mt better,in fact, than those that
did rut even germinate. It is reasons
of this kind that render it necessary to
make the earth test under conditions
as near like those of the field as possible. rather than to rely upon a mere

£0IULZJ<

The Co« In Ancient Literature.
llow little we realize* in our daily
contact with the cow what an impor-

____

...

tant part she lias played In the remotA HOUSEHOLD REMEDY THAT MAKES PURE BLOOO.
est literature of the past, says Hoard’s
DR. IMAM’S COMPOUND ha< no equal for STOMACH.UVEK and KIDNEY TROUBLES. It ;* the
Maple, Beech, Elm or any kind wllicb tlie watpr ,s al,>,lk‘l1’ T1,e ,,rosresult of yearsof experienceof a practicing physician. E'ery bottle is put up under the supervision
of graduatedand
Hairy man.
once of sulileientmoisture to provide
J^rf- irnccJdoctnrv^andis guaranteedto tic strictlypure and to give perfect satisfaction.
Formula on every buttle.
The Big Veda, the ancient scriptures
you may have to sell.
for the growth and development of
Af.’GEUNE MANUFACTURINGC0., Grand Rapids,Mich., and for Sale by All Druggists.
of India, contains mention of Traitaua,
Call at office or write us and plant and fruit seems to favor a
oue
of
tin* divine powers which ruled
growth of cane thoroughlymatured
let us know what you have to
the firmament,‘•destroying darkness
and fitted for the succeeding season’s
and sending rain." To tins divinity
sell.
work. The dry season of is; IS occurred pan test between cloths.
was given the oliice of rescuing the
C L. KING & CO.
during the ripening period, and great
The llnrd Lot of the Urlnd*tone. celestial cows and slaying the demons
Holland, Mich. clustersof nearly developed fruit dried
up completely where not Irrigated. The grindstoneon tin* farm sees that had carried them off. “These
For Sale By J. 0. IMIKMIUM*,32 E. Eighth St., Holland, Mich.
Nothing of the kind occurred when wa- pretty hard usage. The softer the cows,” as Max Mueller tells us. "alter was given. The dry period of IHJifi stone, the harder usage it receives. The ways move along the sky. some dark,
occurred very early in the development grinding surface of the stone is more som^right colored. They low over
of the fruit and was not long enough in likely to he as shown at the left of the their pasture; they are gathered by the
duration to materially affect the crop, ?ut than it Is to have an even face or winds and milked by the bright rays
the sun; they drop from their heavy
the results were again very mark- .l'fil.tly beveled surface, as at the right
Two-Seated Surries,
udders
fertilizingmilk upon the
edly in favor of irrigation.
In the same picture. The former conRoad \Vagons
dition comes from grinding axes, parched and thirstyearth. But some
DEALER IN
! .\>w Notion In Groninw; Lima Henna.
and Farm Wagons.
scythes,machine knives, etc., with times, the poet says, they are carried
off by robbers and kept in dark caves
For the past nine years I have raised their edges lengthwise of the stone inWhips, Harness.
and Groceries ! lima beaus in my garden and for two stead of across it. This cannot he near the uttermostends of the sky.
Then
the
earth
is without rain, the
Blankets and Varnishes.
years past have used wire in place of helped in grinding some tools. But
pious worshiperoffers up Ids prayer
202-204 River Street.
bean poles, and I wish to say that any when the stone does assume this
Are always on sale at the lowto Indrn, and India rises to conquer
one having once used wire will never shape, making it impossible to grind a
est prices at the wagon shop and
the cows for him. He sends ids dog
go back to the old system. On the chisel or any fiat edged tool decently,
to find the scent of the cattle, and aftcarriage emporium of
south side of an old building I have it is a good time to get a spade— spades
Strictly
Price to All set some cedar posts ten feet or more are usually dull— and hold it on the er she has heard their lowing she returns, and the battle commences. InA fine line of Cutters just r ct-ivcd. We will have lots cf sleighing yet and
above the ground and about 30 feet stone until it is sharp, when the irregudrn hurls his thunderbolt, the Maruts now is the time to get a line Portland at lowest prices.
from the building. On these posts have larities in the surface of the stone will
ride by his side, the Itudras roar, till
We always manage to keep on been spiked some 2 by 4 scantling.
at last the rock is cleft asunder, the
Some heavy screw hooks sire fastened
EAST EIGHTH
demon destroyed and the cows brought
hand a fresh line of Groceries.
to the building, and to the hooks I
back to their pasture.”
N. B —Though prices have advanced lately, I will sell at the same prices as
We also wish to call your atten- fasten a heavy single wire (or double if
This is one of the oldest myths or before. Several Second-HandBuggies on hand.
preferredI and run the same to the 2
sayings current among the Aryan nation to a few of our specialties in by 4 for sin overheadwire. I have my
tions.
bills all boxed in with six inch strips
the Dry Goods department:
Surely If the cow has furnished such
of lumber and drive a plug or short
inspiration to the most ancient of
Blankets from 35c up to $5.00.
stake In the center of each hill and
poets, shall she not he deemed worthy
Comforters from 50c up to $3.25.
of a tribute of praise from the farmer
Underwear for Gents, Ladies, Chil
of today, whom she has so often saved
from many a devastatingfinancial
dren and Infants.

pay the highest price for

Irrigation is not confined to the year in

CUTTERS AND SLEIGHS.

I

Van Putten

u

Dry Goods

^

One

';/

STREET.

'/
Ladies’ and Children’s Hosiery—Colton. fleece-lined and woolen.

Also Infants’ Fine

Cashmere Hose

idSt

It

i

m

at

25 cents a pair, in red, tan, pink, blue,

and white.
Mittens at all prices.
Ladies’ Knit Skirts and Flannel Pet
ticoats.

Curtain and White Goods.

Bed Spreads,
Stamped Linens,

LIMA IIKANB TRAINED TO UPRIGHT WIRES,

Pillow Shams,
Sofa Pillow Covers,

Lunch Cloths.
Table Covers,
Table Linens in patterns from 2$ to
34 yards long;

Napkins to match

Towels, hemstitched and fringed.

Trimming Silks and Velvets.
Fancy Collars,

Ribbons for neckwear and trimming
Handkerchiefsfrom

1c up to 5< c.

Corsets from 25c up to $1.00.

Wrappers and Aprons,
Yarns— Germantown,Saxony and
Shetland;Spanish and German Knitting yarns.

then fasten to the stake a wire, such
as stovemen use for wiring stovepiin*,
and fasten the same to the overhead
wire. In a windstorm beaus receive
less punishment than when poles are
used, and no wire has ever broken a
stem. The soil here is sandy, and by
boxing the hills and using water freely I cun force the growth and have
early beaus. Limas have matured here
with me in Michigan as early as the
31st of Jttlyi The verticalwires that
I have used for two seasons I expect
to use again, and the cost is much less
than poles and more satisfactory. I
think my vines have grown in favorable weather not less than six Inches in
a single day. says a correspondent in
Vick’s' Magazine, who also sends
picture of the portion of his garden
here described.

Flannelettesand Percales.
Cretonnes and Robe Prints,

In recent years a

new

Industry lias

sprung up and developedInto one of
And everything else found a first- considerablecommercial importance.
class Dry Goods store.
The hygienic value of nuts Is better
Come and examine our goods— no understood and appreciated today, and
the consumptionof them lias steadily
trouble to show them.
increasedin this country.

G.

VAN PUTTEN.

it

Onv Thins and Another.
Six new forest reserves have recently been created in Wyoming in addition to effectingcertainchanges in the
areas of three of the existing reserves.
This makes 3d forest reservations,embracing an estimated area of 40,021,890 acres.

On Utah bench

lands throe irriga-

tions seem sufficient for full development of wheat.

It is stated that at the

Wyoming ex-

NEAR HOME.

See Our Line of

^a^DRESS GOODS
GENERAL DRY GOODS

is a difference in the flavor of butter

made on June grass and the

butter
made In the winter when the cows are
fed on dry hay. If this differencein
feed makes any difference in flavor,
why may it not make a good deal of
difference If the feed be particularly

hud? Moldy feed is

a bad thing to
have around in any ease and should
be thrown out. Using it as cow bedding is likely to make the matter
worse, for the whole stable will be
scented with it. and in the morning
when the milk Is drawn it will certainly be tainted,and (his taint will grow
as the cream ripens, it is not advisable to use this for bedding and depend
on airing tin* barn enough in the morning to get the smell out. This would
l>e seldom done at all. and where done
it would generally lie done In a very
imperfectmanner. The presenceof

From foreign experimentsit appears
that heavy rape seeds produce larger
seedlings than lighter ones, and if the
seed of a given variety of rape he divided into groups according to specific
gravity and absolute weight, on the spoiled feed is very often
whole, that of medium specific gravity poor butter.
is best for sowing.
periment station a plat of Turkestan
alfalfa was exposed for two weeks

TAKKBN*

A DEPARTMENT STORE

drought?
UNTRUE AND TRUE GRINDSTONES.
have disappeared. A grindstone should
SlONty liny.
never be left exposed to the sun. The
Do not feed musty hay to dairy cows,
weight of the handle will cause one nor in fact any kind of fodder that is
portion of the stone to remain upper- musty, says an exchange. Some bemost, and this, from exposure, will as- lieve that this mustiuess will not pass
sume a different degree of hardness through Into the milk, and it may be
from the underside,so that after so, but we are suspicious of the truth
awhile the stone will be ground out of of the assertion. It is u fact that there
a circle. If the stone has to stand in
the open, a fiat box can serve as a
cover, says ji correspondent, who gives
the foregoingadvice In Uttral New
Yorker.

H#

Milk For

tin*

CROCKERY
GROCERIES.

Etc.

You can do as well at our store as at any other place.

RUTGERS & TIEN,
(iraafschap, Mich.

EVERY

WOMAN

0ain*toMnPO'’BareUhbKnonthir, rcrrulRtini;medicine.Only I'smloacM
the purest dr..gu ahcuJd he iuiu. If you want the host,get

Dr. Peal’s

pgr^royal

Pills

The* are prompt, **f« ard certain in result. The I'ennino (Dr, roBl’a i never dtaaonoiut. Seat anywhere. Si .00. Addles.* 1'lal Medium Co., Cleveland,O.

cause of

KOR SALK HY HHUF.K WALSH. HOLLAND. MICH

<‘alv(‘N.

WHEN

Whole milk

is the natural food for
the calf. It contains the proper amount
without injury to a daily temperature of protein. When the fat is removed,
of 35 degrees below zero. F.. the lowest the sklmmilk supplies practicallytie*
point reached being 45 degrees below, same amount of protein, but somethin':
in California it was subjected without must be added to supply till* fill, un i
damage to a drought which serious.1" ground flaxseed Is usually found niinjured ordinary alfalfa.
ls factory. —Live Stock.

SHOES.

They have itood the test of yean,
and have cured thousands of
cases of Nervous Diseases, such
as Debility,Dimness, Sleeplessness ami Varicocele,Atrophy.&c.
They clear the brain, strengthen
the circulation,nuke digestion
healthy
vlS°f
whole beine.Alt drains and losses are
UnlesspaticDts
u worries them into Insanity, Consumptionor Death,
riYMliydUrd’,^eirC0^V°n^<,,'n"* th tton-cl<d legal guaranteetocure or refund the
i'ai tfEDICIKE
i-enioiKP CO.,
fn Cleveland,
pimaiin i 0.
n
cto. oy, $5.00. Send lor tree booh.
Audi css. |j UAL

IN DOUBT, TRY

STROfiG

gags.

1°

perfect,

checked

FOR SALE IN HOLLAND BY 11EBER WALSH

»

Ottawa' County Times.
M. 0.

lbrvKMt.1

Ombmm

•

Boll&ad,Mteb.,Pek. M,

MAVTIXG. PublUbcr.

tm

The

information Coataiaed
'

PrWMt- Major Mokaa, AMn. Van Putteo,
8c

in this

boon. Sprlataama. Rlkaao.

•v1.

tb« city clerk.
Minute* of the previousmeeting were read and

i/-,

ment

Account*.
IflT Bntoiod nt ttao po*t oftco «t Holland, To tbo Honorable,the Mayor and the Common
Mnli.. for tranamladonthroughtho maila a*
Council of the City of Holland.
incnl-ala—aattor.
Honorable81r*:-Theundersigned, John C.

hnve on our

list

who are owing us

We

quite a

number

for several years.

have recently enlarged the

Times

and our subscribers should appreciate
it

by prompt

renewals and prompt re*

mittances.To those on whom we have
waited for two years or over

we would

kindly request that they promptly re*
mlt

what they

I

When

»'« « l«H".rt*r

'"'“r.11™

Christopher Hand and Sarah Dy round, Monday, Mnrel, 6, IMO. tor ni.klng .1- 1
te ratlins in Water Works ffiiiidlng at j
both of Trowbridge.
the Main Station and at Nineteenth | —
Jobn Zoerhoff and Lena Balder, both
Street Station.
of Fillmore.
Plans and siieclfications are on file in
Gerrit Etterbeekand Jennie Deters, the office of the clerk. The Board reboth of Fillmore.
serves the right to reject any and all

fo*.

Myron A. Nelson and Sylvina W.
Tonie Dannenborg,of Overisel, and
Hattie Boers, of Michigan.

i resident of Holtaadt *ibo*e

•»

,11,

—
by the bushel
have this trade-markon

bids.

Cook, both of Allegan.

^^11

1,jrbfr L'0"rKt l chlc,,R0’

By order of the Board.
Wm. O. Van Eyck, Clerk.

u leaden seal : Smaller
quantities in paper

Dated, Holland, Mich., Feb. 23, 1900

I

Mgs are sealed with a

green lalwl and dated,
FOR BALK.
PUHLIC AUCTION.
statement appears below, wbd tyiao
liar Yon run no risk if
DwellingHouse just north of parsonMunicipal KieechlM for the constructionand monetary or other interestis tfcn artiyou plant these sealed
There will be a public auction on age of Rev. H. Van Hoogen on Central
operation of a lighting and fuel Gas Work* In
‘Seeds-they are
cle which he endorses, who ItMxtous Thursday, March 1, at 10 a. ra. at the aye., will be sold to the highest bidder.
your City, and requests that due notice and proBids must be in before 6 p. ra. Monday,
per action be taken by your Honorable Body in to do his acquaintances and fellow resi- farm of Peter Luidens, half a mile
March 19, at Jas. A. Brouwer's furnithe premisesos may seem tit.
dent* a Rood turn, who popChbee In north of the New Holland church.
ture store 212, 214 River street. Right
He would suggest that a committeeof your this paper his experience wltlt Doaa's
“Best that
reserved to reject any or ail bids.
LOW PRICES ON QKOCKRIES.
HonorableBody be appointed at an early date,
Kidney PillH— that oitlsene mast have
as
honestly
described, from notes taken at
Consistory
Chr.
Ref.
Church,
to meet with your applicant,HU Agents or AtA. Van den Berg the grocer on River
Central Avenue.
our famous FOBDHOOK FARMS, the largtorneys,to confer with them re*|»eotiugthe Rood and sufficient reason for deief so and 7tb sts., still sells for cash on the
est Trial Grounds in America. If not
The followioR should dispel mj doubts 7 par cent discount plan. He is bound
granting of such franchise.
W. 8. Phllpot. Albany, Ga., says, already received,you should w rue
Respectfullysubmitted,
to
keep
it
up
as
long
as
the
people
take
which may have existed In the feeder's
“DeWitt's Little Esrlv Kisers did the TO-DAY for the “Leading American
Jobn C. Uunton.
advantage of it. It surely is the cheapmore good than any pills I ever took.” Seed Catalogue.”
mind on this subject:
-Referredto a committeeof three, to be a|>est place in town to buy groceries. Van
Mr. J. H. Streur, farmer, three miles den Berg says he guarantees his prices The famous little pills for constipation,
pointed by the Mayor, and the Board of Public
biliousnessand liver and bowel troubles. W. ATLEE BURPEE fc CO* PWla.
south of the city, says: “I was both- to be no higher than elsewhere.
Work*.
L. Kramer.
ered
more
or
lens
for
ymtre
with
paie
The Mayor appointed as such committeeAldn.
tbrouRh
my
loins,
never
suSciently,
Ward. Van Putten, and Kooyera.
severe to lay me up, but It wee distressThe followingbillswere presented:
Ihllng Bros. A Kventrd, cut seal ......... • 4tt Ior and annoyinR. If I overexerted
myself or had been driving loog, mv
Mrs. Altenssr.house rent ................4 00
back became so tired and ached id much
j. W . Bosman, house rent ..............b 00
that I could not rest nifhte. I had ofMrs. T. W. Butterfield, work, lire dep ..... I M
WILL GIVE
ten beard Doan’s Kidney Pills eo highJ. II. Nlbbellnk,funeral expenses for child
ly recommended that I got a box at J.
ofG. Kuite .........................

BURPEE’S

Nitlei ti

We

V

to Holland Peopll,

Dunton. residentand tax payer of the State of
Michigan, begs leave to file bis applicationfora

23. 1000.

Seated prnpn!«irwnM>o*reeelTedby
Steele,

Seeds

is Invaluable

on ApplieotJon approved.

nrmoa* axd

FEB.

I

Citizen’s State*

Hakarmann.Kooyara,and

AtvwtMafBbtWMd*known

Guv Beech end Martha

hoik of Watson.

tad waa called to oidar by ibe mayor.

djpms. WAVULLY BLOCK, EIGHTH ST. Kantan. Ward.

*

J.’

Tht common council act In regular Maion,

mmtiitTiTr rtu*j, >i"aoiu»<. mioUcm.

*4larria|« Lmasss.
ALLMAN COUNTY.

FOR TRE PRRUI RMKti’J

OwumU.

are owing us. Those

that we do not hear from

we

will be

obliged to place the accounts in the

Grow”

'

DR,.

McOMBER

F1.

t

hands of a collector.
M. G. M ANTING,

6.

BuddSnilth.doorplate.cItyelerk'soflice..
I M>

Doesburtf's drug store

aad

used

Free Consultation and Examinations

00 them. They relieved me imaediately,
soon banished til my aches aod pains
P. F. Boone, drawing hose cart ........... 8 00
and rendered the kidney eeerations
II. (Men. paid poor orders ..............2000
H. Llcveuse,wood for city hall ............6 70 healthy and natural.”
Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by all
S. Sprictsema, iwld |>oor orders ...........3 S5
Tho*. Klompareus, wood forcity poor ...... 13 80 dealers. Price 50 cents. Mailed by

Tublisher Ottawa County Times. H.
Holland, Mich., Feb. b, 1900.

lifiBIBIBIBIBI—

1).

Workman, paid poor orders

.......... 18

AT HIS NEXT REGULAR VISIT AT

HOTEL HOLLAND, HOLLAND, MICH.

. 33 Foster-WilburnCo., Buffalo,N. Y.
Wm. O. Van Eyck. |K>stage.etc .......... 3 80 Sole agents for the U. S. Remember
ness at the probate office, or have other
John Me*, supplies ........................ 877 the name, Doan's and take oo substilegal advertising,will confer a favor on Muskegon Chemical Fire Engine Co., 3 bot_
tles for 8 gals, extgs ....................
M
this paper if they will request that
Albert Be Jonge, carryingwood city hall

Friends of the Times, who have busi-

.

1

tute.

A.

I.

A.

I.

ALLEGAN COUNTY.
Hosea H. Brownell to Freoklin

of ihllng Bros. .V Kverard of 14.85.
Alderman Takken here appeared and took bis

bill

The

Inter Ocean, of last Friday in

an

editorialon the Macrum and Hay ques-

Friday, Saturday aod Suoday,

REAL ESTATE TRARSFERS.

Kramer, supplies ...................87(1
Kramer, supplies .....................
3 50
-Allowedand warrants ordered issued, except

their legal advertisements be given to

the Times

__

Scott lots 28, 29 and

30, Plainwell ...........................
11(5

seat.

OFFICE HOURS,

9 A. M.

MARCH

TO

says: In

YOU ARE AFFLICTED.

Dr.

Where Others

KUYPER.

Otsego ...............

Council of the City of Holland.

For thirty years Dr. McOmber has been actively

state In this country, and many from {other
countries, and with every varietyof chronic

has constantly added to his
wonderful! skill In determining the nature and
maladies,

CATARRHAL INFLAMMATION

...... 000

Fail.

engaged in sjiedal work. From day to day hi*
enormousexperience with patientsfrom every

..

DR.

4.

McOmber Cures

fact, if

6,

FKOM

3 and

8 P. M.

YOU’D LIKE TO GET WELL, WOULDNT
Ulysses S. Thomas to Lonsoa DaffKKPOKTH or STAN UI SO COUMITTEKS.
McKinley be the
gelt, 80 acres in Valley towaship 450
The committee on poor reported presenting
YOU?
astute politician which all who know the semi monthly re|K»rt of the poor and said Caroline H. Rogers to Alexia. R.
You are not exactly sure of the
him believe him to be, he might well committee,recommendingfor the support of Young, 40 acres in Lee towaship 310
cause of your weakness, affliction
begin immediatelythe search for an the |>oor for Ibe two weeks ending March 1000, Cora Higginbotham to J. G. ESHlnthe sum of 141.50,and having rendered tempoor decline, but stop and think!
ger and wife, lots 31 aod 32, AlleAmerican head of the State Departrary aid to the amount of 133 00.
gan ..................
......... 200 Have you not, sometime in the past
ment.
—Allowed and warrantaordered issued.
Jennie M. Myers toGeorge E. Barsuffered from
Holland, Mich..Feb. 30. 1800.
deen 4 of lot 79, FrahaHn street,
To the Honorable,the Mayor and the Common
tion

2,

cau*e of diseases, a* well as increasinghi* vast

knowledge of method*, mean*, agents, remedies
— perhaps in the nose, throat or
Jobn Hoffmaster to Chester E.
Gentlemen:—
and new. discoveriesfor their alleviationand
George,
lot 4, village of Hopkins
air
passages,
and
afterwards
felt
Your
committee
on
sewers,
drains
and
water
WHAT THE DISTINGUISHED STATEScure.
courses, to whom was referred the communica- U. J. Austin to H. F. Marsh, 64 5-8
distress in parts of your system
MAN SAYS TO DUTCHMEN.
That he cures the most obstinateand obscure
tion of Aid. Ward, would respectfullyreport to
acres in Allegan township.......
500 you knew to be weak? And you
diseases seemingly with the greatest ease, and
your Honorable Body that they have carefully Jennie Hazen to Mary M. Kelley
especiallyafter patientshad spent large sums of
are still wondering why, from all
Party Tits are Strong hut Their Itlood conkidcredthe necessity and advisability of esparcel of land in Clyde townthfp
>hii 150
money with physiciansof fame, Is too apparent
Should be Allowed to KipreN* Their
the
medicines
taken,
you
do
not
tablishinga system of sewers in our city, and
to be questioned.
Hiram Sabine, by heirs, to HfttUe
TrlnrltilenThU Year
lind the sentiment of the citizensso divided In
get well, or better. You do someLadles in this city and adjoining towns and
Sabine, 80i acres iu Monterey
Following is a translation of an edi- regard to It, and the subject of so much imporcountry, w hose afllictionshad bailied ttie skill of
township .................... ....3,600 times feel better, and then is when
tance and extent, that they would recommend
good doctorsfor years, and when their conditions
torial article which appeared in De
the disease has only 'backed up to A(t you Losi p|esh
Hiram Sabine, by heirs, to Sarah
tlmt the question of the necessity of constructwere worse than ever before, cannot understand
Standaard of Amsterdam, the Nether- ing n >ewenige system at the present time, be
A. Briggs, 50 acres in Monterey
get a newstart. It is
^
why their cases should have been found by Dr.
township .......................
1,750
And
Strength,
Growing
Weaklands, on Saturday, January U7. Dr. referred to the board of public works, and a
POISONOUS GERMS OF CATARRH
McOmber so different than they had always supA. Kuyper, who visited America in 1898 committeeof three to be appointedby the Isaac E Trip to Charles E. Trip,
er, Getting Pale and Thin from loosed they were, and after so long a struggle
lurking in your system, destroying
mayor, in order that it may receive such consid61 and 30 100 acres in Cheshire
with other doctors,were so readily and quickly 6
and delivered an address in this city,
Suffering and Disease, and Have
tissue, increasingirritation and ineration and attentionus the importance of the
township, 81 and correction of
cured by bis advanced methods of treatment.
which will be long remembered by all subjectwarrants.
and correctionof name.
liammation that produces ulceraYou Failed to Get Kelief or The same can be said of disease* of men:
who heard it, is the editor of the AmRespectfullysubmitted,
David Stephensonto John Gill, 20
young, middle aged and old. No mailer of
tion. pain and suffering. The disCure?
L. Schoou.
sterdam Standaard and his views on the
acres in Casco township ...... 1,087.^50
how long standing or with how many bitter
tress,
though
the
cause
may
have
J. A. Kooyers,
disapi>olntmeuts you have met iu the past,
struggle for freedom and independence
Delano & Clapp to George H. Easoriginatedin the head, may be in
H. Itiksen, Com.
go and have a talk with Dr. McOmber.
ton parcel of land in village of
in South Africa, and on the position —Adopted and recommendations
ordered carHe is equally successfulin the tretttmeutja£-^_J
Otsego ......................
...,1,000 the lungs, stomach, liver, kidneys, Are You Suffering
of the Dutch in America, will be of ried out.
Chronic Disease* of Children.Girls, entering
bladder, womb, rectum or elseJohanna
Broughton
to
GeOfgTf*
v
The Mayor appointed as such committee Aids.
From Catarrh, Asthma, Bron- womanhood, wlio from abnormal conditions
great Interest to our readers.
Broughton, 984 acres in Cheshire
where. You have
“Nothing is plainer than that among Schoou, Kooyers and itiksen.
chitis, or a tendency to Con- grow )>ale and thin, and sometimeswith but
township ......................
.' 1
MCSSAUES rUOM THE MAYOR.
PAIN IN BACK AND SIDES
littlewarningare lirmly m the clutches of the
the Dutch colonists in America now,
The mayor called attentionto the abseuseof Ira C. Rowe and wife to Emogene
sumption?
dreaded disease conisinuidion,
tind in Dr. McOmlow
down,
between
the
shoulders,
too, bUtod proved thicker than water. proper tire escapesal the City Hotel.
Orr, 2 acres in Cheshire towsbip 250
ber's system of treatments a quick and happy
back
of
neck,
top
of
head,
forehead
With enthusiasmthey take sides with —Referred to the committee on tire department. Emma Dendal to Welty Cams, *79
cure.
acres in Monterey township. . .2,800 and temples; your appetite is poor, Are you Troubled with
Delays arc dangerous.Do not say: ‘-I wil
the Boers. They hold meetings. They COMMUNICATIONS I'KOM HOAIIUS AM) CITY OFFICKBB
Chas. Me Bride. Justice of the Peace,reported
wait until he comes again.’’ but go now and
bowels
constipated,
and
you
may
Maggie
Giilispie
to
Zelle
Gillispie
pray for the Boers in their churches.
the collection
justice lines, and receipt
Deafness, Hard of Hearing, get his opinion free of charge before it is too *
20 acres in Casco township ..... 500 be hard of hearing or have noises
They give, and that liberally. Their of th..-city treasurer for the amount.
Ringing Noises in the Head late. He has cured thousands who had suffered
Albert Cone to Judith A. Gilbert,
in head and ears, eyesightbecoming
entire press is filledwith enthusiasm. —Acceptedand treasurer ordered charged with
exactlyas you do.
lots 6 and 7, block 11, village of 700
and Ears?
dim, losing flesh and strength, you
For England not a voice is raised among the amount.
Judith
A.
Gilbert
to
ErederickC.
The city marshal reported the collectionof
get tired easily and at times feel
them. However, be this not lost sight f.'l.ou,for lamps, etc., and receiptof the city
Gilbert,80 acres in Dorr townof, their positionfrom a political view treasurer for the amount.
ship ...........................
3,200 “worn out,” all caused from the Have You Sore Eyes,
arc
destructive
is difiicuit and painful. For almost —Acceptedand treasurer ordered chargedwith George H. Ehle to James W.
Weak, Inflamed, Cataract
Briggs, 40 acres in Dorr townRAVAGES OF CATARRH.
without exceptionthey belong to the the amount.
The city marshal reported the collectionof
ship ........................... 250
to Regain Strength
Other Growths ?
Republicans. Democrats among them 11847.81 semi annual water rentalsand receipt
To get well the cause must be reF. Eugene Murch to Albert Kizer
are as the white raven. And as to the of the city treasurer for the amount.
moved and the damage to your sysand Health.
and wife, 20 acres in Cheshire
principle,every one who is abreast of —Acceptedand treasurerordered charged with
township ...................... 500 tem repaired. Your experiencesin
Is
YoUr
Blood
\
]f i„ jM>or health you are weak, and the reason
the question will say that in this they the amount.
the past have convincedyou thorOTTAWA COUNTY.
The marshal reported collection of #1323.05 elecHave You Pimples on Face and *vou Hre weak is becau8C •vou “re l0Bin« Blrensth'
art right. But— and here the difficulty
oughly that the common methods
If half your strengthis gone you are half dead,
tric light rentals for the month of Dec., 1883, Wm. J. Moorman and wife to R.
Back and do You Suffer from if three-fourthsgone you are three-fourthsdead.
lies— the Republicanparty under Mc- and receipt of treasurer lor said amount.
B. Smith n 4 n e J sec 6 T. 9 n r
and remedies employed will not do
west ...........................
$750 it. Now that you have an opporIf all gone you are all dead. If you have a little
Kinley's leadership has left the track. —Acceptedand treasurerordered charged with
Rheumatism ?

iT

T

|

the

j

:
!
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of

Why You

Weak,

How

Impure,

*

They

are imperialistic;
they have

been

the

amount.

Holland,Mich., Feb. 20, 1800.
a war of To the Honorable, the Mayor and the Common

Ottawa Co. Bldg and Loan Associatunity to consult,
tion to John Costing, lot 15 blk 8
s w add. city of Holland ........ 1000
FREE OF CHARGE,

won for expansion; they wage
conquest in the Philippine islands in Council of the City of Holland.
Albert E. Sbimmel and wife to
conflict with the principles of the Gentlemen:
Charles O. Brown, com. 9 rods 3
Your committee on streets and crosswalks upUnion, and last, but not least, in order
links east of pt 74 rods n sec 35
polo ted by the common councilto make a settleT. 8 n r 13 west .................450
to accomplish this they lean on Eng- ineni vwth Mr. P.Kouiug, contractorfor grading
land. AdroitlyBryan has taken ad- Slxiceiith street and Collegeand First Aves. and Lieuwe Wierda and wife to Jacob
vantage of this for his party by siding

The greatest specialist

Arc You Cross-Eyed,

that

SORRY WHEN TOO

ven ............................300 futile struggles for health that you
to
have and their effortswere finally reChas. W. Hassett, n 4 n i n w i
warded when they met Dr. McOmber.

—Adopted and clerk and treasurerordered to
make such transferon their respectivebooks.

Abercronby G. Boyd and wife

The clerk reported communicationfrom the

He cured them. He can do as much
you. He will be at Hotel Holland
would be, therefore, most desirable the Orange Free State adopted by the common What’s the secret of happy, vigorous the first three days of November— next
that from the bosom of the Republican council had been brought to the attentionof the health? Simply keeping the bowel, the week Wednesday, Thursday and Fristomach, the liver and kidneys strong day.
party itself an opposition candidate be Secretaryof State.— Filed.
and active. Burdock Blood Bitters
Bills Board of Public Works.
s w i sec 26 T. 7 n r 16 west. .... 800

secretaryof the presidentthat the resolutionof

for

sympathy for the South African Republicand

put forth, as has already been intimated;

does

it.

Thurston McGill, coal less freight ........ #107.55
U. A \V. M. K'y Co., freight on coal ...... 72 85
Probate Court I’roceeiliiiga.
D. Steketee, engineer ....................moo
ways risk}',and certainlyour kinsmen Buss Machine (Jo., castings .............82 28
AI.LF.OAN COUNTY.
are too few in number to act on their H. W. Hurd e, clock and meter repairs. ... 4 50
Estuse of Sumuel Bosch, deceased.
Henry Gunzert, labor ....... .............i 2h
own occord. Yet, we dare to trust that J. R. Kleyn Estate, lumber ..... .........5 22 Order entered adjourning: hearing to
I). Strowenjans,repairing arch at station
4 25 close.
blood will speak loud enough this time, Henry BrobKl, smoke slack ............ 145(10
Estate of Cynthia S. Bond, deceased.
John Xles, supplies
...................
545
at least not to cast a single vote for
,
, Tyler Van Lundegend, packing, utc ...... 1018 Bond filed and letters issued.
president who remains on the side of siudley a Uarelay,packing,steam hose... 29 07
Feb. 9.— Estate of Gerrit Scheffer,

but at a presidentialelectionthis

is

al

|

° a

Entrlaod.Not to vote, if oeed
w nild be u tit way out.

te,

For Bale

.

.

‘

”<a'
1 05

rbuckle,Ryan Co. 2 brass bushings
electric Appliance Co . steel signal strand
U'ulsh-DeRoo MillingCo.,200tire brick..
Hobart JJIectrlc Mfg co., wire brushes.
Ottawa County Tinvs, jiriuting...........
\v. o Van Ivyck postugeand racprww .....
; , Vi
. <> . team Joint clamp.
A

.

'
omi*!

r? desirable lot.
for -salt

$'

iver
r
cebtor of town. For p
at this office.
i, :

3tio

1

00
43

i
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Adjourned.

Wm. O. Van EyCk, City

Consultations and examina- ly be realized. The sight of one
tions always free and confidential. eye becomes deficient if not nearly
blind. If both eyes are crossed
Remember Hotel and dates.
the vision is weak or near-sighted,
become inflamed and irritated easiHOLEL HOLLAND,
ly, eye-lids contract, eye balls conFriday, Saturday and Sunday, verge. By his painless, lightning
method Dr. McOmber straightens*
2, 3 and 4.
them in one minute. No chloroform, no pain, no bandage.

ed.

MARCH

Entirely new and original methods, Are alarm bells announcing the cerdiscovered, invented, and known tain approach of deafness. A cononly to Dr. McOmber, who cures 90 stant buzzing, ringing, singing
per cent, and benefits all, even af- noise in the head and ears is a posideceased. Administrator’s annual ac- ter cases have been pronounced in- tive indication that a disease has
count filed.
curable by specialistsof gn-ut ftimc. l)'*en t ••king progress that may,
Estate5 of TTi mm Brouwer, deceased, ]{ \
‘I'y. destroy the delicate and
Bond til
::u’ts of the orgabj
:•!:.••-* : beyond repair. Heed

503 equalled for piles, injuries and skin
j diseases. It is tne-origiuttl Witch Hazel
utes whether
I Salve. Beware of all counterfeits.
Clerk.
or
not.
L. Kramer.

FOUL SMELLING

EARS

By the only successful treatment.

'

•1 take action bt fori'

your

cube- is curable too iUce. Dr. McOrnbr:- rd.se
case not totally destroyed.

D1S-

CHARGES.

.

j

5

,

THE DEAF MADE TO HEAR RINGING NOISES IN THE

.

xKowed uikI tt damns ordered issued.
quire

health?
To increasestrength, give lone, vigor and vital-

CROSS-EYES-STRADISMUS

do.

It

you choose tiie best of methods or treatmentsat
any cost to regain that which means a return to

have reached the bottom round of the
ladder of despair. Go and have a talk
Then go to Dr. F. McOmber, one
with him. It is a duty you owe to
who understandsyour case, one
yourself, your family,your friends. No
Does more to mar the expression,
transactionof your life can be of great- who can cure you, and who will
er importance than the recovery from treat you on terms so reasonable distort the featuresand make a
your present affliction.Do not delay and you cannot afford to remain afflict- countenance homely than can hard-

street.

move.

And would You Like to Have
Them Made Straight in a Min-

,?

Engel n e {, s e i see 30 T. 7 n r
BE
LATE.
not say too rashly: then, street fund to the general fund, said amount
west ............................
1400
having
been
paid
out
of
the
general
fund
Nov.
Those cured by Dr. McOmber sufof course, they will abandon McKinley!
Erniel Ferch and wife to Wm. Sleufered exactly as you
They made
31.1888, forthe Improvement of West Fourteenth
For, however simple this may seem, in
tel n 4 lot 170 City of Grand Hathe same long, weary, expensive but

fice are required for such a

build, and to regain strength, vigor, vitality,
vital force and healingenergy,is it not wise that

tage of the opportunity to investigate.
ute Without Pain, Chloroform ity once more to the system, the cause of your
Dr. F. McOmber’s treatment is unlike
depletionand weakness must he determined and
any
other.
It
has
cured
thousands
who
Prins n e cor. lot 16 Ailings add.
or Bandage?
gravi ling First, College and Columbia aves.,
removed, and if this is not done and the proper
village of Zeeland ...............225 bad tried for years in vain for relief onwould respectfullyrecommend that Mr. P. Hotreatment employedto rebuild, enrich the blood,
ly to meet with bitter disappointment
ning be paid one hundred nineteen dollars and Douwe Bekius and wife to Jan La; nourish,feed the nerves and repair damage to
in findingtheir conditions worse than
mer, n e i n e i sec 8 T. 0 n r 14
sixty-onecents (1119.01)balance due on contract
diseased organa and tissuesthen all is given
Have
You
Any
Disease
at the beginning.
west ...........................400
i over to the chances of life. Act wisely, go to
as per bill attached
Respectfullysubmitted,
For Which You Have Failed one who has had immense experience in the
Albert J. De Vries and wife to John
•HE CURES EVERY CASE
Evart Takken,
DeGraaf, e 5U ft w 944 ft lot 7
to Find a Cure
' treatment of those who hnve suffered as you
not
beyond
the
reach
of
human
skill
J. A. Kooyers, Committee.
and who now bless the name of Dr. McOmber.
blk 65 City of Holland .......... 375 and especiallydesires to meet all who
- Adopted.

may hang. Do

where
with the party nearly all the offices
change, great courage and rare sacri-

i

strength,that is your foundationon which to

ever visited this section before, you should act
wisely and promptly and take advan-

against England and declaring quite
strongly for the Boers. What will our
colonists do now at the coming presidential election? Will they, for this
once, go with the Democrats and thus
help their kinsmen in South Africa?
The clerk reportedthe collection of #100 Oi wa- Benjamin Van Raalte and wife to
Or will they stick by McKinley and thus
ter, light and generalfund moneys, and receipt
James H. Purdy n 7 acres e 4 s e
take sides against the Boers and for city treasurerfor the amount.
i, s e i sec 27 T. 5 11 r west ...... 1300
England?
—Acceptedand treasurerordered charged.
Avery G. Densmore to Jesse BensEspecially in the state of Michigan The clerk reported county treasurer'sreceipt more, n side e 3-5 s w & s w i sec
for #87.50 penal lines.— Filed.
32 T. 6 n r 13 west .............. 450
their turning round might turn the
The city clerk recommended that the sum of
scale, and on one state the presidency #227.48 be transferredfrom the West Fourteenth Fredrich Engel and wife to Gustav

a country like the United States,

*

!

Insidiously, but with positive
certainty, the destruction of the
ear and deafness follows chronic
discharges of foul-smellingcorruption that feeds from the internal
parts of the ear. These tender and
delicate parts, once bathed in this
foul matter, soon ulcerate,slough
run out. 0*. p> Dr. McOmber,
great skill and
ability, who always cures this
loathsome, dangerous malady.

CORRESPONDENCE.

POSITIVELY THE LAST

OTTAWA COUNTY.

DHBNTIIE.
Born to Mr. und Mrs. .Ian Kumps last
week— a daughter.
J. Rynberg of FYvmnnt was here to
visit wilh friends and relatives. Ho
came by the way of Grand Uaplds and

WEEK.

attended the funeral of his s'ster, Mis.
Doornkaatwhich took place in Holland

you have not had your share of bargains we will give you one more
chance; we have plenty of desirable goods left at remarkably low prices. If you
don’t believe the newspapers ask your neighbors about our sale. For this week
we will sell:
If

and 4 quart tin Tea or Coffee lJoU for. . .
and 4 quart covered tin pails ...............
<i, 8 and 10 quart tin milk or pudding Pun ......
I gallon Oil Canii ..............................
Any size Wash Basins ...........................
Tin Sprinkling Cans ............................
II to 18 inch white China Meat Plates, worth 2oc, only
1, 2,

...........

.'I

lull

Royal Powder
Absolutist Ipubj _

Mokes the food more defidous and wholesome

week.

SOVAl

MiaM MWH

00..

Nt«

VOM.

Mina Katie Poppcn returned to her
low* home after a two months' visit
here.

A meeting in regard to the Electric
Road of the Holland-Grand Kapids line
warn held here on Friday. We, as well
as all the immediatesouth town, would
bo very much in favor to see the road
pass through here, along Itith street,
Holland, or not more then one mile
north. Mr. J. C. Post also 'spoke to
the farmers to subscribe acreage for
growing sugar beets for the Holland

Tic

oc
5c
..............5c
............ 5c
.5, 10, 15 and 20c
............. 5c
..............
..............

2, 3.

frUUNG

PORT SHELDON.
The snow

ALLEGAN COUNTY.

Saturdayand Sunday,
conclusivelyshows that the West Olivo

FILLMORE

fall

Mrs. Holder has moved into the vacorrespondent is right in assertingthat
cant house of H. Timmerman.
“this is an open winter.” He will thirk
Miss Henrietta Kronemeyer from
the people will be convinced that it is
Holland
is home for a visit.
when the next storm comes without

Mrs. J. H. Klomparens is visiting
The Port Slieidonitc»are such an in- relativesin Fremont.
Chris, and William Drost are engaged
dustriousclass of people— from choice
Sugar Co.
or neci-ssity— that storms do not seem in cutting wood for Mr. Veneklusen.
The scholars of Dist No. 1 enjoyed
Baker & Son lost a valuable horse to interfere much with their work.
Saturday. The horse was discovered Abe and Martin Anys, do not find time a sleigh ride Tuesday.
this winter to go coasting but are busy
in the mtall with a broken leg.
The Misses Emma and EttaTimmorcutting In*!*.
, man entertained several of
heir friends
Miss Winters and Fannie Boerman
The young people do not take time Thursday evening.
of Grand Rapids are the guests of Mrs.
to attend singing, or spelling schools,
Boerman.
Mr. C. Heckhuis experienceda runfierhaps ‘•this open winter” prevents
away last wrek. After turning a few
Mrs H. Baker, Sr , is on the sick their doing so.
list.
summer-setsClair escaped without inMiss A. Snroder, has returned home, jury.
Mr. and Mrs P. Breen visited here
from Holland where she has been staywith friendsami relatives over Sunday.
ORAAF8CHAI*.
ing with her sister for tho past year.
Too late to cure a cold after consump- We arc glad to have her with us again. I The annual report for 1899 of tho
Jerry Dykhuis is drawing logs to the ! Daisy Creamery Co. shows a record
tion has fastened its deadly grip on the
lungs. T*ke Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Any's mill. His merry whistle indi- which compared with that of other
Syrup while yet there is time.
cates that he does not mind the north creameries of this sectionof which tho
management may be justly proud, and
west wind.
must be u source of intense gratilicuZEELAND.
The bee for draw ing stones, for build- lion to their patrons. The81,845 pounds
ing
purposes,
for
J.
Ten
Hagen
und
E. J. Prulm, formerly of the Record
of butter manufacturednetted $15,885.and now conducting a iirst-calss furni- Tim Vundragt, was finished Monday 44 of which the patrons received $13,ture store, was re-appointedpostmaster It was not exactly a Noah's Ark pro431.09. Compared with the Allendale
cession, but twelve teams were emof this place.
creamery which made 21 pounds more
Old Mrs. Van der Heide died at her ployed. A nice residence will improve the gross receiptsin favor of the Daisy
home on South street last Saturday at the looks of J. Ten Hagen's place very are over $1240 and the amount more
the mature age of 84 years. She bad much. No doubt, Mr. Ten Hagen will paid to the patrons over $1450. Comlived where she died for many years feel ten years younger, setting a-ide parison with the reportsof other creamwith her grandson,Bernard, who is the fact, that in his homo there are eries give a more or less similar showprincipal in the South Biendon school represented four generations.
ing. A word to the wise is sufficient.
Will T. Quick, went to Grand Rap- The Daisy is “in it” every lime.
at the present time. Her husband died
nine years ago. Funeral services were ids Tuesday, where his parents reside.
Mr. and Mrs. John Den Uyl enterheld from the FirstChrisiianReformed He will be missed by the young people tained at their residence near Macatahere.
church, Tuesday afternoon.
wa Park Tuesday Mr. and Mrs. S. Den
Mr. H. Van Xoorden is failing in Tuesday, while cutting ice on the Uyl, Benj. Den Uyl, John Den Uyl, Su
health. Old age is evidently the cause. river, Herm Hammilre accidentally Den Uyl, Mr. and Mrs. John De Vries,
Village' politicsis commencing to slipped into the water where it was 15 and Mrs. A. Van der Hill all from Holwarm up. A conference was held Wed- feet deep. His brother helped him out land.
nesday evening to consider what ticket immediately so that he did not get an
Henry Bouwman purchased the 50
should be in the Held to oppose the sa- entire “ducking.” A brisk walk of a acre farm of L. Vos for a consideration
few
minutes,
brought
him
to
the
house
(
of $2000.
of H. J. Davis, where he got his clothes
Mr. C. Van Loo was toGrand Kapl a
Jennie Hilbrink came home from
dried, so his drive of five miles would
Wednesdaywhere he was invited [ j be more comfortable.Five teams were Zeeland Wednesday quite indisposed.
make an orationat an old settlers mn r
Cora Van der Meulen is on the sickdrawing ice Tuesday for A. Harrington.

This sale is limited to only one article to each person. Children are excluded.

cessationfor nine consecutive days.

!

FIXTURES FOR SALE.

\

match. Two

Six handsome 8 foot Cherry Wood Show Cases with stands to

;

Bicycle Ladders

with tracks, Money Drawer, Awning, etc.

47-4*33 Canal

MAY’SRAPIDS.
BAZAAR
fwwitwtww WWW

St., and

3133 Horon St,

GRAND

Tower Block, Cor Eighth and River Sts.

NOLUND.

|

;

Wb

Command tho Trade but we can Oosanra

cannot

j

it.

OUR OVERCOATS
Must be sold and we
weather, we are

are ready to deserve your

trade. On account of

making Specially Low Prices

the continued mild

on our stock of Overcoats for the next

30 DAYS.
W« make

the

prices just as

loon.

low as possible. This will give the peopte a chance to
buy

-

at a right price.

ing.

-

OUR STOCK INCLUDES

Rev. J. P.
at Roseland,

I)e

Jong

is

making a

j

list.

vii, .

111.

Mr. and Mrs.

John Van den Bosch, formerly of the
Van Den Bosch Bros . lias ac-

At Port Sheldon.
cepted a position as clothing clerk with
The
summer
breeze across the Lake,
a large firm at Grand Kapids.
Upon the water the ripplesmake.
While in some places the bluffs arise,
Off.
In silent granduer toward the skies,
E. B. Monday, a lawyer of Henrietta,
At Port Sheldon.
Tex., once fooled a grave-digger.He
says: “My brother was very low with The white sand lieth within tho reach,
malarial fever and jaundice. I per- Of children playing on the beach.
A place more suited to one's mind.
suaded him to try Electric Bitters, and
he was soon much better, but continued More picturesque you will not find
Thau Port Sheldon.
their use until he was wholly cured.

DUNNING VILLE.
C. M. Dunraan, while going to Alle-

gan had a runaway. His horse was
frightened by a dog and he was thrown
out and killed. He was an attorney
und was known as Squire Dunraan.

Stoml

Warm-Lined Shoes, Ladies' Jersey Legps and Gaiters,
Etc., Etc.
See our stock and learn

why

our business grows so steadily.

QUICK SALES AND SMALL PROFITS GO AT

Lokker Si Rutgers Co.
41

EAST EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND.

The

WALSH-DEROO
MILLING CO.

Rev. and Mrs. Strabbing and Dr.
and Mrs. Van den Berg spent a very
pleasant evening at the residence of
Mr. and Mrs. John Brouwer last Mon-

Isn’t That a

all

Everyone admires

wheat offered every business day

the year,
prices.

in

now

5

we
for ladies. They

day.

A1 De Vries held the positionus Valentine clerk last week Wednesday the
are 14th. A1 says that he will have a fine
are displaynext season.

Harm Ten Have

about the prettiest thing you ever

and to pay highest market

is

somewhat im-

proving again.

saw. and as comfortable as pretty.

Mr. and Mrs. Seth Coburn from

Our record for the past 17

guarantee a fit.

We

Better than a Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as
plays, and don’t costas much. It reproduces the music of any instrumentband or orchestra— tells stories and sings— the old familiar hymns as well as the
if)opular songs— it is always ready. Prices, $7.50 to $100.00.
•l ut Mr
JaSdison’s signature is on everv machine. Catalogues of ill d-‘H'.-is or "rAT! /J,

s

i .Wood and Coal Heating
full line of paint at

No.

t)

West 8th

Slow

New V

,

•.,

,

>

t

ini

j
|

quire at this

!

\ !
pre

n
office.

j

—

uti tk

..mt

Van Oort's old stand or will trade for house and lot.

street.

Iturpre'M

Farm Annual For 1000.

This popular catalogueis more attractive than ever, in a particularly
Sheldon to reach.
Then through to Grand Haven, now dainty cover for 1900. Nasturtiums,
New Sweet Peas and the famous “Rocky
don’t you see,
It's to that noted city, the terminus ’Ford,” or Burpee’s Netted Gem Melons
are shown in colors, painted from namust be,
ture, while the book is full of life-like
Not Port Sheldon.
illustrationsfrom photographs.Of
Then on the river are naptha yachts,
particular interest is the new feature
And the beautifulplace surveyed in lots, for 1900 of giving “plain talks" as to
This in the future,is the design.
the relativevalue for different purposes
Then the city's noise will the folks of all varieties of vegetables. Another
resign,
interestingfeature is the remarkable
For Port Sheldon.
record of prizes won by the products
|

_

EDISON’S PHONOGRAPH

SUivoh,

built from Ottawa
Beach,
And extend toward the north, Port

S. SPRIETSMA.

HOLLAND, MICH.

135 Fiftb A

The road must be

_

Walsh-De Roo Milling Co.

PHONOGRAPH CO.,

public sale on the farm of Peter Luidens, being one-half mile north of tho
church at North Holland of the following: 2 good work horses, both sorel
and well matched, 2 colts one and two
years old, 5 cows two of which will
come in about the middle of March, 2
heifers in calf, 2 spring calves, 50
chickens. 1 lumber wagon, 1 market
wagon, 1 buggy, 1 new bob-sleigh, 1
plow, I spring drag 1 square drag, 1
cultivator,1 beat cultivator,1 harpoon,
1 wing shovel plow, 1 double action
spray pump, 1 corn sheller,1 fanningmill, 1 mower. 1 log chain, 2 milk cans.
3 work and one buggy harness, 2 hay
racks, 5 tons of hay. 3 loads of straw,
25 bushels potatoes.50 bushels corn, 50
bushels oats and many other articles
too numerous to mention.
Time will be given till November 1st,
1900, without interest on sums of $3 and
upwards. Below $3. cash down.
Chris. D. Schilleman,
Auctioneer.

have

also

FERRY’S

\

AUCTION SALE.
On Thursday, March I, 1900. at 10
o’clock A. M.. there will be held a

Yriesland spent last Saturday and Sun- By electric lights will the streets be lit, of Burpee's seeds at leading State Fairs
i in 1899. “New Creation”of
intrinsic
day with their parents Dr.* and Mrs. Cottages erected the times to lit.
some new styles in men’s shoes that Van den Berg.
And many people who much have merit are offered in both Vegetables
and Flowers. Altogether the Catalogue
wondered,
are sure to please the most fastidi- Mrs. C. A. Smit is on the sick list at
| shows
most painstaking care in the efWill realize full ’tis 1900,
the present writing but her recovery fs
ous. Shoes that wear well as well looked for soon.
fort to “tell the plain truth about
At Port Sheldon.
seeds” as proved at Ford hook Farms,
as look well.
Jake.
A large party of sleigh riders spent a
—the largest trial grounds in America.
very pleasant evening at Mr. and Mrs.
A Frightfulllluudur.
It will be mailed free to any of our
Charley Raak last Tuesday.
readers who mention this paper, when
Will often cause a horrible Burn.
Henry Lammers who has had a seI writing to the publishers, W. Alice
Scald, Cut or Bruise, Bucklen'sArnivere attack of lung fever has recovered.
Burpee & Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.
ca Salve, the best in the world, will kill
——————————————
Flags were flung to the breeze last the pain and promptly heal it. Cures
FOR SALE.
28 West Eighth St.. Holland.
Thursday morning in honor of George Old Sores, Fever Sores, Ulcers, Boils,
80 acre farm, (5 miles from Holland,
Washington'sbirthday.
Felons, Corns, all Skin Eruptions. Best
A large party from here left hst Pile cure on earth. Only 25c a box. with 3 good buildings, 2 houses and
Thursdayevening to Holland on a sur- Cure guaranteed. Sold by H. Walsh, barn, good orchard etc. For further
prise at Mrs. J. Brouwer. A very Holland, and Van Bree & Sou, Zeeland, information enquire.
J. S. DOjGER.
pleasantevening was spent and all re- druggists.
Feb. 22,
Holland. Mich.
turned home well satisfied.

We

years proves it.

f

selling

Beauty?

the shoes

acre.

am

Rev. and Mrs. A. Strabbing went to
Holland last Thursday to spend the day
and evening.

can always be relied upon to receive

HAMILTON.
Gerrit Barkel has bought 400 acres
good timber state lands at $1.80 per

wire Electric Bitters saved bis The distantwood-lands you see around,
life.”,. T^ijs remedy expels malaria,
With tho songs of the happy birds rekills disease germs and purifies the
sounds.
blood; aids digestion, regulates liver,
Between the hills toward the distant
kidneys and bowels, cures constipation,
Lake,
dyspepsia,nervous diseases, kidney The Pigeon River it's course does
troubles, female complaints: gives pertake,
fect health. Only 50c at Heber Walsh,
At Port Sheldon.
Holland and Van Bree &, Son, Zeeland.
The post office stands in a lovely place,
NEW HOLLAND.
Where the genial post-master’s smiling face.
Henry Wabeke left last Tuesday
You see at once through the open
morning for R -ek Valley, Iowa.
door.
Pieter Luidens and family will move
When for mail you call, as you've oft
to Holland city next spring: they leave
before,
a host of friends in this vicinity to
At Port Sheldon.
mourn their departure.
The
farmers
are
an
intelligentclass,
Richard A. Wagenaar has gone into
the wood business anu his prospectsare And never a good thing will they pass!
For now they say.at no distant date,
looking bright.
A summer resort is the future fate.
Dick Van Eenenaam, the livery man
Of Port Sheldon.
from Zeeland,had one of his horses
taken sick at North Holland last Tues- Electriccars then will run, you see,
day: Dr Rooks was sent for who took To the water clear as a crystalsea,
care of the sick animal.
Where oae can bathe, or for sport
can fish,
Isaac Houting, our bl icksraith, has at
For the “Genus Homo'’ if one should
last discovered how to keep his 'feet
wish,
warm, he knew that a snowstorm was
At Port Sheldon.
coming and prepared for it.
1

Knoll entertained

the air,

firm of

Felts and Rubbers,

Harm

A beautiful valley with hills of green, a merry sleigh riding party Wednesday
in summer, near Michigan Lake isseenl night.
Pond lillies are found in their beauty The H. J. Heinz Co. arc canvassing
there,
this part of the country for pickle and
Whose beautifulfragrance scents tomato acreage.

Our “cold storage” people have be
hm-tling this week. Geo. Den Hen
has put up over 20 ear loads of ice d
ing the past week.

Heavy Suits, Duck Coats,

Port Sheldon.

Jin.
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1
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.
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and Mrs. Harm Le-.i

Geo. Barbe, Mendota, Va., says,
“Nothing did me so much good as Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure. One dose relieved me,
a few bottles cured me.” It digests
what you eat and always cures dyL Kramer.

spepsia.

School Books and Supplies.
have a full line of school books and
school supplies and custonuM find
my prices right. S V '•
I

'

i

ght — a son.

,

. Wr>lit's lire ••"ri'uu-s

by

'00.

OTTAWA STATION.
Thursday was Washington'sbirthday
Mrs.
J.
Blades
of Oceana Co , is visand also that of Dr. J. W. Van den Berg
who celebrated his 48th anniversary. iting her mother Mrs. Knowlton who
All his brothersand their wives from is ill.
Zeeland were there and from Holland
A1 Bidding, Mr. Vissers and G. Cook
came Dr. H. Kremers, Dr. A. Knooi- of Holland secured 1(5 rabbits here
huizen, A. B. Bosnian and W. O. Van Monday and had a good time. Come
Eyck. Mr. Van Eyck made a speech again.
on the British-Boer question and Dr.
Miss Edna East way of Grand Rapids
Kremers sang a solo— the Boer hymn— is visiting her brother.
accompanied on the piano by Ed Van
The Maccabees of Olive Center held
den Berg. A good time was bad, y d
their installation and an oyster supper
music and a good oyster su;>n r.

S. A.

Martin

Diplheria relieved in twenty miur.te
Special bargains in shoes and rubbers Almost miraculous. Dr. Thomas’ EcI at M. Notier, 200 River street.
lectric Oil. At any drug
him a trial.

store.
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DAIRY UTENSILS.

CASTOR A

ClMallaasa th* Oaly SafapaovA

KEEPODTTBBMT
- - Vvi^

SMDYTHE MARKET!

I

Apalant Oaetarlal lafcetloa.
For Inftati and Children. 9
.
* •
Never ucgleet the care of the churo,
Always Bought
;jtBw MBmAvicXL DtHftti* to!
HOW TO OBT THE GRB ATEIT says George K. Newell In The Ameri- Tin Kind Yoi
AVOIR THE COFTTAiaifAPROPITa Ol'T OP DAIRY
can Cultivator.Slight negligence In
Bears the
TIOM OP MILK*
PROIIt'CTN.
this direction may cost you the price
Signature
of
TO HANDLE BEES.
Wwtk •I.M.fWr 14 tmu.
II I
if many u pound of butter.
AbovalO Pk««. worth fUDi wt will
mil rou (no. tocrtborwith •]
Doctors, scientistsand ifricultural The sale of dairy prod nets at reninA Bewkewpwr'nMean of Safe aad BatAfter a churn has been Home time
riant m4 8m4 CtUii
H.-» lalMr'imill _____
Infacfory Vt a>n.
expert* are nil very much etBCtrned at nprn*b'® rotes depends much uiMiti ap- out of use it should be thoroughly
Are you thinking of giving a party,
hot r*c*IP» o< thin
The prospective beekeeper will until- j the present time nlmut the coBtamlna- P«’«ro:ice.The liritish seem to under- ^unred with salt and repeatedly scald- social or entertainment? If so, do not
Mtlra414f. aUmr*. W» larNe
_ know whonfoa oncw
roar trad* and
rally !«• laterestcd lu "how to handle : t|on cf n,i;h ,jn,i the serious conso- sl,niI1(^
tlian 'v‘‘ ',0- At the i*d before being again employed.
fail to get the prices on candies, fruits
__________ 'AUniite,, btH's." A theory of the operation Is ,llh,mvt5 lhl„ n])t to n^t
|,,ft r>' “how recently hehl at the Agri- j Nothing will penetrate the crevices
bMMlUanaMftntwfcwrMfly.
HtfflP
and cigars at Anthony Hosbuch'son
tcn^uniDW. wa.
thus set forth by a writer in Uural
. . .
Hfort is <,U ,,U'n; U' ,K,,Ujrt,m- ,lim' 'vn'4 « of a churn like hot water, and It needs
River street. A fresh supply always
New Yorker: To h»*come familiar with
of J'Xhlhltswltich invarialdy at- to he at a boiling temperature when apon
hand.
the habits and life «.f the lumeylHH* in :
V
K
' UnvU'l]
'»>'
»i.d ad- ! p||tM|.
•u intelligent and practical way it is of
, J 8,11
or foreign j miring audience.The exhibitsIn ques- ! xhero is nothing gained in patching
YOU ARE A DEMOCRAT
DOES IT DAY TO BUY CHEAP? Conroe necessary to use a -n-ahle
^
! «P «W
and of couth*,want a democratic newsA chi'ttpr«*medv l«>r coughs und colds frame hive of some sort, lu order to ,
' V
„
1.struct,‘'1
of buttw !Uul hm , manufactory. Like farming tools, the pnpt r, The Chicago Dispatch U the
in all liglit, hut you wuui MiUiolUin^
moot their needs we must know what . '
)U.
t
' ,,P ‘‘titlielyby iiaud. The illustration appjirat us of a creamery or cheese fue- Great Dcinncratic Weekly Newspaper
that will relievo and cuivlho more «;*
ls going on Inside the hive. When bees j ‘
‘ ‘
n t '' hb h accompaniesthis article Is tory generally deterioratesmore quick* of tin* Country It advocatesthe revero ami dangerous ivtuilta of throat
atv In the Held gatheringhoney or
‘
f
” photograph of one nf the host |y iu value from neglect than from adoptionof lie Chicago platformand
and lung troubltx What shall you do?
tiie renntninulionof William Jennings
when swarming,they will never volun, models made. A great deal of time practicaluse In its especialsphere.
C(i to a wanner and more regular eli*
toor mi fittiwk liof-niiKK hov urn ttmii
'• 11.U..U UK fO .An* 1*01810(1 u.gs KIM.nl |g worlrillL'nut Mm il.iut.rn mm ............ ............
........ 1..
Sl, .iniHM 111 illf Was S,M ,U 1,1 'vo,,,:ln«‘ml the design, j The greatest care sliould he taken to Bryan.
maU*? Yes, il posoihle: if not |H>s>ible teer an attack, because they are then exampU f1 tin .1 ,t.se
m ..
dairies in dlf- nn(j j, ropro^mg
considerableamonnt
There lias never been a political camm. ... .......... ......................
for you. then in i*ilher ease titk»? the filled with honey, but when their little
expunge every atom of salt or briny
paign tiiat will Kjitai in importance
' !
"'0[
,lnH' of Ingenuity and care, every minute de- water from the Ironwork of dairy utenonly remedy that has been introduced homo is molested they will then act
tlmt of tiie one to tie fought next year.
l» «
hn
Mll)! ,.s,
,|Mlk#
in all eivili'/.edcountries with success g,.|f (IcfcilHo:ti„l rcsi'iit 111.,linnet;.
sils.
The republican party, backed by the
in severe throat and lung troubles, In therefore neeens.iry use n sumker
,l'p I'1™ llrnl. Tile ileolen Is in form of n shield,
Rigid drying by both an absorbent money power of this country and
* Hose bee's Herman Syni|> '* It not on- of some kind, llefnrc siprnlni; n hive ,,f ,l"1"1 ' l"l|e'.">of Melbourne. Me|ra||t „„ „ .vomlen Krmmd, envered wllh
cloth mid heat will do this satisfac- Europe, isulcrtund aggressive. Flushed
ly heals and stimulates he tissues to
semi lu a few puIVs of smoke at the eti1 velvet. The border of bowers which
torily. I have known a new $25 curd with the victoryof three years ago it
destroy the germ discus-, but allays in*
trance to alarm them, and they will
surround the shield consistsof lilies of mill to he so eroded by rust in one sea- will seek by every mens in its power to
llamniation. causes easy i x|>cctoration,
the valley, roses, violets, arum lilies, son ns to he nearly ruined.
maintain its supremacy.
gives a good night's n-st. and cures the Immediatelyrush for the combs ami
Democrats must be up and doing.
passion lltrwers, orchids ami cartiaRy proper care it could have been
patient Try ON E bottle. Uccommend- fill themselves with honey.
lions.
After smoking them it Is well to wait
cd many years by all druggists in the
made to run ten years without repair. They must wage an unceasing war upon
their enemies. In no butter and more
world. Sample bottlesat 11. Walsh's a minute or two that they may gorge
Marketing plain milk Involves some
If It is important to keep butter tools
effective way can this bo done than by
drug store.
j themselves. The cover can then be
interesting questions. The organized scrupulouslyclean, how tnucli more
the circulation of good, sound demo; lifted olT ami a little more smoke Mown
efforts of milkmen In dMorent parts of Important is it to be rigorous in the
cratic newspapers. The publisher of
S. A. Martin is taking subscriptions
the country to get better prices for treatment of milk utensils.
The Chicago Dispatch will send a
•Ov
for the Ladies' Home Journal.
their milk should prove of general adIn private dairiesit would ho well to copy of The Chicago Dispatch from
vantage to all dairymen In calling their emulate the methods in vogue lu milk now until Jan. 1st, Mini, for *>n ccntfe
If you are not already taking this great
attention more intimately to the mar- shipping stations and creameries.
Wc will | ay a -alary of $lf> |Kir week
ket side of the question, says W.
First, after a rinse of cold water, the political weekly, send in your subscripand expenses for a man with rig tointroduco our Poultry Mixture in the conn('handlersin The American Cultivator. cans and other tinned lactealutensils tion ut once. You shoitid not only do
ty. Only good hustlerswanted. ReWhen milk is sold in consumers in cit- are washed thoroughly with warm wa- this yourself, but you should induce
your friends to join you. My a little
ference, Address, with stamp. Eureka;
ies at n cents a quart and the producer ter, changing the hath frequently to
‘•'T.yr
effort you can cusily raise a club of ten
Mfg. Co., i2 Mo. Ave., East St. Louis.
i eivt . only 2 and .'5 cents for his keep It clean.
or twenty subscribers.An extra copy
111.
Now follows the coup de grace, the forelnboft.cn.
death dealing blow to bacteria and
The Chicago Dispatch is indorsed
spores. This is tin* scalding process.
by William JenningsBryan and other
Whore a good steam pressure can he demdcnitic lenders.
Address The Chicago Dispatch,
! obtained superheated steam is the best
Jj
120 and 122 Fifth Avenue,
f*,":
f , rr?.
agency to employ, whirlingthe cans
. Commission Merchantand
Chicage,Illinois.
rain. Flour ami Produce. ItiKhNrapidly while it is applied to every
^
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|taid for wheat. Olflc . ut Hiellh street, near C. A \V. M. track

NEW MILKING DEVICE,
torla. It comprises teat cups, with
finger loop- for the thumb and finger
•JTY STATE BANK. CaniUl
> H. K. Van Kaaltt.President.
arranged
longitudinally ou opposite
W !!. Krach. Vice President:C. Ycr Schure,
Cashier. Genoral Itsuklm,' Uuslne-H.
J shit s, which prevent the milker’s
] hands from coming in contact with the
HANDLING BEES.
L1.MKII.VNKS.1.. .fust let* of the Peace, Notary
-F I'ublic a:M Pension Claim Agent, Hirer St. in on top of the frames, and the bees teats and thus transferringdirt or disease germs from one animal to another.
will adhere nicely to the combs. With
The milk is conductedto the milk pail
F. A \. M.
screwdriver or tack puller the division
through rubber tubes, and. as the pail
mnlcntlons of I'sitvLoimE.No. board can be removed and the combs
is inclosed,there is no contamination
Itollniel. Mich., will Imi held Hi
hi the ereuliiifs of Wednesday, pried apart and oue by one examined there, so that, provided the milk is

\L

is

i

.iS

H:,^B

T

arch 2, April 6.
Auu. 31. -epl.

May

rtt.

I

y

Juno 1.
Nor

part of the interior.
On the farm, however, water if used
while boiling will lie effectiveenough
to render ut*isils nseeptic.
Do ndt scald, milk receptacles by
! pouring the hqt water from one to the
j other. It cools too rapidly to lie of! fective tm even the second can so
i treated.

Bank

First State
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Lv. Muskegon ........!9 45| 4 05 ti Si! fl Js!
Grand Haven. .. 1015 p.M
AB. Holland ......... 1105' 5 40 12 15 8 15
An. Allegan.......... 6
915

__

-

Lv Alh'irun____
Ab. Holland . ..
Lv. Holland .. .
As. Muskegon..

'AS-

A

-V.

1

'

P.M.

I

4. M. A. >1.ip. «. P.M.
\« 45;
5 25
12 15
6 30
0 00, 12 45 4 30
7 15 2 15 5 45
Ip. «.

Freight for Allegan leaves from East
A*

Y
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at

lv J*. X<

•Daily.

PRIZE HEAD LETTUCE,

Other trains week days only.

plants are unusually vigorous and endure hot weather better perhaps than
J. C. HOLCOMB. Agent, HoUand^111*’ Micb'
any other kind of equally good quality.
They also do well in early spring and
Does your .Stomach trouble you?
Are your late fail. The heads are large and
Bowels regular?Are you HHlIoua*
j loose, sometimes two
feet across, the
leaves green, with reddish or brown
Pl leg
GEO. DeHaVEN, Gen.

Pass.

Act.

SY-RE-CO si!recon^
__
KIHIousnesi).
Headache.
25c per bottle ut Heber Walsh's Drug store.

tinge.

Anthony Rosbach,

1

Wax

Winter Flavor.

Caudles

When

the weather holds down below
zero and the mercury sulks day after
Nothing i'I 'p adits «'i much
to tlipchnniiof Hip itrawlnv
day. says The Creamery Journal, the
room or ni-loir n« Hip toftlrri>lf* it liulil (n-m (JOHDOVA (.'ainllp-.r
thrifty patron sets his milk cans away
Notliim: will contrilmto more to the
iu the horse bant and covers litem up
/irti-tip-ucoes.- oi th** lum-li.-on,
tea nr ilinner. The l.c-t ihi-orative
like so many Eskimo babies to keep
can'll,-:* for the Himple-tor the
most
elatwratofunction— (or cot*
them from freezing, and after two
t.tireor munition.Mailt-in all coUm
bad the most tii-li-at*-tint*by
days he loads them up and sends them
STANDAUDOII.ro.
to the creameryand expects the butter
and aold everywhere.
to sell for three-quarters of a cent
above highest quotation.
Were he at the other end of the line
he would find tiiat the butter has &
dirty tiavor after It reaches the dealit am! tiiat it is due to tainted milk.
*. is easy to say that the butter maker
should refuse all milk which is the
least tainted; but, all the same, the
creameries are few where there will
not lie at times some milk which is
not strictly up to the desired standard,
Digests
you
and the fact that the hoys ask their
It artificiallydigeststhe food and a
patrons to take special pains when
Nature in strengtheningand rec
they are making butter for a convenstructing the exhausted digestive
tion shows that they sometimes take gans. It is the latest discovered dig(
uiill«in for the everyday make which ant and tonic. No other preparat:
is not so lino as it ought to he ami that can approach it in efficiency.It
they see no way out of it under the law stantly relieves and permanentlycu
of competition. Where, then, does Dyspepsia, Indigestion,Heartbu
tart come in? Right here for one Flatulence,Sour Stomach, Nans
place. There being two or more grades
of milk delivered as to cleanliness,
skim as little milk as possible into the
cream from milk which Is not. like
(Tesar’swife, above suspicion and then
I

what

dump

warranted milk right into the
cream. Tills stints out as much as possible of the taint from questionable
milk and puts in enough casein of the
accepted quality to set up the right
kind of fermentation.In practice this
milk is generally in part or as a whole
"started" in fermentation the day previous. hut adding good, fresh milk

SPECIAL

.

.

eat

.

LOW PRICES

"

^

v-WINIER

FOOTWEAR.

has of itself a good effect

Crratnrrr Relations.
lion. Z. A. Gilbert of Maine, in his
paper before the ConnecticutDairymen’s association,reported in The New
Kngiand Farmer, spoke from the standpoint of one more familiar with the
206 River Street.
proprietary than the co-operative
creamery. He alluded to the fact that
producers of milk are of the first ini- Warm Slippers to close out at.. 39c.
Itortauceand tiiat their interests Warm Shoes at ..............49c>
sliould In* carefully guarded and proWarm Shoes, better grade, at.. 85c.
vided for; hut. speaking from the
Women’s
Alaskas at .......... 39e.
standpoint of associationwitit proprietary creameries, he says that tills is Women’s Heavy Storm Alaskas 75c.
not the ease. The proprietorspay the
Men’s Alaskas at ............. 59Ct
farmers for milk supjiosedlywhat they
cyu afford to. hut, in fact, what they Men’s Heavy Storm Alaskas at 75c.
please. After the milk leaves the maker's hands Ids rights and Interestsare

M.
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ON ALL

wholly unguarded,unprotected and in
nre ruinous to pro- some eases uncared for.
cooled or warmed to that point, which
Mr. Gilbert suggestedas a remedy
may range front 54 to 04 degrees F.,
Lueatinu; a Creamery,
for this that creamery proprietors
according to the season. It should be ! When the agents of a creamery con- should do what they can to increase
strained into the churn, and the churn cern are trying to place the stock of a intelligenceamong the patrons of the
should not be filled to more than two- | new outfit, seeking subscriptionsfrom creameries.A creamery can make no
fifths of Its capacity.If butter color the farmers of a community,says Alva better outlay than to place a weekly
_____ r
Yon certainly have the chance if;
Is to be used, it should be added to the ! Agee iu The National Stockman, it is dairy journal iu the hanus of every paeat our fine meats.
cream* before the ehuruiug is com- not a question of the profitablenessof Iron. Second, bulletins might he IsWe aim to havechoice meatsat all tir
j the creamery at Elgin or any other , such] frequently touching upon special
| dairy district, but rather a question features of timely importance.Third. -Fine Roasts, Steaks, Pork, Veal,
Ape 'on a Dairyman
' 0f the probabilityof gettinga full sup- the proprietorshould cultivatefriendly con, Mutton, Poultry, Sausages, La
Because you own cows, do you con- ply of milk throughout the year for the ; relations with ids patrons. The pro Etc. Everythingbelonging in a ill
Rider yourself a dairyman?" asks ^ creamery tiiat Is proposed. Many I prletor of one Maine creamerygives all class meat market. Prices as low as a
^eorge L. Newell in I he American ! farmers can never he convertedinto i of his patrons and their wives a roval
We pay the highest cash price
ultivator.ton are not a dairy mat j dairymen. It is only when a full! good dinner at bis own expense every
poultry.
in the true sense of the word unless j supply of milk is absolutely assured i year just before the Thanksgivingsenyour cows are making you financially for the future that these stock sub- son. Fourth. Informal Institute* should
WM. VAN DER VEERE.
hotter off at tinmen . cf every year. ( scriptious become at all reasonably he held, a sort of sehoolbonse cam
Are they doing
safe for
! palgn among those producing milk.
Proprietor City Meat Mark
ture 'llesire!/ forelnirllhr^t ^ 0InW

30,

-•nd fruit store of

dy

successor to 1 Vt- r De Hoe, River St.

School Books and Supjdirs. n
have a full lino of school book- and
school supplies and customerswill find
my pric-s right. S. A. Martin.
We sliould always hear in mind that
Cor. River and Eighth st.
; the fungi and bacteria inhabiting milk
i vessels are of microscopic character,
! and seams which appear clean to the
naked eye may in reality be teeming
] with millions of these vegetable organisms.

without danger of beiuy stung.
from a good, healthy cow. the dairyIn an apiary where there are many
on si. John - Davs— .luueSland
man is assured of milk as pure and
F. 'i . G1LLESIME, W. ,M
bees Hying it is always best to be on
free from contain! nation as it is posOtto IIkevjuw Sec r.
the safe side and wear a veil, but sible to get it.
gloves are unnecessaryand cumberRRITIM! BUTTER DEHGN.
some. A beehive should not be pulled
product,tin re is soinetiilng wrong.
The Dual Furpuse Cow.
apart every few days for mere curiosiNumerous have been the articles re- *s'1^ on*-v ,-1^- *lU’ a L'fcat deal of the
ty, but sliould be examined occasional- gardiug the dual purpose animal, and
W4TM Saving's Department.
Adulterated before it reaches
ly to ascertain the needs of the bees it has been noticed that the last ditch |the po»-s»»uers. so that much of it ac350,000.00. and condition. If the colony Is weak,
in the line of defense taken by the op- 1 ,u',,Uv brings !i and even 10 cents per
Cor. ISIghtli itiul Market Stn ets.
it can he strengthened by adding a pouents of this valuable animal is the 'IGart. The city Inspectors test the
frame or two of sealed brood taken ditiiculty of producing her, writes Fro- ; ,n‘ik as it arrives in tin* cities to see
ISAAC CAPPON,
G. W. Mokma,
from some other colony strong enough fessor A. <J. Hopkins of the Wisconsin tlml ,1"-‘ dairymen have not ndultcratPresident.
Cashier.
to spare it. It is well to select one College of Agriculture in The Breeder's; <‘<1 H, but the middlemen can water it
kind of hives and frame, so that all the Gazette. Judging from the standpoint ,0 Kub (heir customers' tastes without
furniture of the hives will he inter- of the specialpurpose man, fliis objec- j hiucli fear of discovery,
changeable. and not have two or three tion is well nigh insuperable,and yet
Holland City State
more profitabletoday to sell
kinds of hives in the apiary, which will when investigation is made among j m*^* bi the cities than to raise it on the
WITH SAVINGS 11KPART.MKNT.
surely cause a great deal of vexation those pure breds and their grades, j farm. The margin of profit on the
Corner Klgb'*! and River Streets,
ami annoyance.
HOLLAND. MICH.
which are allowed to come tTeTienrest furm to Almost too smail to attract
Pecs sliould always lie handled very to dual purpose stock, we find that the many to the business, while the work
Ett&blitktd 1 97 J. !*corforaUd as a Staff Basil
in .’S90
gently. They seem to dislike quick, r-hjectiou stated is no longer tenable.
'» exceptionallytrying and tedious. To
A general banking business transacted. jerky movements,iu early spring or
No one will deny but that the special /lace our dairyingon a farm basis
Interestpaid on certilicates.
nuutiun, when the days are cool, it is purpose cow lias her place, and in all something should he done so that there
Loans made.
prudent not to open the hives until fairness wc should also allow as much is more equitable distributionof prof$50,000 near midday, when the field hoes will for the dual purpose animal. To lie its. If consumers are satisfiedwith
then he out gathering honey. On cloudy
specific, the place for the dual purpose paying 8 cents for bottled milk, the
D. B. K. Van Uaalte. - President. or rainy days it is best not to open
Adrian Van Putten. Vice President. hives, for the field bees are then at cow. a cow that will not only give a dairyman is. but not if more than half
fair quantity of milk and butter, hut the profits go to the transportation
C. VEU SCHURE.
Cashier.
home and are cross, being deprived of that will also produce a calf tiiat will Companiesand the middlemen.
the privilegeof gathering the precious make, if properly fed. a marketable,
Why should not milk he sold on comnectar.
PILES: PILES! PILES!
fat animal, is in the west, in northern mission, os most other farm products?
At night is the very worst time to Wisconsin. Iowa. Minnesota, the Da- Commission merchants find it profitDr. Williams’Indian Pile Ointmentwill curt
Mind, bleeding,ulceratedami itchingPiles It molest bees, as some pilferingpersons
kotas and the Canadian northwest. able enough to do this, and a dairy
adsorbs the tumors, allays the itchingat once
set- as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Wil- have found out to their sorrow. It is
According to my own observationsand line or company .should find it to its
liams- ludion PileOintment is prepared onlyfoi true that bees do not fly at night, but
experience,I have no hesitation in say- advantage to handle milk iu the same
Piles and itching of the private parts, and nothBy injudicious ing that the Shorthorn will give ns way. Then if milk soured or was
ing else.
Every
li-.\ is guaranteed.
_.
----j ..
Solo b) they crawl and sting.
VT f r Is' » nt hy. m,ai1’ fc r fl Perbosf- Wiliam!- handling bees can he made very irrita- tiie dual purpose animal, and doubtless hardly up to the mark the shipper
Soki on a guaranteeby J?o! D»csbiirg.Uolland
:,na cross, sc that they will sting such breeds as the Bed Polls may alsd would he responsible. There would he
| everybody near and
far and will re- do it. As to the other breeds I am unseasons then when the dairymenwould
i main angry and vicious for weeks.
able. through lack of experience, to moke a large profit. At present the
claim such a valuable quality or char- summer season always opens with a
Kctrn Marly Potatoea.
acteristic for them.
catting of rates. The milkmen of citIf it is desirable to have potatoes
ies cut the rates down about one-half,
seven to ten days ahead of those proCook in u Food For Cows,
but the consumer pays just as much as
duced by ordinary field culture,place
There is no advantage in cooking or ever. The result is that the season
uncut tubers, blossom end up. in slial- steaming food for cows iu the sense of
when the dairymen should have a
i low boxes filled with sand. About
changing the character of the food by chance to make a little something is
I quarter the length of the potato should
heat as is done iu domestic cooking. often a time of loss. AH the extra ex, protrude from the sand.
l*m the boxes Corn fodder and similar food will be
pense tiiat the milk dealers have to in' In subdued light in a temperatureof
more readily eaten by cows If it is cur in summer is the cost of ice. hut
50 or GO degrees. From 25 to 50 days softened by moisture, and steamingis
that is a small item compared with the*
after the potatoes are thus started often a convenient way of doing this.
differencein the cost of their milk.
take the tubers from the sand and The grain should he fed uncooked or
It is impossible for dealers and milk
place iu a Held in the same position the cut fodder moistened by steaming
producers ever to agree upon a price
j they occupied in the box. Potatoes
or otherwise. Cottonseed meal is pref- satisfactory to each, hut If the milk
j treated in this way will be
consider- erable to oil meal for cows on account
was received by the milk dealers and
ably earlierthan if the seed is taken of its lower cost. Both should be fed
sold ou commission there would he
I directly from the bin and
planted iu in moderation, the cottonseed because
more general satisfaction. The milk
' the ordinary manner, says an exIt is somewhat feverish and constipatmarket is a steady and unvarying one,
|,cc™bersl' change.
ing and the oil meal because it is laxaand it is the only one that the farmer
tive and tends also to make a soft, oily
has do say about. If there was a
A Favorite Lett nee.
RAILROAD COMPANY.
butter.— Country Gentleman.
steady demand at a uniform price for
When
planning
a
garden,
the
many
A. M. I*. X. I* X. X
L*. Grand ILqiliU....; |(. 1200 4 3<Yll SO
fruits and vegetables the year round,
varieties of lettuce may well puzzle the
An. llollMiH ......... H III. 12 40 5 as 105
RIlieneNN In Cream.
novice.
•the commissionmerchantswould want
As. Chicago .........j ISO 500 10 45 725;
The preferable degree of ripeness in to buy this truck direct from the fann_
r.M.lP.s.i
A.M.<
Prize Head is apparently an Amerithe cream will lie indicatedby the foler, but so long as there Is an uncercan type and a favorite,being quite
Lv- Chicago .........
*7 Tsl's 5>! U '50j 1200
lowing points, says Professor Robert- tainty they prefer to take the goods on
generally grown for family use. The
son of Canada: A mild, pleasant,acid
Lv. Holland..... ...I 7 5) ujSr.' OS-s'^S)!425
commission. The only sure thing is
As. Grand Rapids... | 85(ll I 25 10 55 6 2.1 5 05
taste, a uniformly thick consistency
milk, and that we have to sell to city
MISKKGON DIVISION.
and a glossy appearance somewhat like
dealers at prices practicallymade by
4.

> Od.

If you wish to buy fresheandies,fruits
and cigars do not fail to call at the can-

r

]

farmers.

East Eighth

St.

so-

f

DCS nil

TDEEC

Ornnd

lot,

cromontbebaukoflttka
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THE BISMARCK APPLE.
Fruit n llanilaonir (.lant— Tree

KUala,

“Ah-h-b,” shivered the old man us
• he entered tliccnhlnof the ferry which
Heavy ami Stire Crupper.
whs Just leaving Windsor for Detroit.
Oms!italTrees,S!irulis, Plants, Bulbs, Seeds.
“AtuouK iwiii novelties that have Then he sat down on the bench which
4 0 nrrr* hnrdy Knurs. M MrnpntinniiM
fif Pnltns, Flrns, Frrn«, B'wpm,
Orrnimin:*,Kt1’. »!:ill Hlr- j o'iMi.i.UdHttUial Havinuiouej,tryub. Eii^unt surely eonie to stay is this new htuul* mum the length of the < ahin on the inrhtHloi;fitf. 4*'.lhyear. lOwacrc*.
Home apple, ami whatever may he Its no, •most side. •This is the warmest
THE SlORFiS & HARRISON
OoX
Palitesvllle,Ohio. (lefielencies In the matter of flavor— side” said lie. -This is the side for
mnl some people can hardly find terms an old man on a cold day.”
Here lie looked around him. Anothof Hufllelcht strength for their feelings
—it has attained a positionthat Impels er old man whose hair was white sat
next to him. The hitter replied:
I*inr, t'l it is 4Ucrr} , A|)plf| i.tc, lmwfn«o sapjil)ol maall irulU. liuad
uiii < tom lor
1

tmm
.^dkkc

c
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:

,
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OJLaiVORZJL.

TURKEY CULTURE.
Bon
Facts Itrnivn From the I'xperleace*
of Kiiicllftli and American tiratven.
Large birds realizemore per pound

CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

IT

We

guarantee every pound to give satisfaction

and we give you

SIX GLASS

JMBLERS

'1

lu proportion than tlie small ones.

Fate must be taken not to mix tlin
meal too sticky or too dry. but Just
so that it dings together nicely.
No stock pays better for proper feeding and a 'little extra care than youn^
“So It Is. so it Is."
turkeys, says \V. Cook in Poultry.
“1 suppose you thli.k you are an old
man. said the first one. -You think! Those lords which are Intended for
yon are gettingon in years. Perhaps killing at Christmasshould have a hot
you might make a ^iiess nn my age, meal before they are allowed out in
now. How old do you think I nmr
“Well.” mused Xn. g ,ls ],e looked the mornings.
Turkeys will drink occasionallydurthe other over carefully, "well, I
should say you are nearly 7:*.”
ing Incubation, but usually decline
“Huh!” ejaculated the other with much food, and consequently come out
Just a tinge of seoru ami considerable of hutching time rather poor and then
dignity, straightening himself up at
need hearty food.
the same
. -Well mv hoy, I am
After turkeys are about s weeks old
8t) years old next month ”
“Phew,” tlie second man whistled they do better If allowed to sleep out
as If he was greatly disappointed and In the open, with no coveringover
crestfallen,“you 11011*1 sav so! Well, them, than if put in a warm close
..

FREE

with one pound of

rmw:
mi*
APPLE IJISMARCK.

FOR—

—

C,

& Co.

Will Botsford
19

I’m Just ten years behind you.”

West Eighth Street, Holland.

Burn

Htw Ahnyn Bougtit

cough medicine made,” says J.
Koontz, Curry, Pa. It quickly cures
coughs, colds, croup, asthma, grippo
ami throat and lung troubles it is the
children’s favorite remedy. Cures
quickly.
L Kramer.
Is’st

*0SBt

•c.-’i

m

in

house.

What in tlie feathered creation is
more magnificent titan a fine lloek of
turkeys, whether displaying their gorgeous coloring in the sun or strutting
through woods and fields in quest of

v

food.

Kvcry New Year brings a deluge of
calendars, both commercial and artistic. Some are frankly commercial,and
others go to the opposite extreme— a
great deal of ornamental design and
very littlecalendar.
We have received a copy of Swift’s
Home Calendar for ItHJO, which is unquestionably one of the most beautiful
of the end-of-the-eenturycalendars.
The calendar is in the form of a
screen, its exact size being 10 x 25*
inches. In each of the four circular
panels is an ideal head, typical of ono
of tho seasons,from paintings by Percy
Moran, the great water colorist. The
pictures have all the effect of tin* original water colors, and as there is no
often get dainty morsels of greet! advertising on the front, the calendar
stufT, besides which they* have plenty s both ornamentaland useful.
Copies of Swift’sHome Calendar may
of fresli air and exercise.
be
obtained by sending 10 cents in
Let no novice lu this business supstamps to Swift & Company, Union
pose be can succeed without great
Stock Yards, Chicago.
care and prudence. Young turkeys tire
the most tender of all young fowls ami
Anthony Rosbach is able to furnish
need the most care. This care commences with a good selectionof tin* you with the best candies,fruits and cigars in the market. Do not fait to call
finest,earliest and heaviest turkeys foi
on him. He will he pleased to meet
breeders.
his many friends at his new store on
Old hen wives assure us tlmt. as River street.
geese regulate the commencementof
their laying by the feast of Candlemas,
limine For SwU*.
so turkeys always lay their first eggs
A
good
house
and lot for sale. Also
on Good Friday, regardlessof the movchoice vacant lots in Kerkhof addition.
nbility of the fast. lint it is generally
Call
Fred Kerkhof, 72 E. Kith st.
Turkeys like to roost as high as possible in tlie house. Therefore tlie
perches should be on a level to prevent them from breathing foul air, as
they are more subject to roup and cold
than any other fowls.
It should always be borne in mind
that unless the stock birds are large it
is impossible to get the young ones to
a good weight. Therefore it is best to
purchase the largest and finest stock
obtainable to breed from.
Many farmera allow their young
turkeys to run in the stubble fields,
which is a good plan, as they not only
pick up a great deal of loose corn, but

a party of friends, chiefly college men
and women, and came across some of
the beautiful minerals which aliouiul
In tlmt district. They picked out a
number of specimenswhich they carried back to the hotel. Here they exhibitedtheir treasure-troveto the other
guests, more cs|H>cially a piece of rose
quartz in which were many Hakes of
plumbago. Miss Curtis,after explaining, left the veranda, giving the quartz
“Bismarck is large in every respect. to a benevolent looking,spectacled old
lady. She had scarcelydeparted when
It Is a veritablegiant fruit In size, and
the latter, who had been scratching
its cropping propertiesare gigantic. It
the specimen with her scissors, broke
is, in fact, one of the heaviest fruiting out:
late apples we have, and as such, all
“That girl is either folding us or else found that they begin to lay from
other points considered, it may safely she is crazy. Plumbago,Indeed! It is
March ir, to tlie end of the mouth.— A
he termed one of the finest apples In nothing but an old stone with some Few Ileus.
The season for partiesand socials is
black
pencil
lead
in
it!”
cultivation. The tree Is a healthy and
at hand. So is Tony Rosbacli with
a fresh and complete line of fruits, canstrong grower. For market purposes
MUnmimsemeiit.
dies and cigars at his store on River
It is well suited, and if carefullygrown
QUESTION
It is a matter of mismanagement street. Do not fail to call on him.
the fruit put up in one and two layer
Yes. August Flower still has the hu- that some farmers and poultry men
boxes - preferablythe former — will
will “keep over.” season after season,
Change that wood cook stove into a
command a free sale at good prices. gest sale of any medicine in the civilized world Your mothers’ and grand- a lot of worse than useless fowls that coal burner. All kinds of grates.
Sold thus it insures a demand from a
mothe's’ never thought of using any- are inferior in every respect, fowls
Kerkhof & Witvliet.
well to do class of retail fruiterers.”
thing else for Indigestion or Billions- that have outgrown all possible useful?
No. It W. 8th street.
To those who are interestedin grow- ncr-s. Doctors were scarce and they
ness. This practice may be considered,
ing fruits In pots under glass the illus- seldom heard of Appendicitis, Nor ous
Big Crop.
on general principles, to exist commontration presented by American Garden- Prostration or Heart Failure, etc. They
ly ‘•among tlie people.” It is unfortuH
you
want
big crops of wheat or
ing will apjieal strongly us showing the used August Flower to clean out the
nate, inasmuch as It is responsible for other grain, use Northwestern Fertilpossibilitiesof the Bismarck. This system and stop fermentationof undia great deal of the dissatisfaction zer. It has been used by many farmfruit weighed full 14 ounces. The well gested food, regulate the action of Mu*
among
beginners and those inexperi- ers and gives the best of satisfaction.
known private gardener by whom it liver, stimulate the nervous and organ- enced. It is more than probable, too. Try it. For sale by
ie action of the system, and that is all
was grown said In regard to this vaB. J. Albers.
they took when feeling dull and bad that a large share of the chicks come
riety of apple:
Overbad, Mich.
with headHches snd other aches. You from the eggs of these greatly inferior
“The tree lias a tendency to com- only need a few doses of Green’s Aug- fowls, as their brooding tendencies are
Dactuess in habit and therefore can ust Flower, in liquid form, to make you
•Ti-*Not True.
generally quite wolj developed.It is
satisfied there is nothing serious the
We do r ot sell Dr. Caldwell’s Svrup
quite obvious, therefore, that the soonmatte- with you. Sample bottles at er tills class of poultry is obliterated Pepsin for every disease;it is only good
Heber Walsh’s drug store.
from the face of the eartli the better. b»r Constipation,Indigestion/Sick
There is no bettor time to commence Headache and Stomach Troubles and
wo guarantee it to cure. At H. Walsh’s
cutting them out than right now. Ei- drug store.
ElevatorEducation.
ther eat them yourself or send them
“I was over in New York the other
to market. In this latter event it may
day.” said a Washington official,"and
be as well to fatten them a little if
I had an experience which rather inARIZONA
clines me to the belief that the ele- they are not already too fat. Shut
vator boys of that town ought to es- them up in small coops and place in a
It is not only very large, hut it carries
a beautiful color and when put up In
an effective manner commands a ready
sale and in quantity. It Is a late variety— that Improves It. in our opinion.
When a late high grade apple like this
can be obtained, It should be planted
freely, for the demand and prices
which prevail when supplies are obtainable prove tills clearly.

Jackson

Thi Kind You

‘ I bad bronchitis every winter for
years and no medicine gave mo permanent relief till I began to tako Ono
Minute Cough Cure. I know it is the

.....

"You’re a pretty active young felnotice. After all. ipmlity and flavor low," said No. I seriously. “You seem
nro not everything in an apple. Hut to get around very well. That's all
there is much eouflietiuu of opinion lu right. Keep it up and some day you'll
regard to Bismarck,lavish praise and get to Be an old man.”
condemnation being about equal.
“Its quality certainly does not comJohn Dirr, IWwille. Iml.. says.
mend It very highly as a dessert ap- *•1 never used any! hing as good as Ono
ple, hut a strong point in Us favor is its Minute Cough Cure. We are novel
early hearing, and this point may de- without it " Quickly break- up coughs
velop to he one of considerable im|>or- and colds. Cure** all throat and lung
trouble* Its use will prevent eontance. According to reports from Engsumption. Pleasant to take.
land. Hlsmnrek apple is a very protltaL Kramer.
hie one for the London market, and it
may therefore he worthy of attention
CniiNt Not Hr FiM,te,l.
by some of our fruit growers who raise
Miss
Elizabeth
Alden Curtis tlie talfor export.” So says American Gardening and quotes the following from ented niece of I'nlted States Attorney
General Griggs, and one of the latest
nn English exchange:
“From tin* prices realized for It in versifiers of the Kubnlynt. lias a pen
tlie public markets it deserves ail that chant for scientificpursuits, and takes
can be written In its favor. We have great pleasure in mountain climbing,
often urged upon growers the necessi- forest-searchingand geologizing.
Last Hummer, while rusticating at
ty of going in for large, line colored
apples, such as the one under notice. Lake George, she went walking with

Keystone Baking Powder
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For Purity

th»

on

Coal

ANSWERED

AND SAVE MONEY.

Citizen’s Phone 4.

Are You

.

West End of Eighth St.

.

Or any of Your Friends

WM.D.

I

Troubled with that dreadful disease called .

•

ROTTSCHAEFER

.

81 East 13th Sf.f Holland,

FITS?

If so, then

edy, that

-

we have

call, or

write

Contractor
AND

^Builder.

us.

One month’s treatment for
One Dollar.

by

Estimates given

work.

De Kruif & Co.
904

If

is

me know as

up on stationery or any other
printed matter

you may need

year.

Prices on pa-

per stock are steadily advancing

and we shall soon be obliged to
advance prices

product.

We

on the printed

are

still

holding

to the old prices, however, so if

1

there is anything you need
our

line,

I

M-11

the proper time to stock

during the

all

can save you money.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

i^TThis

on

you are thinking of

building, let

80 Grandville Ave.,
Cltiseus*Phone

come

Homeopathic Remedies.

yes.’

Orders by mail promptlyfilled.

J.

SCENIC VIEWS.

tablisha spellingschool fund for gen- darkened room. Feed them eommeal,
Ancient Pueblos, Cliff dwelling Ruins,
eral and individual benefit. I was in mash and cooked kitchen scraps in tlie
Mummies and Pottery of the
a building occupied by publishers,ami morning, all they will eat up clean, and
Ancients. Cacti, etc.
the elevator hud a disk over each gate corn, wheat or buckwheat at noon and
Also Photographsof Indians from every
with a hand pointing to tlie differeut night. Avoid giving them onions in any
tribe in the Southwest.Send for list.
numbers on It showing where the cage
APPLE MSJIAKCK
great quantity or anything of a sour or
was at any given time. Tlie charaeSilver City, N.
be kept in shape with but little troustale nature, as it is liable to taint the O. (i. MYHRE,
ters on the disk were ‘S-l-2-3-4-5-(V
46-3
ble. Should tlie apple respond to and I was stumped on the S.
flesh. Keep their coops lu good saniorchard cultivationas it does to culti‘“What is the S for on tlie disk?’ 1 tary condition, and in a very short
vation under glass it is worthy ‘of at- inquired of the boy, or young man, time they should be in a good markettention.althoughI do not consider it
" ‘SV’ he repeated, as if he were able condition. Put them through this
a first class fruit. Still its handsome hearing of it for the first time.
process ami then sell them for Just
" ‘Yes, S.’ I said. ‘I understandthe what they will bring. Endeavor to Imappearancewill more than counterbalance any weakness in quality. The numbers of the floors all right, hut prove your flock In every possibleway.
what’s the SY
A full line of Humphrey’s and Muufruit should 1m* kept a considerable
Introduce new and better blood occa*“Oh,
exclaimed, as ho
yon's Homeopathic Remedies for sale
time before being used for dessert. It
sionally.
Make
up
a
breeding
pen
from
caught the ii>a. •The S— 11111— or—
is one of the best croppers I know and
lemme see— of <y r.rse, tlie S. Why. the best birds and breed these excluJ. 0. DOESBURG, Druggist.
produces fruits of a uniformly large that stands for cellar, of course. That’s sively.To allow your flock in any way
size.”
when you go down below the first to deteriorate Is to Invite Inevitable
MOKTOAUK SALK.
floor, you know.’
loss ami failure. Indiana Farmer.
Cimvurm In Alfalfa.
Pufnuit having been made in the conditionsof
"But somehow I didn’t know, and
a certain mortgage, dated the twenty-sixth dav
It Is known to many of you who rais- later I was informed that S stood for
ot March. A. I>. l-tc. made and executedbv
Overfeil l)ut*k« In n lliiilWay.
I o.kari R Konger and Lucy M. Konger, his
ed alfalfathis season there was a little ‘street/ or the street floor.”
A correspondent writes Farm Foul « ife. of the Townshipof olive, County of Ottadark green striped worm which did
wa,
n ml state of Michigan, to J. 1*. i)e i»ree»\
try: "I have looked over all my Farm
For Sale or Kent.
s,,«"*« co partnership,
of the village of Zeeland
considerable damage In some alfalfa
Poultry*, but have found no disease ill 'aid county and state, which mortgage waa
fields, said a speaker at tlie recent
House and barn on 8 acres ground resembling the one which has befallen recorded in the otliceofthe Register of Deeds
meeting of the Kansas board of agri- Located about a quarter mile .south of
for the County of Ottawa, in liber 45 of Mortmy docks. Being a beginner in the gages on page 555 on the thirtieth day of March
culture. This worm likewise spends the fair grounds For sale or rent on
I* iMd. at eight o'clock A. M.; upon which
duck business, 1 will have to ask your
the winter in chrysalis form beneath reasonable terms. For particularscall
them, now due and unpaid for principaland
advice.
interest
at tile date of this notice, the sum of
at
or
add
res*
the surface of the ground, and tile disk
"The ducks were about :i months old one Hundred two dollars mid fifteen cents
Ottawa County Times,
harrow will remove it if applied in the
ifo. nml tlie costs of this foreclosure,
anil
when three of them came home and an•hattornei
Holland, Mich. *
fee of iif teen (15) dollars provided
early spring after the frost lias left tlie
lay down on their stomachsand I"'l,:iii by law mid In said mortgage, mid no proceedings
ground.
to quack as If in great agony. When of*".' kind in law or in equity having been instituted to collect said debt, or any part thereof!
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
I tried to drive them up, 1 found they now therefore,notice Is hereby given that by
New* and Notes.
A shoemaker says
.......
banana peels could not walk, and in a few hours virtue of the power of .ale contained in said
Of the agriculturalexports from tlie
mortgageand In pursuance of the statute lu
make excellent slippers.
they began to gag. ami a white film Mieh ci.se made ami provided,the .aid mortgage
United States to Europe during 1804-8
A dock keeps right on working formed in their throats. The next will l e foreclosed by a sale of the premises,
nearly 02 per cent went to the United
hereinafterdeseritted. at public auction to the
when it is on a strike.
morning they were dead ami another higtif-tbidder,on Monday the fourteenthday
Kingdom. Germany received 14.7 per
of
May. A, It. ipooatten o'clockin the forenoon
There
is
no
hope
for
the
man
who
one sick. I examined him and found
cent. France 7.5 per cent, the Netherof that day. at the north front door of tho
thinks he is good enough.
that his whole body was covered with < ourt House in the City of Grand Haven. County
hinds 4.!) per cent. Belgium 4 per cent.
No man is considered smart after small maggots and I immediatelykill- of Ottawa, ami state of Michigan, (that being
Italy 2.4 per cent. Spain 1.7 per cent
the place of holding tbe Circuit Court for tho
people discover how lie uid it.
ed him. I found another one sick on County of Ottawa). The premises to be sold
and Denmark 1 percent.
are
scribedIn -aid mortgage as follows: All
A woman always likes to be coaxed the ground, but no maggots on him. I t intd.certain
In an Ontario trial of three varieties
piece or parcel of land situated In
immediately
gave
him
castor
oil
and
to
accept
anything
she
really
wants.
the ImynshlpofOlive. County of Ottawa, and
of millet— Japanese panicle, Japanese
state
of
Michigan,
ami described as follows:
It sometimes happens that when a pepper and he is still alive and seems Last of the north west q of the north east q
barnyard and Hungarian grass— panito
be
recovering.
They
have
plenty
of
of sectionnine, town six. north of range fifteen
cle beaded the list with a yield of 0.4 man loses his mind he doesn’t miss It
much.
grit and are fed mostly on cooked meats west being twenty acres of land, more or less
tons per acre of green hay.
according to the government survev.
A woman who paints may not have and eornmeal and have plenty of waAngora goat raising appears to be
,4th tl“>' 'of February,
the face to admit it, but it speaks for ter. They ate an unusual amount of
finding much favor in southwestTexJ. I*. HE FREE A SONS. Mortgagee,
itself.
meat the day before they took sick. Geo. !'. Kou.es,
Attorney for Mortgagee.
as, as well us in Washington and OreDon’t get stuck up. Hemember They are very fat."
R 10 51. 11
gon.
there are others just as insignificant as
Whereupon the editor remarks: “We
The Stone. Paragon. Ten Ton, Cum- you are.
would think they would be fat. and
berland Bed and Perfection tomatoes
Kickers are never popular, but they nothing but fat. You are simply stuffare nil varietiesthat have been grown often supply the impetus that makes
ing them to death. Put one-half bran
with advantagefor canning factories.
other men popular.— Chicago Daily (shorts) in their ration and a fourth
20 Acres with house and ''am.
Ginseng Is getting scarce in a wild News,
green food. The maggots were prob- Just .outside of city limit,*
state, and us iMieh ns $4.75 per pound
ably local to the one duck, and tlie too particulars enquire at this ol
Prayer
has been recentlypaid. It is now being
concentratedration caused the trouPrayer
Books
from
25
cents
to
$1.25
profitably cultivated.
ble.”
Grip claims victims. Dr. Mile** Kcs. ratht
each at S. A. Martin’s.

M

used successfullyby many
people. For further information
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FOR SALE.
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Nervine defends fhem.
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Zaltmto hw announced hlcniolf

P. J.

:

STOP TO THINK

a candidate for city marshal.

^parlors.

Central

Born to Mr.

•

«

DR.

P.

M. OILLEtPIE,
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MNTIST.

East Eighth

IS

St,

Hocrk: 8:3010 12 A.*.: 1:30

you are miaaiag
by using cheap package
Suppose you try aome
of what

Sun-

day.

-OF-

Miss Charlotte Bell pleasantlyenter-

Monday and get the

full, delicious flavor
which these coffees are famous.
Sold in bulk only, at so to
40 cents per lb., according to
for

evening.

LOCAUSMs!

Sleighing in the city is line. In the
country the roads in some placrs are

Wild gccMt nre Hying northward

n of May captured a

fine red fox on hi*

FOR SALE

Dr. McDonald the *iH-eiali»t will be

Hotel Holland on Tuesday, Feb. 27.

at

Head

farm Monday.

Mra.C. Sohaup of Zeeland formerly
at
of Ea-t Holland l* aerlomdy ill.

anil Sunday,

“French pooda at Yankee prlees" are
being offered by Hurdle the jeweler.

March

Staple and Fancy Groceries

Friday, Saturday
2. 2

and 4.

H* ad

Wot

his ad.

Manager W. K Buss of ill Buss MaHead “ad."
chine Co., was in Schoolcraft a feuMolcnuur & Do Cioede are making
day* ago and took a large order for mu
extensive iinpr(»voments in their meat
chinery.
market on Eighth street.

Mr and

A sleighriding parly from here surtained the
Anna 1).: Hoop, at Vries-

prised Miss

Mrs. F.
.lolly

MARCH

And General Merchandise,
i:i«hth Street, HOLLAND. MICH.

Free Consultation
—

-In oruer to introduce our beautiful line of

TimesClub

sooks and All-over Embroideries. Laces in

lust Friday

homo

on vet

and lot

I

Eleventh street.

on Columbia A ve.,

Kith .-treet to .laeoh

W.

Dr. .1.

qiit t

on north Central Avenue

lot

from

L’ost for

Beards lee and

V

from regular prices.

Supi and

Haddock attended the ban-j

D.

Grand Rapids

fine purer U> the lirst-cla-.bor.-es to be

Aid Society of
found at Nibbelink '» livery.

Hope

alt. ml our Sale

each customer as many yards as they wish of any kind.

sell

and buy your supply

for

mense

.-hureh at an

af-
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The Specialist.
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John Albert of lorebt Grove has a

at OiuniJ Kaini!- j-t

Overinel,oil

,

'

*

-
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*

Wall

i.v*
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ONK DAV ONLY KAL'H .MONTH.

tyS

meeting at Kalamazoo Wednesday UlowinIier His subject was “l lolx-*night H was an enthusiasticmeeting. 1)ien.e-i and [,e bundled it with ability. OFFICE HOURS. - 9 A M. To 8 P. M.
Bert Siagb is decorating and paperOn account of the illnessof Judge
Consultation and ExaminationFree.
ing the interior of DeGrondwetoffice. I'adgban the Dowd murder ease in the
Thu office arrangementsare greatly Allegan county circuit court was
1

,

1

Paper

Ur. Mr Donald Ihi*- for rvear* nuum atnidy mid

improved.
brought to a close for the present. G. specialty of chronic an liniierlnx'dlvav*that
rlillful medical trea'inent for their cure
Read the council proceedings.J.C. .1. Diekeiua will assist the prosecuting require
Such ca-e- a- family ph.wcGns fail to help and
Bunion of Grand Rapids applied fora attorney in the case.
pronounce incurablear'- tmrt'.culariy -ollciled
eapeelallv thoM.- overdosed witli ati©n.' mineral
gas franchiseand other matters of indm**
poiwms. Dr. Mi-Dmiald-ySReoniythe
A good many ladies have b-.en wait- purest and
medicines from th-- veretabie kingdom.
terest look place.
Ilepavcatte
tio i to the cauae of the dtwaMing for those stamped goods that John
J. H. Raven, the jewelers’ auctioneer, Vundersluis will put on sale next Wed- and instructs hi* patient* the way to healthand
happiness Dr. McDonald can show hiindre s
testlmonia'sIn the liandwrltlnir of grateful
is at present conducting a sale in a town
nesday for one hour from 10 till 11 of
patientswho have been cured by him when oth
in South Dakota. Mr. Raven is one of o'clock. They all go for one price 10 er* failed. He is so familiar with the human
the most successfulauctioneers in the cents each. Goods may be seen in west system '.bathe is able to read all disease** of the
mind or body correctly at a glance without asking ativ questions. Thousandsof Invalids are
country.
show window.
being treateddally for dis. ase» they do not have
while* few drop* of medicine directed to the
A pleasant surprise was given T.
At the meeting of the Economic club seat of the diseasewould give sj eedy relief, and
Eaton Wednesday evening, on the oc- Monday evening the question of bond- permanentcure in a very short time. Good
health is the most preciousJewel in our crown
casion
eastun of his birthday anniversary.A
A
for securing industrialenter- of happiness. With it the world i* bright: with
out It misery claims us for her ow n. If you are
pleasant social evening was enjoyed by
wug debaled( Attorney Geo.
a sufferer you should we.gh well theae words:
ail.
Jvollen having the negativeside and A person who neglects his health is guilty of a
Alderman R.
Kanters who has for Attorney Chas. McBride the affirma- great wrong to himself and a gr«v.. injury to huninnltv. The n?me of Dr. McDonald,the wellseveral years travelled for Grand Rap- tive. The subject was capably handled known speciull't in the cure of chronic and lingering diseases. has become a h<>u*eholdword in
ids and Chicago grocery houses, will
by both and it was followed by u gen- thous»nda of homes whlcn his -kill and wonderful remedies have made happy by restoring dear
open a grocery store in the Holland eral discussion.
ones to health after all hopes were lost The
doctor i* a graduate of the highest ar lheatmedCity State bank block ne.\. month.
Mrs. L. L. Strong who has suffered i.-Hl colleges, and his advances tlieor;** in the
“Red Pottage,” “In Connection with for some time from a complication of treatmentof chronic diseases surprise the most
skeptical. All chronic diseases of the

Roll!

W.

J
-

E

--

We

are ready to

“Janice

diseases, died at her home on the north
Meredith,''are the three latest novels side yesterdaymorning. She was off
and are attracting a great deal of atyears of age and had resided in this vi
tention. These works are for sale at
cinity for 20 years. The funeral will
S. A. Martin’s bookstore.
take place to-morrow at 12:20 from the

Mrs. C. Vogel of Ventura, one of the house and at 2 p. m. from the Methooldest residentsin the county, is very dist church, Rev. Adam Clarke officiill. She is 88 years old. She is the ating.

KYR.
THROAT.

Hr -

ROLLS IN STOCK TO SELECT FROM.

Our prices are the lowest and our stock the largest
It is to

We

vour interest to

offer a full

our

see

line if

you intend

to

UOWKLS.

scientificallyand successfully
treated.
Dr. .McDonald has made a special study of all
diseases of the brain and nervoussystem,and all
delicate and obscure diseases peculiar to
Dr. McDonald's Special Remediesare a permanent cure for men suffering from nervous and
sexual debility and early decay. Rheumatic and
paralytic cripples made to walk; catarrhaldeafiie*spositively cured and many made to hear a
whisper In a very few minutes. All acbea and

combination of Wall, Border and Ceiling

to

match,
At per

A better one

at

Gilt Papers from

•

roll

Op

........

..............................................
5c

Heavy Embossed Wall Paper

mother of Mrs. Henry Grevengoed late
John S. Bykstra of Grand Rapids,
Grand Haven but now residing here. has purchased a half interest in the pains fade away under his magical remedlin.
KpUepsy or failing sickness jaisl lively cured
• Bids will be received at the office of bazaar and undertaking business of through his new method of treatment.Special
attentiongiven to catarrh and diseasesof the
Architect Price at o’clock on Friday, John Alberti. He is an experienced blood.
Those unable to call write for question blank.
March 2nd, for additions a-d altera- man in the bazaar business and the Hundreds
cured tbrotigbcorrespondence.Medlclm-s
sent everywhere.Consultation free and
tions to the cottage on north side of firm will no doubt build up a good
strictly contldentlal.Address
Black lake for Mr. Geo. Bancroft. The trade. Mr. Bykstra will take ehaige
lowest or any bid not necessarily ac- of conducting funeralsalso and is mak- DR. I).
cepted.
ing undertakinga special study and
The Specialist.
John Kramer a few days ago received the firm will be able to furnish hacks, Wellington Flats. Grand Rapids. Mich.

county.

£(j

........................................................

women

We make our

of

in the

do any paperhanging.

RAH.
LINGS,
LIVRR.

IIRART. KIDSKYS,
STOMACH.
and

rr*

show you the very latest creations in Wall Paper.

30,000

A

Be Willoughby Claim” and

1.

SHE THE DISPLAY IN OUR SHOW WINDOW.

©

...... will K: served from 4 to f>.i
odnek.
ba.oiilu}.
.
Special invitationto tho gentlemen to
The mail eurriei ulh nded banquet ^
.

One Day Only-Thursday, March

this Sale is for

The M. E. Aid Society will meet

,

next summer, besides

money if you
having a complete and imwill save

line to choose from.

Remember

mrmi

1

Melvin Meengs has taken u position
fair.
with the Jewelers’ Co-OperativeAsso-

England duiiier

season. You

$

-rnoon U-a. It wa* a very pleasant af-

t

Per centv’

lust night.

Yesterday.Washington birthday,
Mrs. .1. C. Host entertained the Ladies

Seth Nibbelink lias ndd-d another

We

15

Insertions will be the proper thing for trimming next

given by tho Sons of the II volu-

tion at
-i. C.

Discount of

eral intere.-t tills

Westveld for $HK 0.
Mrs. F.
Henry Van ier Linde has bought a
bouse and

Hamburgs, Swiss, NainTorchon and Valenciennes; styles too numer-

ous to mention; at a

The Boston Store has an ad of genweek. There is a
on Tuesday evening.
dp, eial bhoe sale at which shoes will go
W. C. Nibbelink has sold hi* house at *1 10 a pair. Head ad.

home

Embroideries and Laces, we will place on

on \\e.*t

C. C. Wheeler entertained a party at

his pleasant

1st.

sale 150 pieces Embroideries and Insertions, consisting of line

BY—

W. Hadden enter-

evening, at their line

land Monday evening.

NEXT THURSDAY,

im:ai.kU8in

specialistwill be

M

BY

KRAMER

BOOT &

his ad.

cOmber the
Hotel Holland on

Dr.

Embroideries and Laces.

variety.

drifted.

Hope

YaU-n l» organ ist at

Umim

Discount Sale

!•.«.

tained a number of friends on

MUs Amy

coffee.

R,v. Dubbink of the Third church

1

church.
Ben B.

in life

the Mystery Club Friday evening.

will preach at Kosoland. III., next
to 8:80

Special...

MOMENT

A

CorneliusKerk-

Infant child of

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Boone entertained

KveninRn by Appointment.
OlltWR Phone 38.
1

Johti Oiwtlng

hof has been very ill this week.
Holland,Mkh.

plllST •CLXtttt DENTIST* Y
AND PltlOCt RIGHT.

Itt

and Mrs.

Saturday—a daughter.

on

at, per

profits in

11

ro11 UP-

................................7^c

roll

buying— not in selling.

We

are here to

show these goods, whether you buy or not, and we want you to see them.

.’I

JAS. A.

A.McDONALD

212-214 RIVER

BROUWER,
HOLLAND, MICH.

STREET,

four canes which were cuton the battle- teams, chairs, etc., for funerals.

LOCAL Ji/IARKETS.
Tebb's Bend at Green River.
Probably do other Michigan city of
Kentucky, and were sent to him by
I'riw* I'hM to F»rm«ir*.
the same size as Holland can boast of
PRODUCE.
Capt. Jeter of the 12th Kentucky Union
the fact that it needs no jiolice force. Butter, peril* ...............................
I*
regiment. Mr. Kramer met Capt. JeKggs.perdoi .....
There is a marshal, but Holland's fear- Dried Apples,per ........................
ter at the G. A. R. Encampment at
2S
less mayor is both chief executive and Potatoes,ner hu .........................
Uchiin, hand picked, perbu ............. l.fW
Louisville,Ky., about five years ago.
police. He entails this office'uponhim- Onions ..............
JW
A. Seif, the brewer, is putting in at self. He considers it a religiousduly Winter Apples— good ................l.tt)
GRAIN.
a large expense one of the most im to absent himself from church occa- Wheat, per hu ........................... *2
Oats,
per
hu.
white
................... 2624 21
proved ice machines. The machine, sionally to see if the saloons are closed.
Buckwheatper Hu .........................66
while called an ice machine, is practi- He found some of them open once, and Corn, perbu .........................17 W
Barley,per too ............................... ••
cally a cold storage apoaratus by which the proprietorswere fined. Only yesfield of

.

..

any commodities can be kept at any de- terday a row occurred in a saloon,and cfoverSeed, per hu. ....................... 6.00
Timothy seed, per hu. (to consumers) ....... 1.60
sired cold temperatureand does away the dauntless mayor was called and the
BEEF, PORK, ETC.
to 10
Chickens, dressed,per lb .................
with the use of ice.
trouble quieted.— Grand Rapids Herald. Chickens, live, per lb ......................
to 7
umcaeus, uve.
Spring Chickens live.
Next week Thursday will be the 1st
’.

of

March. A

few more weeks and the

annual housecleaning season

is

upon us.

FARMERS ATTENTION.

on

-h page.

Last Friday evening Alderman A. J.

Ward was

57 years old and bo was
pleasantly surprised by the G. A. R.
boys. They presented him with a gold
G. A. R. badge, Postmaster G. Van

Schelven making the

presentation

speech. Music was furnishedby Fred
Beukes, Henry Winter and Arthur

Ward.

\

The Holland Sugar Company
are offeringfarmers their choice

between two contracts,the new
one being on the same terms as
the Kalamazoo contract.Those
farmers that have signed old con-

change to tho
new may do so providingthe
change is made at once, or before
the 10th of March next. Call at
tho Company’s office or on any of
their agents to make the change.
tracts and wish to

Holland Sugar

Co.

•

New Hardware

'.

Tallow, per lb. ...
Lard, per lb.
Beef.Mressed.per
lb ................. 6to 6
Beef,
an
Pork, dressed,per lb. ......................
. 6
Mutton, dressed, per lb ................. 6K
Veal, per lb ..............................6 to. us
Lamb ...................................7
.

In anticipation of this fact, Jas. A.
Brouwer talks wall paper in his ad this
wu k, and quotes some prices that
oug 'it to interest everybody. See ad

...VISIT THE...

FLOUR AND FEED.
Price to consumers
Hay ............................... to
Flour, “Sunlight,”patent, per barrel ........ 4 40
Flour* '‘Daisy." straight, per barrel ..........4 00
Ground Feed 00 per hundred, 17 oi per too..
Corn Meal, unbolted, W pel hundred, I’/OO. per

W

Com

Meal, oolted 2.40 per barrel.
Mlddliugs.00 per hundred 17 00 per ton
Bran h-i per hundred, lO.Ouper tun
Linseed Meal <l.f>0 per hundred.

Store!

RIVER STREET, CORNER NINTH.

2 -_

J

Van Dyke

^
J

&

Everything in the Hardware line—

___

-

Sprietsma.

NEW, and

$
?

at Prices that are

__________

_

Right.

___

_

?

p

J

WOOD AND COAL.
Price to consumers.
Dry Beach, per cord .........................2/0
Dry Hard Maple, per cord .................. 2.2)
Green Beach per cord ........................l.M)
Hard Coal, per ton ........... ...............7bd
Soft Coal, per

ton

.................... ....... 4.00
.

Ludies, subscribe for the Ladies’

Homo

Journal at S. A. Martin’s.

I

M. Nostreet.

Women’s Alaskas at
tier, 200 River

4i)c, sit

I

To ward off La Grippe take a dose of

Dr

Mlles’1<tst<>ral‘ve Nervine on going to bed.

’

CHICAGO STRIKE HURTS TRADE,

COIN.

Dun Shows the

M. 0. MaNTINO, PubHiher.

•

liollaud, Mich., Friday. Fd».

U.*:.

T.Hhi.

Effct : of Labor Trouble;on
Industrial Products
R. G. Dun & Co.'s weekly • review of
| trade says: ••Businesseoutinues larger

MAKERS OF BAD

tliau ever at this season in amount of pay-

TWO BOYS SUFFOCATED.
Ovarcomc by Natural Gas

in

a Closet of a

CR0NJE

IN A

CORNER.

SAID TO BE

PURSUED BY

Hotel.

COUNTERFEITER ARRESTED
A

14

OHIO CITY.

Thomas Pur*ou>>and

Jut oh Dull, two
13-yeur-old boys, were found dead iu an
outhouse iu i[|<>rear of the Metropolitan

BRI1

25.0C0

ISHERS.

ments and on the whole as large as ever
Hotel in Millvale. Pa. The boys went
in retail deliveries, though new transacinto the closet,closed the door, aud were
Polii-c
of
Bowlins
Green
Capture
the
tions do not yet give assurance that it
unable to get it open again, lu the rear London Huh a Rumor that Hocr I’omwill hold ut the same rale. Important
Man Who IIoh Circulated Much Bogus of the hotel is an engine for furnishing
muiiduntIs Surrounded Gen. Hullcr
branches of business are hindered by laMoney TlierealMHits Conspirators of a , power for various purposes iu the hotel.
Driven
the IlurghcnifromMonte Cri*bor troubles, of which the buildingtrade
This machine is fired with natural gas,
ILLINOIS
WILL FLIT strike at Chicago affects the greaternum- Secret Lcautic Arrested in Galicia*
to Acroint the Tiigelu River.
and the exhaust gus escapes by means of
ber of contracts for industrial products
EASTWARD.
a pipe into the vault of the outhouse
Ou Thursday the Semite passed the
George E. Smith, alias Howard, claim- where the boys were found. The boys
and the labor and wages of the greatest
Up to Tuesday London had no light on .Senate substitute for the House currency
ing
Sidney
as
his
home,
but
who
boarded
number of men. Circumstances do not
evidently culled for help till they fell exthe mystery surrounding the whereabouts bill by a vote of 40 to 29. Made the
IGk CombiniitiotiMthat Are Said to Be .vet promise its speedy ending, and in at 342 Erie street. Toledo, Ohio, was ar- hausted,and then, putting their mouths
of Gen. (’ronje except the reputed remark
Hawaiian bill unfinishedbusiness, giving
rested
at
Bowling
Green
for
passing
some
other
branches
of
industry
prosjierto the crack of the closed door, tried to
(ioiaK Where Taxation, Bunking and
of a cabinet ministerquoted by the Lou- it right of way. The House completed
ity and advancing prices seem to have counterfeitsilver dollars of the date of suck enough air into their lungs to susTruitt Lu wm Are Lean Stringent— Buy
don
Daily News to the effect that Gen. twenty-sixof the 124 pages of the bgisrendered controversies more frequent. 1870. The counterfeitis a dougerous tain life. They wife found in this posiKitchener with his mounted troops had lative, exceutive and judicial appropriaSentencedto Huniahmcnt.
'The rise in wheat brings out larger west- one and has been freely circulatedin tion.
C’ronjecompletely surrounded.Reports tion bill without amendment. During the
ern receipts, in two weeks 5,44-i,o'J*2 bush- that section for a month. Smith passed
BOYS STEAL A STEAM ENGINE.
from Boer sources contributed nothing general debate Mr. Boutell (II!.'.Mr.
els. against O.EMS.IOG last year, but At- eight of them before being arrested and
.\< w York N to Ik* the Men u of the
toward an explanation,but rather added Miers (Ind.) and Mr. Sbowaltcr (l*a.) dislantic exports, flour included, in the same thirty-threeof the bad dollars were
tnistH uml the chief exodtiK will he from
Carry It Away Piece by Piece and Sell li to to the mystery. A LouronzoMarques cussed the Philippine question:Mr. GrosIllinois.New Jersey, with its elastic weeks have been only 3, (145, 408 bushels found in his pockets. Federal authoria Ragpicker.
dispatch says: "Heavy fighting is report- veimr (Ohio) and Mr. Gillette (Mass.)civil
ties
have
taken
charge
of
the
case
and
against
0,
102,407
lust
year.
Corn
exports
banking ami trust laws ami its easy tax
William Tress, aged 18, and Edward ed around Kimberley, where Gen. Cron- servicereform, Mr. 1 biggs (N. Y.) penof 0,241,000bushels, against 4,807,215for hope to be able to track the coin to the
at ion tempts trust companies.It is but
Curry, aged 15, are locked up iu the jail je is said to be holding his own.” This sions, am] Mr. Underwood (Ala.) his resothe work <>f a moment to jump capital the same weeks last year, seem to justify mint, which lias been operated at irregu- at Clayton, Mo., charged with steali
dispatch is balanced by a telegram from lution to repeal the fifteenth amendment
the
rise
of
1
cent,
as
western
receipts
lar
intervals
for
the
past
seven
years,
from New York to New Jersey, if tax
and currying away a steam engine va. Gape Town which says that Gen. Meth- to the Constitution.
the
coins
generally
lieing
circulated
for
full a little below last year’s, in two
otli'ialsin ..... ... should be unfair in
ued at $150 from uu amusement resort, uen’s force advanced from Modder river
The Senate on Friday resumed discustheir treatment. These are the reasons weeks, 11,035,073bushels, against 21,- a month or so and then operationscens- near Jeffersonbarracks. The boys conami entered Kimberleywithout lighting. sion of the Philippine question. Mr. Mc058,070
lust
year.
Wool
sales
at
three
ing.
why trusts are locating in New York and
fessed their guilt and said they sold the The Louronzo Marques report is totally
Enery strongly opposed permanent acquieastern markets have been only 12,324.*
operating under the laws of New Jersey
engine to u ragpicker for $1.50. They at variance with recent British disPLOT TO FREE POLAND.
sition of the islands and believedUnited
A few of the trusts which will locate 450 pounds in two weeks, against 12,035,dismantled the engine and carried it patches.
States ought to relinquish them as soon
there soon are the following: The Amer- 000 last year. Failures for two weeks Plans for a RebellionAgainst Russia, Aus- away, piece by piece, to a point half a
Those who believe the prevailingru- as authorityof this country had been asican Tinplate Company, the National have been $5,357,170;manufacturing $2.mile distant,where they met the rag- mors that Cronje has been surrounded
tria and Germany.
serted. Mr. Stewart took pronounced
380,283.
and
trading
$2,-500, 000. FailSled Company, the National Steel-Hoop
The authoritiesat Lemlmrg, Galicia, picker, who purchased it without asking are disturbed by au opinion which has position in favor of admission of the proCompany, the AmericanSteel and Wire ure* £[»r the week have been 218 in the have discoveredthe existence of a secret any questions. How the boys managed
gathered strength the last few days that ducts of any of the island possessionsof
Company, the American Radiator Com- Unitea States, against 178 last year, and Polish league which for the last four- to get away with their plunder without the Boer force retreatingon Bloemfon- the l nited States free of duty. Ha42
in
Canada,
against
18
lust
year.”
pany, the Shelby Steel Tube Company.
teen years has been plotting for the re- detection is a mystery, ns a watchman is tein before Kitchener and Kelley-Keuny waiian bill was rend, but mulling was
establishmentof the ancient united Pol- in constantcharge of the grounds.
TORTURED
BY
INSURGENTS.
is not Crouje’s army at all, but a big done with it. The House by a vote of
SHOOTS WIFE AND DROWNS HIMSELF.
ish kingdom, the territory of which is
Boer supply train convoyedby a Free 75 to (57, in committeeof the whole,
BREAKS HIS~NicK~BYFALLING.
Three Massachusetts Soldiers Put to Death now divided between Germany, Austria
State commando sufficientlystrong to struck out from legislative appropriation
Aluti Gcisler. a Michigan Farmer. Ends His
and Russia. The two arch-conspiratorsAlonzo A Cox, Tug Captain.Accidentally give the impressionof an army iu retreat. bill all provisionfor civil serviveecomby Filipinos.
Troubles in a Tragedy.
A special cablegram, dated Iloilo,f hil- have been arrested mid the police have
The censors in Natal have carefully mission. Action regarded as annual joke,
Killed at Duluth. Minn.
Foraged by family troubles, Alan Geisippine Islands, tells of the brutal slaugh- hundreds of others under surveillance.
Alonzo A. Cox, a tug captain, well concealed Gen. Buller’sintentions, and, as item will probably be restored in open
ler. a wealthy farmer residing two miles
ter by the Filipiuos of three privatesof The two men now held are in close con- known, having sailed on the lakes for as a result, the latter’s report of the session when members have to go ou recami a half north of St. Joseph, Mich
Company F, Twenty-sixth U. S. V. All finement and no bint is given as to their twenty years, was killed by failing down fighting to the east of Colenso lacks in- ord on roll call. Rest of the time deshot his wife ami then drowned himself
were Massachusetts men. Here is the identity.The documents seized not only a flight of stairs ut his boarding house in terest. Some think that Buller’smove- voted to assertionsby Mr. Sims (Dora.,
in Lake Michigan.The tragedy occurred
terrible story: “It has just been discov- show bow long a time this secret Duluth. While returninghome the other
ment is nothing more than a demonstra- Tenn.) that northern volunteer soldiers
while Mrs. Geisler was preparing breskered, as the result of au investigation, agitationhas been in progress, but they evening Cox was struck by u street ear tion calculatedto occupy the attention in Spanish war were much more clamorf.-isi. The bullet struck her in the back
that three Massachusetts soldiers of the clearly prove that the conspiratorswere and painfullyinjured. He was tukeu of the Boers in Natal while Roberts ous for pensions than the southern ones,
of the head. It has been extracted, howTwenty-sixth regiment, U. 8. \\, have organizinga great simultaneous rebellion home, and about au bour later got out of
moves in the Free State. Others believe and attributing,this to the debauching of
ever, and it is believedMrs. Geisler will been tortured to death by insurgents. The
against the three empires that shared in bed aud fell downstairs,striking ou his that the British are trying for the fourth public sentiment in the North on the penlive. Deputy SheriffTenant of St. Jo- men were Dennis Hayes, William Duthe partition of Poland.
head and breaking his neck. He was time to force the Tugela and relieve sion question. Mr. Penrre (Rep., Md.)
seph investigatedthe shooting and dis- gan and Michael Tracy, privates of Comabout 50 years old aud leaves a family at Ladysmith, but are careful to state that raised the storm by stating that hundreds
covered Geitder’s method of suicide pany F, under Capt. William M. TutherBETRAYED BY A TOOTHPRINT.
of Massachusetts soldiers who never
Port Huron, Mich.
their ground for this belief is that Buller
through the man’s tracks in the snow Jy- They remained behind the column at
smelled powder had appliedfor pensions.
has
received
information
that
the
Boer
from his house to the lake.
Limited Train in a Ditch.
Calinag last November to get a tuba, and Safeblowcr'sFondness for Cheese Results
This brought out an indignantreply from
force
in
Natal
has
already
been
weakenin His Arrest.
refused to accompany the corporal sent
The "Twilight limited"passenger train
Mr. Fitzgerald (Dem.. Mass-.), who deLAD BANISHED FOR FORGERY.
ed
by
drafts
to
re-enforce
the
federal
Charles Mack, while trying to blow on the Chicago, St. Paul, Miuucapolia
by Capt, Tutherly to bring them along.
tailed the record of the Massachusetts
They were captured by the insurgents open a safe in a store at Omaha, stop- and Omaha Road was wrecked at Gor- troops defending Free State territory.
volunteers. He was followed by others,
Arthur Payne, Aged 13, Must Remain Out
Encouragingnews comes from Buller who defended the soldiers from their sevbanging on the rear of the column, and ped long enough to take a bite from a don, Wis. The train was ditched, and
of Massachussstts Two Years.
in
Natal,
where
he
is
pushing
steadily
were cruelly tortured and murdered by cheese lying near. When the store was the engineeraud fireman,both of whom
eral States. Mr. Hepburn (Iowa) espeArthur I’ayne,a 15-year-oldlad, was the rebels in the public plaza of Calinag, opened the imprint on the cheese showed live iu St. Paul, were badly injured and northward toward Ladysmith,though
cially assailedMr. Sims.
sentenced to lie banished from the State the action being countenancedby the a peculiarlyformed front tooth. A local taken to u hospital at West Superior. No meeting with slight resistance aud occuThe Senate held no session on Saturfor two years in the Distriet Court at padre (Spanish priest).
pying
hills
and
points
of
vantage
evacudetective, who thought be recognizedthe passengersare reportedinjured beyond a
day. The House passed the legislative,
Clinton, Muss., after having pleaded
ated by the burghers. Already the fourth
toothprint, went to Mack’s home and ar- severe shaking up.
executiveaud judicial appropriationbill.
RUSSIA FORWARDINGTROOPS.
guihy to a charge of forging n check.
dogged attempt of Sir Redvers has rerested him. He forced Mack to take a
The civil serviceappropriation,stricken
Big Fire in Bowdle, S. D.
The lad’s father will take him to Calisulted
in
pushing
the
enemy
back
across
bite of cheese, and found the tell-tale
A fire in the businessdistrict of Bow- the Tugela and the plantingof British out in committee of the whole, was refornia to remain with friends until the Asserted that the Movement Will Result toothprintduplicated. The burglar constored to the bill by a vote of 77 to 125.
In the Taking of Herat.
dle, S. D., caused n loss of from $115,000 guns on Monte Cristo mountain and
period of his banishment expires. At the
The Senate spent Monday in debate on
The St. Petersburg correspondent of fessed, and the police found much -booty to $120,000, partially insured. The heavi- Mount' Hlangwani.
end of the two years, if he comes buck
in his home.
the right of Congress to extend or withest losses were sustainedby T. G. Ward,
to Massachusetts, he will be placed in the London Times, remarkingthat "it
Lord Kitchener was hot after Cronje’s
will not do to place overmuch reliance
Grissom's Suit Dismissed.
general merchandise; H. A. Mason, hard- fleeing column at last reports, and had hold the Constitution to territoryaccharge of a probationofficer.
upon Russia's official assurances that
Arthur Grissom, editor of a society pa- ware aud furnishinggoods; the People’s captured over 150 supply and ammunition quired by the United States. The House
began expansion debate, the I’orto Rico
MANY HURT IN WRECK.
nothing will be done to embarrass Eng- per publishedin New York City, has dis- Bank; postoffice;O. F. Slater,drugs;
wagons, together with large quantities of
tariff bill coming up. Passed a bill to
land in the present situation of affairs,” missed his suit for $110,000 damages in- Olsen & Christianson,general merchancattle. The movement of Gen. Buller
amend sections3339 and 3341 of the
Fast Mail on the Wisconsin Central Thrown
gives additionaldetails showing that the stituted againstbis father-in-law. Dr. W. dise; O. Larson, jewelry.
before Ladysmithresulted in the capture
Revised Statutes relating to internal
from the Track.
delays in the ordinary traffic on the Cen- S. Woods, of Kansas City, for alienating
of n large number of stores. This is
revenue tax ou fermented liquors,the
Two Coal Barges Founder.
Passenger train No. 1, west bound, on tral Asian railway are not caused, as the affections of his wife and breach of
taken to indicatethat the Boers are in
purpose being to abolish the smaller packthe Wisconsin Central Railroad, was has been officiallystated,by snowfalls, contract. The terms of settlement are
The coal barges Blossom aud Alice
severe straits, else they would not give
ages of beer, one-sixth and one-eighth
wrecked three miles west of Curtiss, but are due to the passage of Russiau said to includethe payment to Mr. Gris- Tryou foundered off Port Chester,N. Y.,
up such valuable adjuncts to au army’s barrels. The bill is to go into effect July
Wis. Ail the passenger coaches left the troops, estimated at 20,000,who are be- som of $30,000,while Mrs. Grissom was with six persons, all of whom were prob- success.
1, 1900. Nothing was accomplished at
track and seventeen passengers were iu- ing concentratedIn the vicinity of Kushk. allowed a divorce and the custody of ably lost. Ou the Tryon were the capa night sesion, which was Jo have been
tain, his wife and two children. Ou the
The nrrMent wae emuwd -kjr-tfca The correspondentadds that “most Rus- Umir 2-year-old^ ^hild.
THE NATIONAL CENSUS.
devoted to pension legislation.Mr. Taltruck nmler the tender leaving the rails, sians are convinced that' BusaRTlntends,
--- * ApMWkJW* tiic captain’sbrother and
Capt. Diaz Has Narrow
a deck nano.
Ite Takknir Will Occupy One Mouth, bert, of South Carolina,made the point
one of the wheals being broken, and all soon or late, to take Herat.”
C«pt. PorfirioDiaz, son of President
and Will Cost $12,090,000.
o? no quorum nnd'Morkodproceedings.
lie cars,* six in number, rolled down a
Supposed Dead Man Anpcars.
Railroad Official Is Killed.
Diaz of Mexico, has been paying a visit
The work of taking the twelfth census
seven-foot embankment, the engine reThe Senate on Tuesday heard Mr.
Frank Crane, of Wakefield,Neb., who
William McMullen, superintendent of to the camp of Gen. Bravo’s troops, who
of the United States will begin June 1 Kenney in oppositionto retention of the
maining on the track.
the Honcsdulcbranch of the Delaware are waging the campaign against the disappeared ten years ago and was supand the enumeration must be completed
and Hudson Railroad,was killed by curs Maya Indians in Yucatan. While out posed to have been murdered, has turned by the first of the followingmonth. To Philippinesand then resumed consideraFrightful Act of Intane Boy.
tion of Hawaiianbill. The House heard
on
the mountain between Curbondale and with a reconnoiteringparty he had n up alive. He gives no cause for his disHarry Roscoe Coukliug Dorseh, 18
accomplish this vast undertaking 50,000 Mr. Hopkins of Illinois in support of the
appearance.
He
lias
been
in
Central
aud
Panther’s bluff, Pa. He was riding on narrow escape from being killed or capyears of age, deranged by overstudy,enSouth America. He returns to stop some enumerators will be required. Over 75,- Porto Rican tariff bill end Messrs. Newtered the parlor of Miss Katie Saunders au engine, and when near u switch he tured by the Indians. The detachment family litigation.
000,000 of people must be recorded with- iands of Nevada and Swanson of Virsprang off to rush ahead and turn it. He was ambushed and several were killed or
in New York, threw carbolic acid in her
in thirty days, and there will therefore ginia against it.
failed to notice that there was uu engine
captured.
Big Reward for Kang Yu Wd.
face, disliguring her for life, drank some
be au average of 2,500.000U day. lu
On Wednesdaythe Senate passed a
approaching upon the track on which he
An imperial edict, just issued, com- towns and cities of 8,000 inhabitantsor number
of the stuff himself and ran through the
Waterspout Strikesa Ship.
of bills of local interest and spent
alighted, lie was run down and cut in
st reels, to die a
few moments later on
The schooner Martha Nelson,which ar- mands Li Hung Chang to desecrateaud over, it is required that the work must the rest of the day iu debate ou the
two.
destroy the tombs of the ancestorsof the be finished in two weeks, however, and
iho sofa of a physician. The young
rived at San Francisco from Mukaweli,
Hawaiian governmenthill, little progress
Chinese reformerKang Yu Wei, aud this will make the daily average still
Drives Nail Into Her Head.
woman will ....... .... The neighbors hint
Hawaii, with sugar, bud a narrow esbeing made. In the House debate on
At ChepulteiM‘c, Ala., Jennie Maxwell cape from wreck by a huge waterspout offers 100,000 taels for the capture of greater.
that the young woman excited the young
Porto Rican tariff bill was resumed.
was ordered by her husband to go out in when almost within sight of the harbor. Kang Yu Wei, dead or alive.
man's jealousy.
The work is not especiallyremunera- Adopted Senate resolution authorizing
the woods and out some kindling for the
tive. It is estimated that the average the Presidentto appoint one woman comLuckily the column barely grazed the
May Kill the Flour Trust.
Sentenced for Ten Years.
lire. The woman declined to subjectherOra M. Jewell, by counsel, applied to self to the exposure of the very cold Nelson’sdeck. The vessel was flung forAt Mexico, Mo., Edward Spencer was amount paid to enumerators all over the missioner to representthe United States
ward with great force, righted aud then sentenced to the penitentiary for tea country is about $00. This is based pro- and the nationalsociety of the P. A. R.
the Supreme Court of New York for an
weather and the husband hit her on the
order restraining certain defendants from head with a plunk. The blow drove a kept on her course, but the spanker years for the murder of Benjamin Eddie- portionatelyupon the amount of work at the unveilingof the statue of Lafaydone, but in any event will not run much ette at the Paris exjiosition.
man in a saloon at Vandaim.
transferringiier shares of preferredand nail which the woman had in' her hair boom was splintered.
over this amount, except for those who
common stock and bonds of the Ilccker- into her head, and it penetratedher brain
Wants United States to Pay.
Brief Ncwm Items.
are retained for special work in getting
Colored Murderer Hanged.
Jones- Jewell Milling Company to the orand caused her death.
Jean Louis Lcgare, who surrendered
Canada may send 10,000 more troops
George
Weeks,
colored, was hanged iu statisticsafter the census work proper is
ganizers of the so-called flour trust. As
Sitting Bull and hundreds of bis Sioux
Moyameasing,Pa., prison for the murder finished.It is said that for some of these to the Cape.
Mrs. Jewell's interests amount to $81,000
Doctor Breaks Quarantine.
to the United States government in 1881
Nicaraguans favor AmericanscontrollDr. S. Gardner, a member of the Board aud 1882, is about to push, with the of Alice White, also colored,Dec. 25, the job may last for a year or more.
the successfulissue of her suit will seriIt is estimated that the census will ing the canal.
ously threaten the organization of the of Health of Massillon, Ohio, was taken promised help of the dominion govern- 1808,
cost about $12,000,000,or about 15 coins
Russia will build a railroad across Pertrust.
ill, and the health officer pronounced it
Two Bandits Arc Captured.
ment, his claims for $13,400 and interest
for every man. woman and child in the sia. 1.3(H) miles long.
diphtheria. Dr. Gardner was quaran- from the time of its presentationeighThe Owen brothers, two of the bandits
Fatal Fight Over a Game.
tined. After two days’ confinement Dr.
Chicago Board of Trade has abolished
who held up a train at Fairbanks, Arh, United States.
A tight occurred in “blind tiger" in a Gardner decided he did not have diphthe- teen years ago.
“put” and “call” trading.
have been captured near Pearce.
Rich
Country
Opened
Up.
Corbin, Ky.. in which George Harp was ria and made a round of calls on his paBarge Goes Down In the Storm.
Plague is about over in Honolulu.City
By the first of April the completionof a
shot through the heart, dying instantly; tients. Two policemen were sent after
The tug Nathan Hale arrived iu New
Lived Almost a Cc itury.
has been thoroughly cleansed.
Lieut. “Ab" Marly was shot in the him and Jie was taken back to bis resi- Y’ork with news that the barge OakJohn V. Storm, 99 years and 2 months new extensionof the BurlingtonRailroad
system will open up an entirely new secGeorge Barrow, abductor of baby Maelbow and back, not dangerously, and dence and ordered to remain there.
lands, coal laden and consigned to the old, died ut Fishkill village, N. Y.
tion of country. A territory never be- rion Clark, New York, is insane.
••Jim” Sulfridge was shot through the
Pomeroy Coal Company, of Providence,
Tclrgraph Line to Dawson.
fore accessible for lack of railroads, but
. arm. The light resulted from a dispute
A Liverpool physician has discovered
R. I., had gone down off the Jersey coast
THE MARKETS.
Constructionwork on the all-Canadian
which is wonderfully rich in mining,graz- the bacillus of pink-eye in horses.
over a game. It is uncertainwho killed
iu the recent storm, four men on the
telegraphlines to Dawson City has been
ing and agricultural possibilities.
Harp.
barge perishing.
Dr. Lnpponi. the papal physician,says
commenced. J. B. Charlesou, superinChicago— Cattle, common to prime,
It has already been completed from AlPope Leo may live to be 100 years old.
En 'inecr Siijned False Statement.
Forty Horses Burned.
tendent,sent seventy men to Quosnelle,
$3.U0 to $ti.25; bogs, shipping grades, liance. on the Burlington’sline in NorthChief Engineer Mi-Donald of the trans- B. C\, to begin building the line to HazelPreston Hurlburt, prominent stockman,
A five-story brick buildingat 1(5 Har- $3.00 to $5.25; sheep, lair to * lion e.
west Nebraska, thirty-sevenmiles south
port Mnnnucnsc.has admitted on cross- ton, and twenty-fivemen and supplies to rison street, Cleveland,used as a stable to $0.00; wheat, No. 2 red, GUe to 07c;
Buffalo. N. Y., killed by a street car.
to Bridgeport,on the North ITatte river.
examination before British Consul Piek- Bennett to begin buildingfrom Atlin to by Gibbons & Pinkett, agents for Armour corn, No. 2, 35c to 30c; oats, No. 2, 25c
G. W. Cress and Gus Leach were killed
From there a line is rapidlybeing conersgill at Sau Francisco that he signed Telegraph Creek.
& Co., was destroyed by fire. Forty to 27c; rye, No. 2, 53c to 54c; butter, structed, about loo miles, along the north by a dynamite explosion. Uillsworth.Ga.
an incorrect statement while under preshorses perished in the Humes. The loss choice creamery, 24c to 25c; eggs, fresh, bank of the North I’latte to Guernsey,
Porch climberssecured $1,000 worth of
South Dakota's School Lands.
sure favoring the owners of the vessel.
on the stable and contentsis $50,000, cov- 13c to 14c; potatoes,choice, 4Uc to uUc Wyo., which will probably In* the rail- jewelry from Mrs. A. S. Sturm, Chicago.
According to a circular of David Eastper bushel.
ered by insurance.
road ami commercialcenter of what is
man. commissioner of school and public
Millionaires in Nsw Line.
A system of governmentinspectionof
Indianapolis—Cattle, shipping, $3.00 to known as the liartville mining district.
Khvin Gould, Cyrus Field Judson, Jo- lauds for South Dakota, the State still
nursery stock i* expected to be enacted
Prince Mura Takes His Life.
$0.25; hogs, choice light,$3.00 to $5.25;
A period of commercial activity never ex- soon.
seph Loiter and other capitalists are be- bus 1 ,1158,330 acres of common school
Prince Mura, 35 years old, an acrobat,
sheep, common to prime, $3.00 to $5.00;
celled in the history of the West is about'
hind a $20,000,000 automobile company, lauds and 001,410 acres of endowment committedsuicide in his room at the
!*\ O. Tail, amateur golf champion of
wheat, No. 2, 70c to 71c; corn, No. 2
which proposes to contest the New York lauds to be held, leased and sold for the Trafalgar Hotel iu New York, by inhal- white, 33c to 34c; oats, No. 2 white, to be inaugurated iu the liartvillemining England, was killed in the battle at Kuoregion. The stock businessfurtherback doesberg.
held and later other cities with the sur- benefit of the public schools of South ing gus through a tube. The man’s wife 20c to 28c.
Dakota.
from tlu* river is carried on extensively,
face railroads.
died at St. Joseph’s hospital for incuraOwing to the Texas anti-trust law the
St. Louis— Cattle, $3.25 to $0.50; hogs,
bles of consumption, and since her death $3.00 to $5.25; sheep. $3.00 to $0.00; and there is reason to believe that Guern- bicycle trust refuses to ship wheels there
Two
Men
Killed
at
Topeka.
Life Sentence for Ballplayer.
sey will be a busy shipping point for live
Two men were instantly killed and he acted strangely.
unless money accompanies the order.
wheat, No. 2, 71c to 73c; corn, No. 2 stock.
After being out twenty hours the jury
three
frightfully
injured
by
the
explosion
yellow,
33c
to
35c;
oats.
Na.
2,
24c
to
State
Senator
Bradley
Shot.
in the case of Clay Larkin, the baseball
Nearly $200,000,000 will be appropriatThis new field of industryis attracting
of a locomotive boiler in the Santa Fe
player, who killed Charles Shock with a
State Senator R. L. Bradley was shot 20c; rye, No. 2, 54c to 55c.
the attention of all classes of people. J. ed by this Congressfor tin* support of
roundhouse
at Topeka, Kan. The explo- aud slightly wounded at Raymond. Miss.,
Cincinnati—Cattle, $2.50 to $0.25; hogs.
bat, returned a verdict of murder in the
Francis, the general passenger agent of the United States army aud navy during
second degree ut Batavia, Ohio. The sion was caused by compressed air, which by Mrs. Ida Bolls, who alleges that Brad- $3.00 to $5.25; sheep. $2.50 to $5.50; the Burlington Railroad at Omaha, Neb., the next year.
was
used as the motive power iu the ley had failed to keep faith in a promise wheat, No. 2, 73c to 74c; corn, No. 2
penalty is life imprisonment.
The Ohio House of Representatives
“Midget”locomotive,u small switch en- to marry. Mrs. Bolls then attempted to mixed, 34c to 30c; uais. No. 2 mixed, 25c states that he is every day receivinginquiriesabout the new country from all has passed a bill prohibiting the desecragine.
Leslie E. Kcclcy Is Dead.
commit suicide by stabbing, but was pre- to 27c; rye, No. 2, 01c to 03c.
tion of the American tlag by its use for
sorts of people.
Hr. Leslie E. Keeiey of Dwight, 111.,
vented.
Detroit—Cattle, $2.50 to $0.25; hogs,
Business Blocks Burned.
advertisingpurposes.
the inventorof the “Keeiey cure for the
$3.00 to $5.25; sheep, $3.00 to $5.50;
Fire which started in the rear of Bacot
News of Army and Navy.
Three hundred Spuuish prisoners of the
Frank
A.
Ulrich
a
Suicide.
liquor habit,” died in Los Angeles, Cal., & Co.’s general store at Clarksdale,
W’heat, No. 2. 72c to 74c; corn, No. 2
The latest proposed French battleship Filipiuosdispersed their guard, escaped
Frank
A.
Ulrich,a collector, 34 years yellow, 35c to 30c; oats, No. 2 white, 27c
of heart disease.
Miss., destroyedseven brick stores in the
of 12,410 tons will cost $5,585,000.
and barricaded themselves in a town,
old, committed suicide ut his home in Chi- to 20c; rye, 58c to 00c.
business portion of that place, entailing
Four Hurt in a Wreck.
Japan will soon receive from Clydebank awaiting the arrival of the Americans.
cago, by shooting himself. According to ^Toledo— Wheat, No. 2 mixed, 71c to
u
loss
of
$00,000.
Four men were injured, none of them
the statement of neighbors to the police, 73c; corn. No. 2 mixed. 35e to 30c; oats, one of the largestbattleships atlout.
Judge William 11. Taft, who has beeu
fatally, in a wreck on the Baltimore and
Ulrich's wife left him a week before, and
Last year sixty-sevenofficerswore plac- appointed president of the new PhilipNo. 2 mixed. 23c to 25c; rye, No. 2, 58c
Killed by a Former Sweetheart.
Ohio Railroad at Edgciuore,lud.
that, with poor health, made him desponed ou the retired list of the United States pine commission, said he would not reto (JOe; clover seed, new, $5.55 to $5.00.
Gus Pryor, u young negro, was murderdent.
main in the islands longer than two years.
ed ou the streets of Huntsville,Ala., by
Milwaukee— Wheat. No. 2 northern. army.
Ohio Postofficc Lobbrd.
Said that fire insurance companies lost
Ids
former
sweetheart,
Ellen
Gordon.
Charged
with
Wife
Murder.
05c
to
00c;
corn.
No.
2,
33c
to
34c;
oats,
The Nympho, the new fourth-class GerThree men blew the postoflice safe at
Mrs. William J. Garland, wife of a sa- No. 2 white, 25c to 27c; rye, No. 1, 57c man cruiser, has a speed of 21.5 knots more than $5,000,000 in New York the
Whitehousc, Ohio, early the other morn- Pryor was shot four times over the heart
past year.
loonkeeper in Phoebus, Va., was found to 59c; barley. No. 2, 45c to 47c; pork,
an hour.
ing, securing $200 worth of stamps and and died iu a few seconds.
mess,
$10.75
to
$11.25.
murdered
in
her
bed
by
her
husband
A tornado passed over Custer, O. T.,
several checks. The explosion aroused
The Institute of Naval ArchitectsstartLives Lost in an Inundation.
when the latter awoke. The husband re- 'Buffalo — Cattle, good shipping steers, ed in Japan two years ago now has 250 wrecking four buildingsaud killing Jas!
citizens, but 1;? robbers held them at
Three men were drowned and $250,000
Abney and wife.
bay until they made their escape in a damage done to the property along the ported the murder and he was arrested, $3.00 to $0.50; hogs. I’ommon to choice, members.
charged with the crime.
$3.25 to $5.50; sheep, fair to choice, $3.00
Thirty-five warships, not includingtorbuggy.
Thirty-nine Irish representativesfrom
Hudson river by the worst freshet which
to $0.25; lambs, common to extra, $4.50 pedo boat destroyers, were built in Great
Chicago will go to Pretoria to joiu the
Wholesale Jewelers*Fire Loss,
Albany has seen since 1857.
to $7.50.
Agree Upon a Test Case.
Britain last year.
Boer hospital corps.
At Pittsburg tire gutted a three-story
Attorneys for Republican and DemoNew York— Cattle, $3.25 to $0.50; bogs,
Killed by an Express Train.
brick building at D47 Liberty avenue, ocFrench statistics are said to prove that
W. T. Hudson, Haskell, Texas, live
cratic contestants for State offices in
Four well-to-do residents of Mont Car- cupied by Sol Cerf & Co., wholesalejew- $3.00 to $5.50; sheep. $3.00 to $0.00;
211 French officers throw up their com- stock raiser, filed petition iu bankruptcy
wheat. No. 2 red, T'x to 79c; corn. No. 2,
Kentucky have agreed that there shall mel, Quebec, were killed by the Quebec
Liabilities $223,000.
elers, causing a loss estimated at from
missions to join the Boers.
43c to 44c; oats, No. 2 white. 31c to 33c;
nc v. speedy trial in the courts on uu express ou the Canadian Pacific ut a
$75,000 to $80,000, partially covered by
French army officers report that trial* Former Gov. Wolcott, Massachusetts
agreed case involving all of the issues.
butter, creamery, 28c to 25c; eggs, westcrossing near Three Rivers.
iaaurauce.
of aluminum cooking utensils have shows declined au appointment on the Philip**
ern, 10c to 10c.
pines
,
them superiorto tin.
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cones to him ni ray*: "Mn*
on your aide. He wfV take cue
HIS
no federal injunctions.
of your repoutioa.If God he far yo«,
Jadge
Taft Refasca to Interfere in Bewho can be against you?" Hew mock
half of Kentucky Republicumi.
should that man werry about hia reputaJudge Taft of the United States Circuit
tion?- Not ranch. If that broker who FORMER CONSUL MACftUM ORE. RELIEF AT L*ST ARRIVES FOR
Court of Appeals at Cincinnati refused
ATE8 A SENSATION.
some years ago in Wall street, after he
BESILGEO TOWN.
the temporary injunction asked for in Incontracted, in telescope iweepinf the had lost money, sat down and write a
half of the Republican minor State olll-s
hetTeas. So wonderfal are these bodies farewell letter to his wife befora he
Bey* British Censor Read American General French, with Artillery,Cav- rers of Kentucky, filed by ex-Gov. Bradthat God Dame* hia own attribute* after blew his brains out-if, Instead of fMi»y
ley and others. Judge Taft held that the
different part« of them. Hi* omniscience out of his pocket a pistol, he had taken
Oficial Mail— Cablt-aAlso Were Held
alry and Mounted Infantry, Lifta the
Federal Court had no jurisdiction.He
—it i» God’* eye. His omnipresence— it out a well read New Testament, there
Up-Other Beaton* for Wanting to
Siege-March Was Accompliahedin a did not' go into the merits of the ease outis God’s ear. His omnipotence— it is would have been one less suidde. O
Leave Ills Po«t ut Pretoria.
aide of the strictest interpretation of the
Fierce Saadutorui and Terrific Ucut,
God's arm. The upholsteryof the mid- nervous and feverish people of the world,
Federal laws and constitution After renight heavens-if is the work of God’s try this almighty sedative. You will
London was electrified Friday by the viewing the case further, he denied the
Charles E. Macrum of Ohio, the former
lingers. His life giving power— it is the live twenty-liveyears longer under its
breath of the Almighty. His dominion- so",hin»*' !»ower. It is not chloral that you consul of the I'nitcd Stales at I’lctoria, announcementfrom the war office that injunctionon the ground that a court of
“the government shall be upon his shoul- want or morphine that you want. It is South African Republic, whose home Gen. Fn-ndi with his mounted lorcc had equity has no jurisdiction to entertaina
coming during the entered Kimberley.It is reported he met bill for the removal of a public officer
dor/ A body so divinely honored and so the gospel (if .1 csiis Christ. “With long
war at his own re- with no opposition.The news of the re- from his office.
divinely constructed—let us be careful not life will I satisfy him.”
When informed that Judge Taft at (’into abuse it.
quest has been sur- lief of Kimberleywas receivedwith reItcuiovn* CorrodingCare.
joicings ami is regarded ;.s the turning einnnti had refused jurisdiction. Gov.
rounded
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so
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Mi
mystery, has given of the tide. The report that Gen. Cronje Taylor gave out the following si good
HIS Horm.in of Dr. Talmuge pro- take care of our health, is not the whole longevityin the fact that it removes an
out
a long state- did not contest Gen. French's advance itatemi ut:
tendency
toward
longevity?
If
I
toss
corroding
cure
about
a
future
existence.
’If wnts a gospel ft*i this lift*as well
"The decision of Judge Taft :o-day,
ment,
in which he causes great surprise.
my
watch
about
recklessly
and
drop
it
on
Evcty
man
wants
to
know
what
is
to
beia as the uext aud shows what religlou
The news of the relief of Kimberley holding that his court has no jurisdiction
tells why he left
. .......
. ihu pavement and wind it up any time come of him. If you get ou board a rail
4oea for the prolongationof earthly
ex
Pretoria. Mat-rum's came to London like a ray of sunshine out in the case t.f the minor State officers,
Utenee; text, Psalm xei., 10, With long jof ,*a*v or nisht I happen to think of it train, you want to know at what depot
statement has caus- of a dark cloud. Public rejoicings were does not affect the merits of the cu.-e. Lie
[and
often
let
it
run
down
while
you
are
it
is
going
to
stop.
If
you
get
on
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a
life will 1 satisfy him.
ed a genuine sensa- widespread and unrestrained. Lord Rob does eft determine that the petitioners
Through the mistake of iis friends re.'our watch and never abuse shiii. .''»u want to know into what harbor
tion. Nothing that erts was praisedto the skies. '1 be n bei had no merits iu their eases, but only
C. II. XIACUUM.
liglon has been chiefly associatedwith 11
Jt up just at the same hour it is going to run. and if you should tell
has occurred since of the In-sioged eity is due, in 'he public that his court could not take jurisdiction
sickbeds and graveyards. The whole subuight aud put it in a place where it me you have no interest in what is to be
ject to many people is odorous with chlo- "* uo* suffer from the violent changes your future destiny 1 would in as polite the sinking of the battleshipMaine has mind, to his brilliantstrategy. Kitchener and right the wrong. If he had held
so stirred political and diplomaticcircles ami French are forgotten, as it is believed that he had jurisdiction it would Lave all
rine and carbolic acid. There are people of atmosphere, which watch will last the a way as I know how tell you Itlid not
who cannot pronounce the word religion longer? Common sense answers. Now, believeyou. Before I bad this matter m Washington. His assertionthat offi- the former organized the forces ami been over, for the outrages wore so glarFrench, the cavalry leader, executed ing that the Republicanswould have
without hearing in it the dipping chisel the human body is God’s watch. You settledwith reference to my future ex- cial mail aud cable dispatchespassing be
Roberts plan of boldm-ssaud dash.
"on, ‘hands down.' The decision in -aid
ef the tombstone cutter. It is high time see the hands of the watch. You see the istence the question almost worried me tween- him and his Governmentwere held
1 In- movement began on Monday, when
cases does not in the least affect my
that this thing were changed and that re- face of the watch, but the beating of into ruined health. The anxietiesmen up and opened by the British censors has
case.”
ligion insteadof being representedas a the heart is the tickingof the watch. have upon this subject put together aroused intense indignation. Mr. Macrum French swooped down on Dekils’ Drill
Gov. I ay lor issued au address to the
hearse to carry out the dead should be Oh, be careful and do not let it run would make a martyrdom.This is a strongly hints at the existenee of a secret and crossed the Riot river. Tuesday he
state of awful un healthiness.There are alliance between the United States and continued his dash and moved his forces people of Kentucky, reciting his position
representedas a chariot iu which the liv- down!
people who fret themselves to death for Great Britain, and practicallyaccuses twenty-live miles in a little over six lours, on the present conflict.lie reviews at
I’rotest Against Dissipation,
ing are to triumph.
Secretary Hay of the State Department capturing three Boer laagers at Klip length the obstaclesthe Republican canReligion, so far from subtractingfrom
Again, I remark that practical religion fear of dying.
I want to take the strain off your of conniving at the suppression of the Drift on the Modder river. The march didatesmet with in the election on Nov.
one’s vitality,is a glorious addition. It is a friend of longevity in the fact that it
Is sanitivc. curative, hygienic. It is good is a protest against dissipations which in- uerves and the depressionoff your soul, facts ami keeping the American public was accomplished during a fierce sand- 7. and charges that nearly 50,000 votes
fer the eyes, good for the ears, good for jure and destroy the health. Bad men and 1 make two or three experiments. in the dark as to the causes which forced stotSu and while the heat was terrific. were stolen from him by the partisan,
the spleen, good for the digestion, good and women live a very short life. Their Experimentthe first: When you go out Macrum to threw up his mission. In his That was the last heard of him until the unfair, brutal actions and rulingsof the
relief of Kimberleywas announcedFri- electionofficers and the contest board.
for the uerves. good for the muscles. sins kill them. I know hundreds of good of this world, if does not make any dif- statement Mr. Macrum said:
"The situationin Pretoria was such day. It is figured that after a brief rest He says sufllcient of the militia will I*
When David, in another part of the old men, but I do not know half a dozen ference whether you have been good or
Psalms, prays that religion may be domi- bad old men. Why? They do not get bad, or whether you believed truth or that, lir-t, as an official, I could not re- he pii'hod right ou for Kimberley, reach- retainedto preservethe pence. Gov. Taynant, he docs not speak of it as a mild old. Lord Byron died at Missolonghiat error, you will go straight to glory. “Im- main there while my Government at ing there in less than forty-eight hours lor concludes with a detailedrecital of
his course in connection with the peace
aickness or an emaciation or an attack 3d years of age. himself his own Mazep- possible," you say. "My common sense home was apparently in the dark ns to after his capture of Klip Drift.
The siege of Kimberleybegan on Oct. conferenceproceedings. In short, In- says
of moral and spiritualcramp. He streaks pa. his unbridledpassionsthe horse that us well as my religion teaches that the the exact conditionsin South Airica.
of it as "the saving health of all nations,’ dashed with him into the desert. Edgar bad and the good cannot live together Secondly,as a man and a citizen of /he 21. and about 4,000 men under Col. Ko- that though he would have been reluctant
while God in the text promises longevity A. IV died at Baltimore at 3S years of forever. You give me no comfort in that United States, 1 could not remain in Pre- kewich have defended tin* place with to sign away the rights of the people, lie
to the pious, saying, "With long life will ago. The black raven that alighted on experiment." Experimentthe second: toria,sacrificingmy own self-respect and bravery ami skill. Many times the Boers would have done so had he been given asI satisfy him.”
the bust above his chamber door was When you leave this world, you will go that of the people of Pretoria while the have attacked the place without definite surance that a fair election law would l*e
The fact is that meu and women die delirium tremens,
into au intermediatestate where you can Governmentat home continued to leave success. Gen. Cronje commanded the be- substituted for the one which has brought
too soon. It is high time that religion
get converted and prepared for heaven. me in the position of a British consul and siegers. Reports from Kiniln-rley at va- so much distressto the people of KenOnly this and nothing more.
rious times have told of the sufferings tucky.
joined the hand of medical science in at“Impossible,”you say; “as the tree fell- not an American consul.
Napoleon Bonaparte lived only just be“It was over four weeks from the time of the garrisonand the people cooped up
Goy. W. S. Taylor, iu an attempt to
tempting to improve human longevity.
cth, so it must lie, and I cannot postpone
yond midlife, then died at St! Helena,
Adam lived ICO years. Methuselah lived and one of his doctors said that his dis- to an intermediatestate that reformation the war ojn-ued before I received a single there. Inn in tin* face of this the city flnUeipntesimilar action by the DemoWb years. As late in the history of the ease was induced by excessivesnufling. which ought to have been effected in this mail dispatchfrom my Governmentor a bold up stubbornly for the relief which crats, tiled a suit in the Circuit Court at
world as Vespasian there were at one The hero of Austcrlitz, the man who by state.” Experimentthe third: There is personal letter. The mail for the Trans- has at last come.
Louisville,seeking an injunction to reCecil Rhodes was cooped up iu Kimber- strain J. C. W. Beckham from attempttime in his empire forty-five people 135
no future world. When a man dies, that vaal had all been stopped at Cape Town
one step of his foot in the center of Euyears old. So far down as the sixteenth
ley, and the desperateefforts of the Boers
is the last of him. Do not worry ibouf by order of the high commissioner.
ing to perform the duties of the office »f
rope shook the earth, killed by a snuff"When this mail was finally forwarded to capture the place were prompted, in a Governor and Gen. John B. Castieman
century Deter Znrtan died at 1S5 years
what
you
are to do iu another state of
box! Oh, how many people we have
to me after Tiit Stowe, the consul gen- large degree, by their desire to take as from attempting to discharge the duties
Of age. I do not say that religion will
eral at Gape Town,
Iu re- prisoner the man whom they hold respon- of adjutant general.
ever take the race back to antediluvian
days because of their dissipationsand
longevity, but I do say that the length of
that tells me that death is not the appen- lease, I had the humiliation,ns icpre- sible for the whole troublein South Afindulgences! Now. practical religion is a
ANTI.TRUST proposals.
human life will be greatly improved.
dix, but the preface;there is something sentativc"f the American Government, rie.t. President Kruger had special hatprotest against all dissipationof any
It is said in Isaiah Ixv., 1*0, "The child
that tells me that i>n this side of the of sittftigin my office in Pretoria and red for Rhodes, whom he denominates
kind.
ihall die a hundred years old.” Now, if,
looking upon envelopes bearing the offi- "the butcher,’’ and it has been declared Go vernaient O waer»h p and Free Trade
"But, you say, "professors of religion !
^
f *ha!1
the Leading Feature'-.
according to Scripture, the child is to be
cial .s..;ii of the American Government that if the diamond king were captured
*
The National Anti-Trust Conforcmi* at
a hundred years old, may not the men have fallen, professorsof religion bare forever mT
opened and officiallysealed with a stick- a ransom price of £2.000.000would be
“v
s P7 /orever’ “>
and women reach to 300 and 400 and got drunk, professorsof religion have j car)al:
er. notifyingme that the contents had
placed on tin* great financier.And so the Chicago adopted a long address to the
600? The fact is that we are mere misappropriatedtrust funds, professors i tapacJt*v t0 tnJ°-v or suffef ^rever.
Jieeu read by the censor at Durban. I
Boer lines have been drawn tightly and public, iu which the people are urged to
of religion have absconded.”Yes. but
The "aKCh of
Iwarfs aud skeletons compared with some
looked up the international law, but fail- strongly about the town, which Col. organize to deprive trusts of their power.
they threw away their religion before
•vou dofeat
in my three exef the generationsthat are to come. Take
ed to find anywhere that one military PJumer has held with great difficultyand It declares that the conference is not
tin y did their morality. If a man on a ‘ I,crmu'ct;;-1 have only one more to
the African race. They have been under
frequent aud harassing bombard- making war on business .combinationsto
White Star line steamer bound for Liver- : 111
aad •roa defeat me in that I am power can use its own discretionas to under
bondage for centuries. Give them a
ments.
reduce cost and augment productive effipool/ in mid-Atlantic jumps overboardt'Xaausted.A mighty one on a knoll back forwarding the officialdispatches of a
chance and they develop a Toussaiut
ciency. It charges that oppressivetrusts
and is drowned, is that anything against
"crn^lem one day. the skies filled with neutralGovernment to its representative
WILL ARM THE ZULUS.
I’Ouverture. Aud if the white race shall
in a besiegedcountry.
hamper
the production of wealth. The
the White Star line's capacity to take : f°fked Hshtnings and the earth filled with
be brought out from under the serfdom
"The mail service from Delagoa bay to British to Sock Aid of the Savages in StandardOil, the Meat, the Anthracite
the man across the ocean? And if n man V0 ,canJc disturbances,turned his pale
ef sin what shall be the body? What
Coal, the Sugar, the Paper and tbe Steel
jumps over the gunwale of his religion ;in'j aSou^°d face toward the heavens Europe was continuallyinterrupted by
War with Boers.
•ball be the soul? Religion has only just
trusts are denounced by name. It charges
the
action
of
British
men-of-war
at
that
and goes down never to rise, is that any ; , sa‘d: !"1 take the sins aud sorrows of
In the House of Commons during the
touched our world. Give it full power
that a Banking trust is threatened,which
reason for your believingthat religion i lae.il»;.t‘s'“to niy own heart. I am the port. The service was over two weeks course of a reply to » question relative
for a few centuries, aud who can tell
would dictate the volume of paper money
has no capacity to take the man clear vXii5a!i0D’" ttuess, aud heaven apa longer than by the west coast and there to the probable Boer invasion of Zuluwh»t wiljJie the strength of man aud the
through? In the one case if he had kept | hel1, 1 ”” lhe expiation.” And the ham- were continual rumors that that port land, the secretaryof stale for the colo- and reduce all bankers to aervaat* Jt
beauty of woman and the longevityof
Itself.It declares that the tendency is
to the steamer his body would have been !,!tr stfuck him aud the spears punctured would be closed and communication with nies. Joseph Chamberlain, said that the
all?
toward a few great trusts which would
saved; iu the other case if he had kept J!!n’. a!,<] heaven thundered."The wages the outsideworld entirely cut off.
Government had decided that if the naBeligion uud Longevity.
“The cable service for the Transvaal tive territorieswere invaded by lhe Boers become absolutemasters of the American
to his religion his morals would have
*s d(>a^h!’
The soul that sicnetli
people. It declares that the only remedy
My design is to show that practical re- been
11 ^all die!” "I will by no means clear was absolutely cut off. I filed one cable
the natives "will be encouraged ami asligion is the friend of longevity; 1 prove
the guilty!" Then there was sileofe for in the interest of an American in Pre- sisted in every way in defending them- is the abolition of legalized privileges of
Takes Away Worry.
It, first, from the fact that it makes the
every kind, and especially those ereated
toria. which was refused absolutelyby selves.”
liaif an hour,
lightningswere
Again, religion is a friend of longevity ^1.an,
“?U-r’ and the ,15?LtIliugs
were
care of our health a positive Christian
the censor in Durban.
by tariffs,by thF granting of the money
j..,.
in the fact that it takes the worry out
uaol{ In,() tke 'Cabbnrd of the sky
-Mr. Balfour, the Government leader,
"When I accepted my post as consul J dealing with the same subject aud the issuing function to private corporations
* h0,Jf r ,'vo sLa11 . k(;fP «fr,y °r our temporalities.It is not wJrk that an,d lLe ,‘arlh c,’ased to quiver and all the
and by private ownership of railroadand
late hours, whether we shall take food j Ui!ls mcn it is worrv WJ
“at. j colors of the sky began to shift them- knew nothing of any secret alliance bepossibility of employing Indian troops,
telegraphlines.
digestible or muigest.ble, whether there CC(mps a genuine Christian, he makes
mi° a raiTubow
of the tween America and Great Britain and said tbat his former statement to the
•hull be thorough or incompletemasticaThe address holds that no one can obhave seen nothing in the regulations effect that the Government would not
to God not only his affections, but his
•,csus and there was red
tion, are questionsvery often referred to
family, his business,his reputation his ff ot llle Mo°dsheddingand there was which make the consul of the American employ natives iu the present war was ject to the abolition of tariffs which fosthe realm of whimsicality, but the Christer trusts, it declares that tbe trust magrepublic subject to the whims and cabody, his mind, his soul— everything. In- b Ue as ot
,jrui!-;ine aad there was
based on the belief that by rommon contiau man lifts this whole problem of
price of an English military censor.”
nates control tbe banks, and. with condustrious he will be. but never worrvin- I sroen as of the hf‘aTenl.vfoliage and there
sent the war would be confined to the
health into the accountableand the vine.
trol of the volume of the circulating metwo European races, addin
-‘If the
He says, “God has given me this body, because God is managing his affairs!I "!aS orange as uf tl'e day dawn. And
FRICK BEGINS HIS SUIT.
dium, they would absolutely dominate the
iao of }ilc klue 1 saw ’-be
Boers adopt a course inconsistentwith
aud he has called it the temple of the How can he worry about businesswhen a
commercial life of the nation. It holds
in answer to bis prayers God tells him [
Tvas bruise 1 for their iniquitlmt
idea
we
hold
ourselves
free
to
reSensational CliaracK Are Made Against
Holy Ghost, and to deface its altars or
that the telegraph is a natural adjunct
considerour decision.”
, And flIo,1“ thp Iinp of tbe rod I
Against Carnegie.
mar its walls or crumble its pillars is a when to buy and when to sell, and if he
of the postoflicc,but in privatehands it
gain
that is best and if he lose that is ',TV- ! , 'vords’ “The blo°d of Jesus
Mr.
I'liamberlain’s
nnuouneement
of
Henry C. Frick aud Andrew Carnegie,
God defying sacrilege.”He sees God’s
has worked vast evil. It declares that
( bnst cleanseth from all sin.” And along
for years businessassociates and partners the intentionof the Government to encaligraphyin every page— anatomicaland
Suppose you had a supernaturalneigh- l.l',-', lin,e of l'|,‘ "reen 1 SRW tae words, In the gigantic iron nnd steel concern at courage the Zulus to defend themselves private ownership of railroadshas furphysiological.He says, “God has given
nished the basis of nearly every great
bor who came iu and said: “Sir I want
,enve“ of
of life for the
Pittsburg, am now opposed to each other t roin the Boors is a onti agency that lhe
me a wonderful body for noble purposes."
commercial trust with which the* people
you to call on mo iu every exigency 1 ^ i In’’ lbe uatioa!:-"And along the
Boers
seem
to
have
anticipated,
as
they
in a court of law. Mr. Frick has begun
That arm with thirty-twocurious hones
to-day are cursed. The coal trust is viani .'our fast friend; I could fall back on
of.tho orail};e1 saw lho "’ords, "The
sun against the Carnegit Steel Company, have been doing everything in their pow- talized by railway privileges; the oil trust
wielded by forty-six curious muscles,and
*20.000,000;I can foresee a panic ten ! daysl,rm» fro,u on bish hath visited us.” Andrew Carnegie,
er
to
win
the
good
will
of
the
Basutos,
all under the brain’s telegraphy—35U
years; 1 hold the controllingstock
And. then 1 saw lbe storm was over, Henry Phipps, Jr.,
who have thousands ef good rifles. The could not have acquired its power withpounds of blood rushing through the heart
out them; the hoof trusts and the groin
thirty of the best monetary institutions of •
rainbow ros® higher and higher L. C. Phipps, Gen.
Boers gave 2,000 Basutos a safe conduct.
•very hour— the heart in twenty t
elevator trust depend upon them; they
this country; whenever you are in anv ! !,ntl ll seem°d retreating to another Lauder,
It the British let loose one tribe the
W.
hours beating 100,000 times, during the
make the steel trust flourish, and from
trouble call on me and i will help you; ,veu’ and l,k'>utmg one column of its
Boers
will
probably
let
loose
another.
Schwab and others
same time the lungs taking in fifty-seven
express coinbiiiatiom; down to newspaper
and to recover $l(i,23S,LIVELY FIGHT WITH FILIPINOS. agencies,from hack rights at depots to
000, which he rep- / \1
freight discriminationsa host of minor
disturbed aud demolished.
resents to be his iuAmerican Troops Repulse an Attack trusts suck in all the vitality they have
worry about business? Why, you would ward arid ul,W!ird.nnd, behold, there was terest in the big
The Christianman says to himself, "If
Made b\ 3, 0(K) Rolotnen.
as monopolies from railway privileg -s.
say, "I'll do the best I can, aud then I'll a ra'nbo'v'about the throne,
corporation.
I hurt my nerves,if 1 hurt my brain, if
During the night of Feb. 5 2,000 insurThe conference adopted*the fed: wing
depend ou my friend’s geuerositvfor the mAccept sacrificeand quit worrying,
I hurt auy of my physical faculties, 1 inCarnegie is siidl
gent bolomen, who had been armed with resolutionintroduced by Congressman
i
the tonic, the inspiration, the luasult God aud call for dire retribution.”
to have offered
Mauser rifles, attacked the American gar- Sulzer:
,of
lrutb* l‘«-iigi(.a is • ;n- Frick $0,000,000 lit
W by did God tell the Levitesnot to offer N'ow more than that is promised to
rBon at Daraga. Re-enforcements were
"Resolved. That the members 'f the
every Christianbusinessman. God says 'bim‘: tbat *s health. Religionis fresh
to him in sacrifice animals imperfectmid
for the Ja tier’s
sent from Albay, whereupon the main Anti-Trust League shall give practical
1L C. 1KICK.
diseased? He meant to tell us in all the to him: "1 own New York and London ?,irl.a.ud .,,ure water; they are healthy, holdingsin the combody of lhe enemy made an attack on the effect to their antagonism to trusts by re» 0I1 1B 'varlntb: lbat healthy. Ask
*ge- that We are to offer to God our very and St. Petersburg and Peking and
pany, which are worth three times that latter place and burned a number of
fusing to purchase,so far is practicable,
tralia and California are mine; I can :1 1 • doctorf’ and they will tell you that
best physicalcondition, and a man who
sum when based on the offers that have houses.
an,\ goods made and controlled by a trust,
through irregular or gluttonous eating foresee a panic a thousand years; 1 have a. quiet con8cieuc.° and pleasantanticipn- been made the steel company by prosThe Fortiethvolunteerinfantry, which and shall employ the weapon of os; racism
ruins his health, is not offering to God all the resourcesof the universe;and 1 ,l01ls are hygienic. 1 offer you perfect pective pwreha- ers. According to Frick’s is stationedat Albay, retired to a conam
your
best
friend;
when
you
get
in
,)ea?e novv ,,lld hereafter,
against those who support with cm rcion
such a sacrifice.Why did Paul write
story a London syndicatewanted to pur- vent. and tired volleys at the rebels from
do •vou "’a111 the future world?
and violence the jiiouopolics which opfor his cloak at Troas? Why should business trouble or any other trouble,
Chusc the plant for $250,000,000in .May, tbe roof. The insurgentssurrounded the press the people.”
such a great man as Paul be anxious on me and 1 will help; here is my hand ... ,IU‘’n,ld you ahall have it. Orchards? 1SW. and paid Carnegie $1,170,000, which
convent and attempted to set it on tire
in
pledge of omnipotentdeliverance.” | ,l u,rL! a^.'hotreeswithtwelve manner
•bout n thing so insignificant as an overTO LXTEND GREAT STRIKE.
How
much
should that man worry? Not ' 01 fruit8' J'hddmg fruit every month. Wat- amount is still in the iron king’s posses- hut were routed by the shrapnel thrown
coat? It was because he knew that with
much. What lion will dare to put his , r sceuory' q here is the river sf life, sion ns a bonus for a ninety days’ option by a mountaingun, which was worked
pneumonia and rheumatism he would not
paw on that Daniel? Is there not rest fr0IU l,nder tbe throne of God, clear as on Carnegie’s 5S% per cent interest in from one of the windows. The detach- All Men Work inj; for Chicago Contractbe worth half us much to God and the
the concern. This interest Carnegie val- m?at 'vl'ifh ",,nl l,» 1 'araga took refuge
ors to Be Called Out.
iu
this? Is there not an eternal vacation ' !!ry8ta,1' ““d lllL‘ Koa ^ k'luss mingled with
church as with respiration efisy and foot
ued at $15i,9o0,000. On this basis the with the Spaniards in the town hall, and
At
a meeting of the businessagents o!
in
hre.
Do
you
want
music?
There
are
the
free.
"Oh.” you say, “here is a man who orato^o of the "Creation,”led on by Ad- plaintifffigures that his 0 per cent inter- fought the rebels all night. Finally the the Chicago Building Trades Council a
Prayer and Fresh Air.
insurgentsretreated, leavingseventy-one committee was appointed to make arasked God for a blessing iu a certain on- !ua’ and ,h(‘ or,ltorioof the “Red .Sea,” est re worth th? sum he has prayed for.
An intelligentChristianman would con- terprise, and he lost *5, 0D0 in it Ex- • 0,1 by ^oses» aud the oratorio of the
Carnegie, it is alleged,forced Frick ot their dead on the ground. The Ameri- rangements *,o declarestrikes on all buildsider it an absurdity to kneel down at
out of the management of the steel com- can less was two killed and five wounded. ings in the United States and Canada
plain that.” 1 will. Yonder is a faetorv. ! "Mrsi:ih1” 0,1 by St. I’uul,while the
night uud pray and ask God’s protection
pany for personalreasons. According to Due oi lhe latter mnnheg was an officer. where Chicago contractorstaking purl in
and one wheel is going north, and
'v,tli swinging baton, controls
while at the same time he kept the winthe latter’s story the immense profits of
tbe lockout are interested. The union
other wheel is going south, and one wheel i , l-l .'iuo "'bo ,nakt‘ “I' the orchestra,
trade and Judtistr.v.
dows of his bedroom tight shut against
the company are largely the result of his
officials claim that contractors have failed
plays laterally, nnd the other plays vorti- > , , '!)!!,waul rc‘.u“ion- There are your
A
steamer
line between American aud
fresh air. He would just as soon think
cally. I go to the manufacturer, and I ! • ad ^‘ddren waiting to kiss you, wait- efficient financiering.HP asks that the iurkish ports and an agricultural exposi- to get competent non-union workmen.The
of going to the top of his house aud leapcourt appoint a receiverfor the steel
contractors have advertised for men
say: “O manufacturer, your machinery ! !u"\to ‘‘lubratc •vou* 'vuitln« to twist gar
tion and warehouse for American goods
ing off aud then praying to God to keep
* tmtds in your hair. You have been ac- works, that the debts he paid and the J’^'-tniople are about to be estab- throughout the United States.
is a contradiction.Why do you not
him from gettinghurt. Just as long as make all the wheels go one * way?” customedto open the door on this side surplus distributedamong the partners
Present indications are that the strug*
you refer this whole subjectof physical “Well,” he says, “I made them to go in the sepulcher; I open the door on the oth- large nnd small.
gle will not open up iu earnest for somi
lhe Scotch Miners' Federationhas givbeniih to the realm of whimsicality,or
Frick says that if Carnegie is permitted
lime to come. Both sides are strengthenoppositedirections ou purpose, and They I er i'ldo l^e fi0,,ulclu‘r'i’u11 have been
to the pastry cook, or to the butcher,or produce the right result. You go down accustoni®dto walk in the wet grass ou to manage the businessa loss will result en notice to the Coal Miners’ Association ing their forces in preparationfor a long
for
an
advance
on
Feb.
1
of
9d
per
day
to the baker, or to the apothecary,or to
The business from 1898 to 1900 was re!
stairs and examine the carpets we are
of tbe k'ravt‘: 1 sbl’"' you the unWiiich would raise their wages io the struggle. Both the Buildiug Trades Counthe clothier you are not acting " like a
cil and the Building Contractors’C.uinturuingout in this establishment, and you I , ,, e of lh? gravc‘ Tb« bottom has markable.In 1899 over $21,000,000was maximum.
Christian. Take care of all your physical
ctl have establishedpickets at all buildwill see.” 1 go down ou the other floor ,,eu ?,UJ’ and lb® lonS ropes with which netted. Frick charges that he is the vicLate London papers say that final steps
tim of a scheme and that he is unwilling
ings in the process of construction. It
:'“d I.WC 'I1'” ca.n>rts,and 1 am iblia/d j
?».»•».
de.d
let
hau*
been
taken
in
forming
a
hat
trust
cellular tissue— for all you must be
to confess that, though the wheels in that 1 fhom (dear throuSb im° heaven. Glory to part with his holdingsfor one-third of to control the trade in England. The is not probable that the troublewill end
brought to judgment
their value.
Until either the conductors’ organization
factory go in opposite directions, they I
^,r ,his robust* h^Uiy, relicapital ot the combine is $2,000,000.
Smoking your nervous system into fidg- turn out a beautifulresult, and while 1 | s,on,tl “i"'dl bav?.a tendency to make
or the union is disrupted.
PORTO RICO’S GREAtTieeD.
The electric feeders for Glasgow’s
ets. burning out the coating of your stomam standing there looking at the ex- you live long in this world, and in the
street railways are to be furnished by u
To Ik and That.
*fh with wine logwooded and strychuin- quisitefabric an old Scripture passage world to come you will have eternal life
HiotinK May Follow Failnreof Prompt New York conduit cable company, whose
. ed. walking with thin shoes to make your
Jas. Slaughter,30, Danville,Va., goo*
comes into my mind, “All things work “With Jong life will I satisfy him.”
Relief by ConsreHN,
bid was nearly $50,000 under the lowest to the pen seven years foi- forgery
feet look delicate, piuched at the waist together for good to them who love God.”
Advices from Porto Rico indicate that Britishoiler.
fintil you are nigh cut iu two. and neither
Christianity.—
Tbe
distinctive
feature
Man named Giles was killed by the exIs there not rest in that? Is there not
part worth anything,groaning about sick tonic in that? Is there not longevityin of Christianity is that it lifts up hu- there is a possibility of rioting there unAn
English trade paper deplores the plosion of nitro-glycerin near Lima. Ohio
less some measure shall b* speedily adoptheadache aud palpitationof the heart, that?
lhe ports of Rio Janeiro and Santos
manity. The ministers sheuld do as
fact that English bicycle manufacturers
ed by Congress to afford relief to the
which you think came from God, when
Suppose a man is nil the time worried Jesus did, preach and work. This Is planters by furnishinga market for their are troubled about the future, while were officially declared free of the pia-ue
they came from your own folly.
!• ranee is making and exporting Inr-e
A large number of Britons residingin
about his reputation? One man says he especially an age of work.— Rev. Dr.
product. The sugar and tobacco producWhat right has any man or woman to lies, another says he is stupid, another
Berlin, under the age of 30, have receivKerr Boyce Tapper, Baptist, Philadel- ers are beiug reduced to poverty, and numbers of automobiles.
deface the temple of (he Holy Ghots? says he is dishonest,and half a dozen phia, Pa.
The scarcity of coal js becoming seri- Bervice*1^ ^em hmc for military
the conditionof the laborers is becoming
What is the car? Why, it is the whis- printingestablishmentsattack him, and
pitiful through their inability to obtain ous. English railways are required by
pering galleryof the human soul. What lie is in a great' state of excitement aud
Loose statementsare apt to get
law to give precedence to passengersand
employment.
d^rLelhns b(:oa ,KSUed announcing
•U the rye? It is iJm observatory God] worry aud fume and cannot sleep. Bu*
perishablefreight to such un extent that that the bubonic plague has disappeared
Faironis* those who adrertlM.
coal is beiug retarded in transit.
?d that 11,6 «u»r*ntine o!
raa: port has been pained.
religion

God
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STATE OF MICHIGAN.

*°m9n

The Keeler Grange has disbanded.
Ihe attempt to form au ice combine at
Port Huron has failed.

OCCURRENCES DURING

Oei Innnred.

Life insurance as managed to-day.|
•0 the endowment piaii, for instance,

'The Allegan County fair will I* held
Get. J to 0, inclusive, this year.

taut once an assurance and insurance,”
Writes Fdward Bok, in the Ladies’
I he lower bridge at Newaygo, spanHome Journal. "It is the best means
ning the Muskegon river, went out. Loss
Of saving, because it is compulsory.
•SI 2,000.
To Work New Coal Field in Harry
Men have found this to be the ease,
Lansing js making au effort to have
County New Steamer for Si, J«im plf Admiral 1 >ewry visit that city on his and women should. At .TO. for Instance,
•lie can. for less than $5u a year, take
ibicauo
liurifhirI* western trip.
Captured Suicide of louin I’ioneer.
Gaklcy has an "old maids' club,” the a twenty-year endowment policy of
ol.jeet of which is to make 1000 a leap llJKKl. which guarantees her that

THE

PAST WEEK.

Line

NICE OLD

QUAKER LADY

!

1

Cured

of

Catarrh

:

'

By Peruna

1

!

“I bad a bad cough for
ted could net ind
relief

Rattle Crock was uiv. 11 an oNeitiu^ sur- year anyway.
prise by the jiniiouneemeuttli.-n I lie ruM. Taylor of Alma made an unsucmors of a big coal and oil din ovory were cessful attempt to commit suicide by rutverified and a stock company of ftilMUMIU ting his throat.

my

whatever. I read whit

a

has been organized to develop the llnd.
Articles of asocial ion were lo-rally
drawn up. Tlie new coal .field lies in
Harry, Hnltiinore, .Maple tlrove and (,a«R R. Parks and .lohu Skinner have
tleton townshijis.covering U.OItO acre.',
t.trleda broom factory at Hartman. Six
and i< in a strip four miles long along hands will be employed.
the high hanks of tin* river, and 1 mile
Sixty saloonkeepersat Grand Rapids
wide on each side of the -tiram. The
pleaded guilty to keeping titeir saloons
coal wii!* discoveredin sixty-to.it-liich
"pen on duly | last, and were lined $0
bank.* on this river, in •sheds.” which
each.
tin* company believes are "lilos^oius**to
Newton MeClintie
gieai
i ins location was mapmapumic of
01 iPulaski
uiasKi owns
ow a
great coal Hems,
fields. This
pod out by (iovermnem survey liny
tlmi is IT years old. lie has ttaken
years ago as a coal region, but was never
locoes from it averaging
_________ 1
I pounds.
bounds.

wonderful remedy Ayer iCherrv
Pectoral was for coughs and I

bought

bottle. Before I had

a

mv cough
left me.”— -L. Hawn.

taken a quarter of it
had entirely

Newington. Ont., May

3.

1899.

I
!
;

work'-d. 1

Quickly

I

;

After

20 Years

Suffering.

especiallyif she be a widow. In this
w».v a mother may provide for the education of her children In case of her
il'inh. it the custom of moth"rs insuring their lives for their children at
th" time of the children’sbirth could
become more general it would lie one
of the blessings of mankind. For
women to Insure their lives for the
beneflt of their husbijnds may well bo

The Pete Marquette system will aban- an open que-tlon so far as tin* wisdom
don
the car ferry servicebetween Mus- •»f such a course is concerned. Hut
Turn burglars entered the big More of ..... .
kegon
ami Milwaukee and send freight when the matter of life insurance for
ex-I.ieut. Gov. Strong of S„ull, Rock- tu‘] .0. ''
women Is placed on a basis of --elfwood and ransackedtlie entire smre.
^ ,1,
1 In* residence of Addison Horne, loprotectionin old age, for the beneflt of
I heir prcM-nce was made known by a
burglar alarm eonnecicd with Mr. cated on the outskirts of Lyons, burned, dihdreti,or as one of the best means
Strong's house, and he siimumncd his together with its contents. Loss
of saving money, or even as a wise
neighbors and led an armed party to the insurance $500.
s' *l,,m of investment, there cannot be
slore. ’The burglars jumped through a
Part of the brick work on one of the the least question of its wisdom,”
rear window, taking out lioili sash and turrets of the new Masonic temple at
Riley Burgess, with shotgun, was Muskegon fell. No one was injured and
Presi lent st y„ Need Not Want.
awaiting litem. A tight ensued and .lames the loss is not serious.
President Steyn of the Grange Free
Murphy of Wyandotte,one of the fugiFreight discriminationmay result in Stale is a Free-Staler by birth, a lawtives, was .shot in the left hip. He start- Montgomery Ward & Co. moving their
ed to run across the river, hut tin* ice large vehicle manufacturing concern from yer by profession,and a republican by
couv.ctlon. lie is still not much over
luoke ami ho was captured. His wound Kalamazoo Chicago.
.

to something serious. They
run into chronic bronchitiswhich
pulls down your general health

and deprives you of sleep; or
they end in genuine consumption with all its uncertainresults.

i

.

'

Neglected colds always lead

wait,

'“on

of

i

Ice Fails a Fleeing Itun-Iur.

Cures Colds

Don’t

amount when she

reaches the age of
ftO. She will not feel burdened by tin*
animal premium of $50. But she will
fed the comfort
when she is
The Milford Fair Associationhas .'*:i2d •TO. A woman’s Insurance for the eduin its treasury with no d-bts. A fair cation of her children is another factor
will be givey next full.
of lit** insurance worthy of her thought,

six

j

;

!

!

I

j

but take Ayer’s

:

Cherry Pectoral just as soon

you begin to cough.
doses will cure you

H

A

as

!•>

few

M'cliittanUniversity Huy* Land.
Tin universityauthorities at Ann Arbor fave purchased the Prof. Wimhell
propc'ly.adjoiningtin* campus. It comprNe.' one-thirdof a block, and it is mider-tfod that the eonsiderationis JjtlT.This is in pursiianeeof the strong
reeninaiemlationof l*resideut Angell to
the hoard of regents to acquire all property possible, in order t<t make provision
for the future needs of the institution
in the extensionof the eaiuptis.

then. But

cures old colds, too, only it

takes a little
rc(cf

t0

more time.

forty, is happily married (his father-in-

not dangerous.

We

diseasesas bron*

ckhis, asthma, whooping-cough,

The big PIuhi.ixflouring mill dam just
law and motlier-iu-lawarc both
south of Xorthville went out with the big
Scotch), and before the war was confreshet, doing several thousand dollars'
sidered a coining man among the
worth of damage. It will be rebuilt.
Boers. He was elected President in
After being exposed to 11 terrible north
February,
IV. lb. just after the raid,
west blizzard, Samuel A. Howard, a leadsucceedingMr. Reitz, who is now
ing citizen of Bridgeman was found in a

i

;

i

PERUNA

MRS. POLLY EVANS, A LIFELONG FRIEND OF

State Secretary in the Transvaal, and
who. like himself, has 1 een a judge.

half frozen and unconscious condition.

1

“My wife {Polly J. Evmbs) says she feels entirely cured of sv*
Inez Cook, aged 4 years, boarded t
President
Steyn's
emoluments
arc
iemic
catarrh of twenty years' standing. She took nearly six bottles
Pore Marquette passenger train at Lan
coughs.
sing and was carried to Grand Rapids £.T.0(M) a year. £b00 table money, and o thy excellent medicine, Peruna. as directed, and we feel very thank*
before it was discoveredshe was a run- £Soo for travelingexpenses.
fufto thee for thy kindness and advice. She did not expect to be
away.
Full of Honors.
Replaces Ill-Fated Cliicora.
well as she is now. Twelve years ago It cured her of la grippe /
The Sunday school convention of Alma
Still, said the old friend who hud
By way .,f rephieingthe ill-fatedChi- and Arcade townships elected these olliwant
to tell thee there has been a grea^ deal of Peruna used here last
ron<, President.1. H. Graham of St. .lo- cers; President. Fred Fullerton; secre- called to converse with tlie venerable
oottl#It Bust erouomical.
seph nmde the stateinent that his oom- tary. George Hill; treasurer, Francis wigo. "in your advancing age it must iFnfer. Peruna does not need praising. It tells for itself We .am
p.in.v has let the euntraet for a $200,000 PalntiT.
b<* a great comfort to know your fame
and do recommend it to anyone that is afflicted with catarrh ”
twin screw propellerand that the work
W m. B. Teal, a Vcnay farmer, fell un- is secure.”
Rich To-Day, Poor Yeat- rday.
will begin July 20. The new steamer will
As ever thy
John Evans. South WabasL Ind.
der the wheels of a wagon loaded with
Yes," replied the aged scientist. 'T
Choice building lot* given away free ot be 21. • feet over all and will be built of two cords of wood, and although the
am told there is a new disease and a
«ott for the laud to advertisenew Ameri- Mccl. While under full pressure it is
the,CW ‘‘,eaDSPS mucous membranes of th.
wheels passed over him, he escap'd with flve-centcigar named for me."- Chican Lolony on southern coast ot Cuba, guaranteed to run twenty-one miles an bruises.
ic .tage. of course it has gone beyond whole body. It produces regular f- noplantationsfor sale on your own terms, hour. The steamer will he the linest and
cago Tribune.
f-uu to 93,000 cleared yearly per acre, fastest on the chain of great lakes.
nr
J°, a,rt‘m;dieS- Xoth>as- ^runa
The controversy in the State board of
nf but a systemic remedy can reach iu a natural wav. No one should uer*
hend for free beautifnlly illustrated Imok
Uncertainty and Certainty.
veterinaryexaminers over the registra•II about Cuba. City and Stilmrban luM eary— Madam, 1 don’t know where
tion of graduates of the Ontario VeteriIonia Pioneer Kills Himself.
mtmenr Co., LTi3 Broadway,Now York.
Tised to meet such cases. Peruna free books on catarrh,sent free to any
George W. Scribner, one of Ionia Coun- nary College has been settled in favor of ®.v next meal is coming from
Mrs. Nitte— Well, 1 know where it
The men who succeed best in public ty ft oldest ami l*est known pioneers, kill- the graduates.
Mfe are those who take the risk of ed himself. He left the home of his sonJoseph Dory, employed in the Lillie isn't coming from!— Puck.
in-law and was missed half an hour later
•landing by their own convictions-J
Lumber Co.’s camp near Carney, was
bj bis daughter. She begun a search struck on the head by u falling tree top
Barnacle* on Ocean Cable*.
A. Garfield.
and found him hanging upstairsin the and instantly killed.lie leaves a widow
The recent investigations for cable lavmrr.. Ilejiud used a tie strap. He was
mg in the I antic Ocean have revealed
To Cara a Cola la 0*0 say
and eight children.
, u*t past 74 years of age. It is undertWfa.Ct’ that ,f not UIK,n rock bottom,
H. Cohen, who swindled the Americas they become encrusted with seaweeds
stood a letter saying that a mortgage on
heavy enough to break them. This is like
his firm of seventy-five acres was to be House at Kalamazoo out of $100 on f
ft*. 4
bu. >,4 ,*u
""’Tk
forged check, has been sent to the peniforwosed caused the act.
dJin*PtSha;
U,,lil it broaks
Often when a woman tries to crush
tentiaryfrom Chicago for swindling the RtSJh •neaIth- - HosWter’s Stomach
EarllUt X'-rAuditorium Hotel.
lt’
»s indiges• man with a look she only succeeds in
•toward for State KiiilM.-7.zIcr.
tion, Iner aud kidney troubles.
mashing l;!m.
Secretary of State Stearns, as ehoir—
_
The Michigan (Bell) Telephone Comuiau f>t the State board of auditors, au- pany, which recently absorbed various in
A Deeply Laid Plot.
"cw'rt-Oatos V*d cl!» (De.ai lb.
l35 Pkga. Earliest Vepetablea,postpaid, f 1^00.
thorized Sheriff Porter of Lansing to of- dependent companies in this State, voted
Mrs. Good— Why does your daughter
fer it reward of $1,000 for the apprehen1 o, . .THB •'•-hlOII DOLLAR POTATO
to increase its capital stock from S2.5UU,- a ear your diamonds whenever she oxsion of ex-Quartermaster General Wil- 000 to $10,000,000.
poets Mr. Richman?
liam L. W bite, who is wattled tut a
Mrs. \\ ise- O, he's a jeweler, you
Harvey Cook. 10 years old, and Riley
charge alleging embezzlement of State
know, ami would be ashamed not to
Keigley,
10
years
old,
cousins,
residing
funds
while
a
member
of
tlie
Michigan
Never Failing Remedy for
militaryImard and who disappeared sev- near Paw Paw lake, were drowned while give her larger and better ones than he
eral weeks ago.
skating. • Cook lost his life in trying to thinks she has.— Jewelers’ Weekly.
Every Sufferer.
save his companion.
consumption, and hard winter
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Caieart't Candy Cathartic,the

Na«

Sptcifle

-

Ifa What They Ot. Not What M't
Said They Do. That Provtt
Thtir Merit

Ifs gut to talk.
Aur oar can l.uy upae* |B a newspaper.
and ‘Je about tbeir medicines.
clugl: at uf® °r tclUuS * ,ie •ud getting
pc”IJle f^^rtiae on the principle
tuere s a sucker born every minute.
*\e don’t.
^^\\e don't want to do business with suck-

^^faret. Candy Cnthartic are

all wo
claim, and bold on their merits. Failure to
cuie consti'pntlou means your money back
lau t that fair?
Tim people appreciate our war of doing
oustnoss to judge by the enormous sales of
Cuscarets, the ideal laxative.
Casea rets cure. That’s the truth, backed
by an absolute guarantee.They are agree•Me to the taste, convenient In* form, anti
•elUie and a line intestinal tonic. Thev
make th- liver lively,prevent sour stoni
•ch. purify the blood, brace the brain ami
make things right us they should be.
Go. bur ’und” try Casca rots1*to-flar it's
what they do. not what we sav
..... .. ........- ................
!

Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treat.
at Funeral Services.
H. J. McCarthy of Fenton dropped oiont by Lly a Cream Balm, which is agreeWiitle funeral serviceswere being eon- dead with heart disease. He was a memably aromatic. It is received through the
dtfted over the remains of Harvey Cook ber of the Michigan Retail Lumber Dealnoatnh. clean*** and heals the whole surnml Riley Iliegley. drowned in Little
Association, .k> years old and leaves
face over which it diffusesitself. Druggists
Paw Paw lake, the floor rtf the Methodist a widow and one son.
•oil the 50c. size; Trial size by mail, 10
Lpiscopal ( hiirch at Colouia gave way.
Mrs. Ami \\. Wright and her daugh- cents. Test it and you are sure to continue
It dropped about two feet and ;t panic*
ter. Mrs. Sarah II. Lancaster, have pre- tho treatment
among the women present resulted. SevAnnonncenient.
eral were carriedout of the ehurch in a sented a tract of ground to A linn ColTo aeeommodatothose who »re partial
lege. upon which to erect new buildings.
fainting eondition.
The property faces the present college to th® use of atomizers in applying liquids
into th® nasal passages for catarrhal iron.
buildings.
State News In Hrief.
but, the proprietors propfir®Cream Balm in
At the convention of the prohibition hqutd form, which will be known as Ely’s
Gakley. heretofore a dry town, is to
party
of
the
Fourth
congressional
district
have a saloon again, the Council having
Liquid Cream Balm. Price including the
accepted tlie bonds for one.
the- Rev. Janies Hamilton, pastor of tinsprayjngtubois 75 cents. Druggists or bv
Fred Gales a freshman law at the Fni- 1 irst •',,,!l",fl.lsl
('inm-h of St. Joseph,
T^ie liquid form embodies tlio med'-
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of Michigan, ha. fallen heir o/ '^1! h%T.!,,'mi0,1S

^

by the death of an uncle at Httf-

I

Viti;

S,*i0.n5

the nomi-

icmal properties of the solid preparation.

u“^,("sn!an- 1 ,l*‘ f‘*nventioc
lu’W.'G I Tain well. Mr. Hamilton
la* will decline the nomination.
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Ihe sparrow bounty law cost Allegan
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It Cures Colds Coughs. Sore Throat Croup Innuenza.WhoopingCough.Bronchitisard
Asthma.
a certain cure tor Consumption in firststancs
ind a sure relief In advanced stages. Use at
once You iv. It see the excellent eflccl after
taking the first dose Sa'd b* dealerseverv•her*. Urge bottles 26 cents and 60 cento.

OR

4

YEARS
IS ASSURED

AN INDEPENDENCE

If yon take UT: vnn*
tonicsiu Western
0: t>l*atjv

mamm
»‘!h.the ’.and

• ei
b*>

’:nf

_

Ills.

Sppltx—

Wb«i ta lit
Ula^

lalier's

rie-

of

Liver

Ralxer’a lap*
Rite* Rich,

Couch

'"'I'tain of Company Second Fnited
StaU‘s "tfantry. He has l.een ordered to
-Medical Btiok Free.
.
*». «l*«.Govemmem ! Powell barracks. Paso (’ob llo -tt he
Know Thyself,” a book for men
printing ot.iee at W
j entrance to Cienftn-gos harl^! Cuim.
only, regular price 50 cents, will be
Remedy to., Chicago; Id oaf real. Caa.; or
Arraugementsan* being perfected all The coroner's jury investigatingthe sent free (sealed and postpaid) to any
New lor*.
lloi.gh.on by nil ch a new city Jutll and wreck of the Felclt Mountainaeconuno
male reader of this paper, mentioning
This I* the CASCARET tablet
opeta hotise will he hiuli this season at | datlon train at Ford River switch re- this advertisement,inclosing (5c for post• Every tablet of the only genuine
; ..trued a verdict holding the Chicago and
age. Addt-esathe IVnbody Medical InGie magic letters «... estnuated cos, of upward
Ctt. Look nt the tablet befon.
Northwestern Railroad Coni]»any rt'spcn- stitute.-1 Bulfinch street, Boston, Mass.,
| yon buy. and beware of frauds
the oldest and host institution of its kind
i lie t nseoia Tanners institute elected sll,I*‘f"r '•"• disaster, but failing to speeiImlUtlons and «ubstltutea.
the following ollicers: iTesideut,J. K. I 0* which of its employes were at fault. in New England. Write to-day for free
Lexis. \ assar; viee-presidem, Robert ! T’estimouywas introiluced showing that a book.
W."Ml. Mityvillc: sctrrctitr.v and treasurer. 111)111 unuied Jacobson of Metropolitanwas
No matter how worthless a man Is.
W. T. Lewis, Yassar.
also in the burned car and has not been
he can always find some woman willing
A fraternity ttitm at Ann Arbor found accounted for.
DR. BADWAT A OO.. New Toai:
to marry him.
Dmt Stn-I bu*« bMo «ick for aatrly two rsani,nnd a jUK-kctbook liclongittg to Wirt MasWhen Sam Smith and hi- w-i.V, who
M>4 1>ml doctoring with •omoof th* aoit expert docten.
ami
tried,
under
an
assumed
name,
live
near
Ossco,
rettehed
home
the
other
tore of the Oaited Bute*. 1 have been t» thing and
Revenge may be sweet, but an overto collect :i reward before returning it. night from ;t neighbor'sthey ^ere atSri ar lag hot wat«r at the Hot Spring*, Ark., but it
"idulgence In sweet things makes
•Mmed everything failedto do me good. After I eaw He was arrested, but was releasediipon
KEEP YOU DRY.
tacked by two men, secreted in tU’ir trouble.
V*nr adverti-eaient I thought1 would try yonr pill*
housv. Mrs. Smith received a Ido'; in
•nd have nearly ated two buxet; tieea taking two at giving iip the property.
•Mtiue ami one after breakfant, and they have dona
Don't be fooledwith j mackintosh
The city attorney of West Hay City the face that laid the flesh open t; the
Wbat Do the Children Drink?
•• more good than anything e!.-.a I baveavarused. My
.0.rf.Ub^coat- lf you wanucaat
says that the special taxes assessed bone. Smith is a powerfulmau and
Doc’t give them tea or coffee. Have
trouble baa been with the tiver. My akin Md eye*
that Will keep you drv in the hardwere all yellow; 1 hud »l«e;.y. drowiy feeling*;felt lik* against the ( incinnati, Saginaw and fought desperately, but the two e ,a used
est storm buy the fish Brand
t-0011 dri,,k ™lU‘d
s-icker.If not for sale In vour
• drunken man; pain right altov*the imvel, like ft* if
Maekinaw
Railroad,wlti.-lt that company their sandbagswith good effect. They ciuaj.vu' It is delicious and nourishHwm bile on top of the etoinneh. My bowels were
town, write for catalogue to
Place of coffee. The
say; if will not pay. can la* collected. The sm-ceeded in getting away. He.:ry Rose, “‘•l
•oativ*. My mouth and tongue *orw mo*t of the time.
ore Lrain-0 you give the children the
Appetite fair, bat food would not digest,but bett!# city will probably mu* the company.
a
neighbor, hearing
cane to the
:1 u^guoor.
nearing cries, came
more health you distribute through their
keovy on mj ctomach, end »ome few mouthful*of food
'The .street railway ordaitnnceat Bav ^ '',I‘s,'Ut“l'VI,l,1
;l double-barreledshotgun
•ome up again. I could only eut light food thatdi.
stems. Grain-0 is made of pure grains
a*«t» aaaily. PiaaaeMmd -Book of Advioe."fie*nect>
City is being amended ><, that six-for-a- 11<’ , a. a,,d'.t?*Jll,i,(I
str,,Tgh* with tLe and when properly prepared tastes like
___
^
KliN /.AUUU. Hot Spring*, Ark.
be sold on
on tlie
,'"tli barrels of the
quarter ticketswill he
the curs
cars ,Ilen’
l\L^vc! 8raie* coffee* costs
and workingmenmay buy books of fifty gun were discharged. Rose thought he
S UJUCi,‘ ^ grocer8 t,ril R* 15c
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rides for $1.50, good between 0 and S in I recognized.-one of the men us an ex-.-ouj viet. The men have made good their esthe morning and 5 and 7 in the evening
Value of En|r|t<iiiLand.
, "ape.
Robbery is supposed to hnv«* been
on week days.
Land In England is 15 00 times as vain
their motive.
Mii-higanAgri. till urai College, accordab.e now as it was 200 years ago.
Relatives of Martin Erickson of Grand
ing to the report of Secretary of AgriPrice 26c a Box. Sold by Draggiiti or aent by Mail.
culture Hitchcock, gets $25,000 this year Rapids, who enlisted in the Fourth UnitLune a Family Medicine
Send to DR. IIADWAY A OO.. 66 EW Ktraet. .New
from the Federal Government as n por- ed States infantry in December. ISJIS.
Move# ike bowel* each day. lu order
York, for Book of Advic*.
Send your name and address on af
tion of the proceeds of the sale of public have receivednews that he was .ilied in
to be healthy this is necessary. Acts
the rhilippiucKin January.
* postal, and we will send you our 56- ^
lands.
aently on the liver and kidneys. Cures
J l»ge illustrated catalogue
I
Dan Conway. United States customs H,'k headache.Price 25 nnd 50c.
George \V. Kullis of Amt Arbor, representing a company of Detroit and Ann ofltcerstationedat Sarnia, Out. against
Laboring under a delusion is an un'I'Lw. ..... . ... ... J..
whom ehaf-ges were preferredof having
winchesterTepeatikg
ARMS CO. :
remedy for Arbor men, asked for a franchiseallowtoo publicly expressed his pro-Boer sym- profitablejob.
I 180 WinchesterAvenue. New Haven, Conn ?
Consumption.Cores ing the Ilastiugs-HattlcCreek road to
crttne into Battle Creek. This makes ptthies. and who was also alleged to hare
spoken disrespectfully of the (Jtieer.. has
Bronchit^,1U^a&rrPB^ three electric roads with Hattie Creek us
been found guilty of indiscretionmton
ncM. Asthma, Wboopijig- it terminal:one Dom Kalamazoo,a sec- 1 i.-vM.i,?.!?:
f ni !? of i1,ltIi.R?rt*,ion
"l1011
eraga. Croup, fimalt dose* ; quick. aire results.
0.11)
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from
if
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g"*ln‘adrt without pay fox
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Dubious Generosity.
Mrs. Henpcck— It costs :t great deal
to keep me in the country all summrr.

Houpcek— Yes,
dear, but you
ing .lannary,l!)lll).and S12 for the tir.-iI ‘ t u>V'1
•S,!lt,‘s infantry,and at
seven days of
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aad attractat*

'Look Before

teatloa. Not that you could ii ha
more atared at then than yon ana'1
Vera unilea and does not aaawai.
Mm. llawldine goea o>\ wi*h her
“There! that'i done!" the ulca at laat,
If*
attempts to sett
getting up from t*« table, and piling her
notea up in
heap on one aida at It. you m substitute
you
“Now, 1 am at your ordera.”
Hhu cornea forward into the ronai a ask foe Hood* s Sarsaparilla,
pretty, dark-eyed, oval-faced woman,
Ids only object is to
with a figure in which her drraataakerhaa
profit on the substitute, which is
nnderatood how to aupplement ail that
nature haa but imperfertiycarried ant.
stmsys inferiorend unsatisfactory. ThereA woman with reatleaa morementaand an fm be sere to get Hoof s.
<Ner-rcady tongue— a thorough daughter
Scrofula - "For yeen I hsi scrofuU
of the Ixmdon world ahe Urea in.
Vera leans her bead back in her chair,
sores on my beck. / took many medicines
and looks at her. “Cissy," ahe aaya, “1
wtthoet avail and thought I could not be
must really go home, 1 have been with cored. Then J began taking Hoofs Saryou a mouth to day."
“Co home! certainly not, my dear. uperttn end it entirety cured me. Hy
health is now perfect. I an: a trained
Don’t you know that 1 have aworn to
find you a husband before the season is
nurse, and recommend Hoof s for etl blood
out? I must really get you married, dbeases." J. D. Toney, 46 W. Ham
Vera. I have half a mind," she adds,
Street.Fredonla. N. Y.
reflectively, as she smooths down her
shining brown hair at the glass and con
templates, not ill satisfied, her image
there— “I have really half a mind to let
you have the boy if 1 could manage to
er Disdppo,;,!'
spare him."
“Do you think he would make a devot
nitarmroimjii*; Mi# nra-lrrltottagana
etl husband?''
asks Vera,
lasy
• »!*
»crn, with
min a uuy
ctlttWlfi tojteU With iwrfoianriui
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make
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II All Depended.
Monet, Jr.-Fader,a aheiitlemta In
the ahqp wauta to know if that allwool non-sbrlukable ihlrt will thrlak.
Monet, Sr. -Does It fit him?

“No; Id

1900

too biff.”
“Tab; Id vill shrink.”
la

There ieeveiygosd

icafoswhy

Statu or Onto, Ott or lor.Rno. „
Lucas Couxrr.
Fjuxr J. (’henry make* eath that he l< the
•enlor partnerofthe flnu of K. J.ChknrtACo.,
doing tHiKlneuIn the City of Toledo,County and
»

St Jacobs Oil
the* Id cure

State aforeald, and that said (Inn will ray tba
Him of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS forench
and every race of Catabrh that cannot bo
eurod by tbo us# of Hall's Catarrh curk.

FRANK

RHEUMATISM

CHENEY.

J.

Sworn to before me and ktiracrlbed In my pra*
tore. thU titb day of December, A. D.. IMS.

M

NEURALGIA

A. W. GLEASON.
.Votary FuMe.

LUMBAGO

Hall’s Catarrh Curt !< taken Internally and acta
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of tbo
system.Send for lostUnantalA, free.
F. J. CHENEY Si CO., Toledo
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thereat of the centnry. Osspt*
amoast reason is— it doe* curt,
for

by Druggists, 76c.

CHAPTER
I you wreck your whole life. 1 cannot
Unwarranted Pride.
SURELY AND PROMPTLY
station at 8uttoa stood perched marry you-not only because I am poor,
“I belong to a swell family," boasted
mp above the village on a high embank- I but, also alas! because 1 am bound to
the sponge.
•ewt. lip at the station it was always ! another woman."
“Yes," responded the towel, “and.
Aaught.v and generally cold. To-day, 1 “Helen Romcr!" she murmured,faintly
Ike so many swells, you’re an old soak."
Afc very early morning, about ten min- I "and you love her?" A sick, cold misery
—PhiladelphiaBulletin.
«Im before the first up-train is due, it is 1 rushed into her heart. She strove to
Wat only cold and draughty, but It is also w ithdraw her hands from his; but be only
Coagblng Lends to Conanmption.
met and foggy. A damp, white mist fills held them the tighter.
Kemp's Bsliam will atop the cough at
dfce valley aud hangs chillingly about the ; "No; I love you, and only you," he
once. Go to your druggiet to-day and get v<=o€Cmmi— i
•arrow, open shed on the upside of the answered her, almost roughly*; “but 1 am
• aample bottle free. Sold in 25 and 50
atation.dinging coldly and penetrating- bound to her. 1 cannot afford to marry , "*'Iv dear child, don’t be a fool. What
MEET STEAMSHIPS.
cent bottles.Go st once; delays are danW to the garments of a tall young lady her— we have neitherof us any money; | is *hc use of devotionin a husband? Ail
gerous.
In a long ulster and a thick veil, who is but I am bound all the same. Only one
a good fellow, who will let A Hew Service by the New York Cea*
•Jawly walking up auu down the plat- i thing can set me free; if, in five years, ont’ alone. After all. .the boy might not
tral Vail road.
Greenback*.
! we are, neither of us. better off than I answer, 1 am afraid, Vera,” turaing
George H. Daniels, gerteral passenger Wiggles—Are you for silver or gold?
I he solitary porter on duty eye* her ! now, she has told me that I ma. go free. : ro'^d suddenly upon her, “I am very
igent of the New York Central and
Waggles— I'm out for greenbacks Just
•nquiriui.’l.v.“lioing by the up-train, . Under no other conditions cun 1 over ; ,m|cb afraid that boy is in love with you;
Indoraedbyover
> UW»AOOwe*rae«.
was. ho says, touchinghis hat respect- marry anyone else. That is my secret, ’ *l 8 *,urr'd of you to take him from sac, Hudson River Railroad, has added « at present Lend me $10. will yoti?fbeneimfiM have W. L,
,. v *" U
i Vera.
At any moment she can claim | Ihjcuusc he is so useful, and i really can’t steamship bureau to the equipment of Somerville Journal.
Douglas’ oatne and price I
Ao. says \ era, blushinghotly under \ me, and for five years 1 must wait for well do without him. I am going to pay the passenger service of the road. He
stampeden bottom. Take I
*0 subtthuuclaimed to be
tte thick shelter of her veil, and then
him out to-night, though; be ia to ait op- has engaged Captains Louis Ingwersen
In a great many cases of Asthma,
as good. Your dealer
•dds w ith that readinessof explanation “Then I will wait for vou five fears, i Positc you at dinner;he will only be able and F. A. G. Schultze to superintend Piso’s Cure for Consumption will give reshould beep them -if,
fa which persons who have a guilty con- 1 foo,” she cried, passionatelv.“Is mv love
C»*e at you."
lief
that
ia
almost
equal
to
a
cure.
25
•ot, we will wnd a pain
the bureau, aud one of their duties trill
fcieace are prone, “I am only waitingto less
'
ea receiptof priceand sjc.
__
strong, less constant,thag hers, do j Half an hour later Mrs. Hazeldine and be to meet all incoming transatlantic cents.
cttis for carriage. State kind ef
somebody off.”
you think? Can I not wait patiently, j Miss Nevill are to be found upon two and the principalcoastwise steamships
ret ^aftf -iad width, plainor cap ts*. CaLfreaT
The Brute’* Reply.
Presently the few passengers for the
‘ ! chairs on the broad and shady aide of
Wife— Ah, darling, what would your mmtmsn
to assist passengers who wish to leave
**r,y train begin to arrive. Maurice is
“So bo it. then,” he
the Row, where a small crowd of mci is
life
be without me?
the city via the Vanderbiltsystem.
very late. Vera remembers that he alFive minutes later a tall young lady. 1 already gathered around them.
Husband
(with convictiou)—Cheaper.
way> puts off starting to catch a train deeply veiled as when she had entered
Vera, coming up a stranger,and aclf- Capt Ingwersen will have charge of
Sill tin* very last minute. She stands
the
American,
Canard,
White
Star,
Atthe train, got out of it aud walked swift- vitod to the house of her old acquaintance
•filing for him at the further end of the ly away from Tripton station down the a few weeks ago, had already created a lantic Transport, Wilson, Anchor and
platform, with a beating heart and a , hill toward the high road. So absorbed sensationin London. Her rare beauty,
Allan-State lines, and Capt Schultze
fever of impatiencewithin her.
was she in her own reflections that she the strange charm of her quiet, listless has been assigned to the North German
The train steams up. and Maurice hur- utterly failed to notice another figure, manner, the shade of melancholy which
Lloyd, Hamburg-Amerlcan,French,
tles forward; he does not even see her. also female and also veiled, who, pre- bad of late imperceptiblycrept over her,
But when all his things are put into the ceding her through the mist, went on aroused a keen admirationand interest in Rotterdam, Red Star and Tiiingvalla
lines.
carriage Captain Kynastou hears a soft swiftlybefore her down the road. Nor
her, even in that olty, which more than
ffiee behind him.
They will meet all incoming steamdid she pay the slightest attention to the | all others is satiated with its manifold
“I have come to wish you good-by fact until a turn in the road brought her types of beautiful women.
ships. and will be prepared to furnish
•gain." He turns, flushing at the sound suddenly face to face with two persons Just at first there bad been a daily ter- railway tickets, parlor and sleepingcar
f# the sweet, familiar voice.
who stood deep in conversationunder the ror upon her, that of meeting 8ir John accommodationsand to assist passen“Good hca**?us, Vera! You— out on such shelter of the tall, misty hedge-row.
j Kynaston or his brother; but London is
gers with their baggage and check^t to
f morning?”
As Vera approached these two persons [ a large place, and you may go out to points on the line of the railroad, after
“1 could not let you go away without
sprang apart with a guilty suddenness,j differenthouses for many nights run
—without—one kind word," she begins, aud revealed to her astonished eyes— ning without ever coming across the it has been passed by the customs Inapectors. They will also furnish pasaummering painfully.
Beatrice Miller nnd Mr. Herbert Pruyn. friend or the foe whom you desire or
sengers with cabs operated by the railI^l'hisis too good of you.” That very
These two lovers were, in fact, holding dread most to encounter. After a little
minute a brougham dashes rapidly up a stolen interview,and under the cir- while she forgot to glnnee hurriedlyand road company, and furnish time tables
ta the station.
and general information to passengers.
cumstances of this meeting were obliged fearfully around her every time ahe en
“It is the Shadouake carriage!"cried
The two men have also been directed
to take Vera into their confidence. She tered a ball room, or to look up ahudder
era. casting a terrified glance behind promised not to betray the fact of the ingly each time the door was opened and to assist passengers who come to his
Bcr. “Who can it be? They will see ' stolen interview, all the more readily be- , -u -fresh guest announced at a dinner parcity with a view of going abroad, and
' cause it did not strike either of them to ty. She never met either of them, nor
•neh passengerswill be met at the
^ Jump into the train, he answers,hur- inquire what she herself was doing in | did the name of Kynastonever strike np* Grand Central station on incoming
****.'',and without a thought beyond an the Tripton
J on her ear.
trains and conductedto the steamship.
tednet of self-preiervation for the mo- j in the end Vera walked on slowiv
She ,ooks happy enough now as she sits
Their baggage will be attended to, and
aant. she obeys him. Maurice follows her herself, and the Shadonakecarriage, or- 1 b-v ber friends side in the park, with a
tMPUft.cmng the carnage door behind dered to go along at a foot's pace from *‘ttle knot of admirers aoout her; not tnk- steamshiptickets can be procuredIn
Before she could speak another j Sutton stationtoward Tripton, picked ' in8 ver? mut'h trouble to talk to tfcefc, advance by communicating with Mr.
word the guard s sharp, shrill whistle both girls up and conveyed them safelr, indeed, but smiling serenelyfrom one to Daniels.— From the New York Commerneralded the departure of the train. each to their respective
the other, letting herself be talked to and cial Advertiser.
,
n cry era sprang toward
I amused, with just a word here and there,
Never Without Predecessor*.
toor; before she could reach it, Maurice,
CHAPTER
,0 show '.hem she is listening to what
“An inventor is a man who makes
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Vera sank back hopelesslyupon
“"J
“ tllpJ'rr«« and
««t, aud Slaunee, aecordlPBto
hfe-a blow which a
•ers aud customs of infuriated Britons,
“ battles through and
‘ ‘ • is none the worse in the end for, but un.gsve utterance to a very laconicword
der which a man of his age is ape to be
•sf bad import below bis breath.
crushed and to succumb. Within a week
“J would not have had this happen for
of his wedd ng day Vera Nevill had brokten thousand pounds!" he said, after a

despair:

^

minutc, looking at her in blank
t0 bin\ ll
hwn a
Vera was taking off her veil mechan- , “T.d‘ay? "^dcr-e very body had marIcally ; when he could see her face ho j u lo(1 •spcciilatcd.
but no one had got
perceived that she was very
auy ncarer t(? the
that Vera
“Never mind." she said,* with a faint " ‘‘f. su,,?°Se^t0 harc “mistaken her
•mile; “there is no real harm done.
',n®8.
As to Sir John, he blamed her not, and
In unfortunate, that is all. The train
Otopo at Tripton. I can get out there yet he knew no more about it than any
of them, he, too, could only have told
tad walk borne.”
“1 blame myself bitterly for this, you that Vera had mistaken her feelings
Vv*a,’* he said in a low, pained voice. —he knea- no more than that— for it was
but half the truth that she had told him.
r • 1 it not b n for my foolish, un. ______
had been more than enough to
vttc ng words to you yesterday,
you
••wo .) not have been tempted to do this i c.onjv*ncchim that she has perfectly
act of kindness. 1 spoke to you in neht.
A - 1 that I had no right to speak, be- ! It had been a great blow at the viearfBc
that my words would make no age, but neither the prayers of her weeplaprcssion upon you beyond the fact of iug sistes, nor the angry indignationof
skewing you that it was impossiblefor old Mrs. Daintree, nor even the gentle
me to stay for your wedding. 1 never remonstrancesof her brother-in-law cmitri
•iwtnied that your kindly interest in me I serve to alter her determination

white.
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Riic turned round to him sharply and j Vera waited for some sign from the
•udilenly. “What are you saying?” she man she loved. Sooner or later, whether
with a harsh pain in her voice, it was foi good or for evil, she knew it
“What words are you using to me? Kind- ; must com# to her; some token that he
•css. pity, generosity!— have they auy rememberedher existence;some indica!*Uce here between you and
lion as t^ what he would have her do
There was a moment in which neither with the ife that she had laid at his
them spoke, only their eyes met, nnd feet,
secret of what was hidden in their j It came 10 her at last An envelopeby
wu! lay suddenly revealed to each of the side oi her plate at breakfast; a
In another instant Vera had sunk few scrawhid words in a handwriting she
apou her knees before him.
had never seen before, end yet identified
“While you live,” •-ho cried, passionate- with an un 'ailing insfiuet, ere even she
ly. lifting her beautifuldark eyes, that broke the sell. One minute of wild hope,
•ere filled with a uew light and a new to be followedby a sic k, chill numbness,
*lcirj . to his- “while you live 1 will never and the story of her lore aud its longings
he another man’s wife!”
shrank away into tb* despair of impossi“For heaven’s sake, Vera!” be cried bility.
•m wildly, “do you not see the abyss “Her grandfather k dead, and she has
•inch lies between us— which must part claimed me. Good-by; forget me and
«* forever?"
forgive me."

me?”

Isn’t he,

pa?”

“Well, not exactly. He Is a man who
<* hr '-'bair. atauds a 5-oune fellow of
about two or three and twenty; he does thinks he has made something new,
not streak to her much, nor join in the but finds that half a dozen men Inventmerry, empty chatter that is going on
ed It long before lie did.”— Fuck.
around her; but it -is easy to see by the
way he looks down at her. by the fashion
Iry Grain-O! Try Grafn-O!
in which he watches her slightest moveAsk your Grocer to-day to show you a
ment, that Vera exercises no ordinary
package of GRAIN-O, the new food
influence over him.
that takes the place of coffee.The
He is a tall, slight-figured boy, with dnnk
chiidrenmay drink it without injury as
very fair yellow hair aud delicate feaa* the adult. All who try it like it.
tures; his blue eyes are frank and pleas- GRAIN -O has that rich seal brown of
ant, hut his mouth is a trifleweak and
Mocha or Java, but it is made from pure
vacillating,and the lips are too sensitive- gra'ns, and the most delicate stomach rely cut for strength of character,while ceives it without distress, ft the price of
coffee. 15c and 25c per package.Bold
his chest Is too narrow for strength of
by all grocers.
body.
Suddenly Denis Wilde felt a sudden
Merely a Hint.
movement of the chair beneath bis hand.
He (as the clock strike;- 12)-Thteis
Vera had started violently.
the hour that graveyards yawn.
“Here comes Sir John Kynaston," the
She— Well, they have my sympathy.
man before her was saying to his com- -New York World.
panion. “What a time it is since he has
shown himself; he looks as if he had had
ft pc. tip 'Its. Bronins.
a bad illness."
Most remarkable trio. Will make a
“Some woman jilted him, I’ve heard,” farmer rb-h despite himselfif he plants a
answered the other man: “some girl down plenty. Kalzer’s catalogtells. Send 10c
in the country. People say. Miss Nevill, and this notice for samples of above and
he is going to die of that old-fashioned big catalog. John A. tialzer Seed Co.,
“V",
l,u^u-uismonea La Crosse,
C N U
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NAPOLEON AND LOUISIANA.
Hi* Voice Broke as He Spoke of Henonticinu It*
It was still dark on the morning of
April 11. 1803, when Marbols was sum-

And a

cal,

tevo boon

Ptokkam's advloe end

and

has

who

i

hem’s statements end
sweeping.

to the square foot of Urebar an hour la
is

about 15ft pounds.

and

with

CUTICURi

greatest

of skin cure

llus is the purest, sweetest, most speedy, pc

that wonderful secret service which
laid before its master the social, politi-

marine engines

single anointing

purest of emollients

moned to attend the Emperor, who
showed him the latest dispatches of

***•••*

flying— it must be dreadfullycold out— 1
should YJt* to put on a fur jacket"

Bath with

he looks as if he had been buried, and
had come up again for a breath of air!"
(To be continued.)

him."

1 nm poor; but that in not all. Vera, for
ntveo’n safe. io*nL nnd pause before

Warm

Wis.

naval and military secrets of all
Europe. The English news was ominrelieved of
ous and disquieting,says the National
Magazine. Heavy drafts for home and fbmele troubles by Hire,
foreign military and naval service; intense activity in naval bureau, dockmedlolne.
“Loving you, I will never marry your
That was all; nothing more. No pas- yard and fleet, aud worse than all, the
brother!” she answeredearnestly.
The letters of e few ere
sionate regrets, nt> unavailing self-pity; rising of a new star in England’s coun“Aad I will never rob my brother of nothing to tall Iwr what it cost him to cils. the menaucing leadership of a printed regularly In this
his “ride.
darling, u«»
do mu
not tempi
tempt ivoifcu
iwt-. Darling,
LSdimifc,uuiuus,
ui-i,
-ru 10
resign her;
no «w--rd
to comiort
comfort ner
her for statesmanwho could be a patriot and
cane. To reach yon. love,
HUU...
________
,
would
be to dip
the hopelessness
nf his desertion; nothing a diplomatist,who was a man. Na•ay hands in dishonor and basest trcach but those twa lines.
poleon had decided.
If may one doubts the
«ry. Not even for you can 1 do this vile
“I renounce Louisiana," said he. “it
efficiency
sacredly
thin::. Let me go out of your life forA bright May morning, cold, it is true, is not only New Orleans 1 will cede, it
-ever; believe me, it is better so; best for ami with a biting wind from the oust—
oontldonilml
character
of
is the whole colony, without any reser•ok both. In time you will forget, you as, indeed, our English May mornings
fdreo
Plnkham’s
methods,
vation. I know the value of what I
•bil be happy. He will be good to you, _
generally arc. -but sunny and cloudless as
abandon”—and here the calm, assured write for a hook she
you will be glad that you were not the heart cap Jesire.
3r*u:iiU»d to betray
| The suubli.i/feare drawn ali along the voice broke a little, as he recapitulated recently published which
“Vou do not know what you ask of ! front wiudov" of a house in Park lane, the discoveries and perils,the hard- contains tatters from the
ate.” she cried, lifting her face, all wet Within the y living room are two ladies! ships and heavy expenditures of blood
•rirh tears, to his. “Leave me, if you One, the mb tress of the house, is seated aud treasure which France had lav- mayor sf Lynn, the post•Fill-go your way— forget me-it is nil the at the writiig table with her hack to ished in the new world in vain. “The master, and others of her
•cm'1 to me; henceforththere is no other the room, * rihbliug off invitations for
price of all these things is due to us and
otty who have made care•can on earth to me but you. I will never dear life, -*rds for an afternoon “at
must be paid. Still, I will be moderate ful Investigation,and
«rr.ir vows at the altar that I cannot homo," at tne rate of six per minute;
iu considerationof the necessitywhich
verify nil of Mrs, Pinkbeep, or commit the frightful sin of mar- ; the other sit* idle in a low basket chair
compels me to make the sale. But keep
eying one man while I know that 1 love doing nothing.
this to yourself.I want 50,000.000
mother. And I cannot help loving you!” "What time is it, Vera?"
claims*
He took b?r clasped,trembling hands “A quarter to 12."
francs,” he continued, “and for less
nrithin his own. nnd held them tightly. In
“Almost time to dress; Pre only ten than that sum I will not treat. To-morThe Plnkham claims are
Shot moment the woman was weak and more cards to fill up. What are you go- row you shall have your full powers.”
Investigate
ebe roan was her master.
ing to wear— white?"
The average quantity of coal burned them.
“Listen." he said. "Yes, you are right,
Vera shivers. “Look now the dust is

.
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